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PORTLAND, TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 29, 1800.

Foster, Proprietor.
Eight Dollar? a year in advance.

Terms

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
same place every
Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
Invariably in advance.
Rates

Advertising.—one Inch

of

pi

space,

in

length oi column, constitute a “square.**
$1.50-per square daily first week : 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head ot' “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per wock: three insertions or less, $1.50.
•‘Special Notices,” $1.23 per square firstinsertion, and 25 cts. P°r square for each subsequent insertion; halt a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each subsequent insertion.

Advertisements in sorted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the $tatc)tor $1.00 per square for first insertion1
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

tion.

PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper
promptly transacted on applicaa**

tion

above.

International Steamship Go.
Eastport,
THREE

Cala

TO THE DAILY PRESS.
---—+■ # 0—--

ud St. John.

TRIPS

Tuesday Morning, May 29,1366.

WEEK !

PER

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.

CHANGE OF DAYS.

FRIDAY,

John.

On and after MONDAY,- June
4tli, the Steamers oi tho International Line v ill le* ve Railroad
Wharf, foot o4 State Street, every
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
at 5 o’clock P. M.,lor Eastport and St.

will leave St. John every MONDAY,
W» DNESDAY and FRIDAY, at 8 A. M. lor Lastport, Portland, and Boiton.
At Eastport the Steamer Queen will connect tor St.
Andrews, Kobbinston, Caiais and New Brunswick
Railway to Woodstock and Houlioit Stations, and
Stage Conches willeonnoct for Machias.
At SI. John passengers take E. & N. A. Railway
for Sl» diac, and Steamer Empress every Tuesday
and Friday evening for Windsor and Halifax, anil
every Monday and
morning for Digitv.
Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o’cloek P, M.
C. C. EATON,

Returning,

Thursday

Entertainments.

May 29,18C6.~dtf
Argus, Advertiser and

HI DWELL,

fit

PIAJLL

June 6th, at 12* o’clock,
ONtheWEDNESDAY,
premises, will be sold that very desirable
on

Tuesday Evening, May 29th,
TWO POPULAR PLAYS.

ASMODEUS,
Or, THE EITTEEDEVIE’S SHARE.
Miss DOLLIE BIDWELL as the.Little Devil«
The glorious nautical Drama of

SUSAN!

for sale at Crosman & Co.’s Drug Store,
t ir’See Programmes.
maj-23—It

Ticket*

FOREST

CITY

TROTTING-

copy.

Desirable Real Estate at Auction.

BROWNE. Manager..

KLACK-EYED

Star

EDW» M. PATTEN & CO., Auctioneer*,
No. 18 ExcbiiRfic Street.

THEATRE!

DTUERING;

Agent.

PARK!

The Manager hereby offers a
VSR
Purse of One Hundred Dollars,

property

the north-easterly

on

anti
This lot

Gray Streets, known

as

of Brackett

corner

Bradley

the

Estate.—

has a front on Gray ot about 80 feet by C4 on
Brackett St.
On the premises a one and a halt
storied cottage House—nearly new—containing ten
finished rooms, well arranged, fitted for gas, with
brick cistern, etc. Also a large two and a half storied
House, arranged tor one or two families, with a Store
underneath, well fitted for a Grocery or Dry
Goods business.
In the rear a good Barn or store

house,

good order. Excellent water on the
premises from a spring that never fhils.
The entire premises surrounded with large and
thrifty shade trees, offering attractions for a residence
or for investment.
For terms and particulars call on
J. BRADLEY, Jr, Cor. of Commercial and India
Streets, or on
E. M. PATTEN & CO, Auctioneers.
May 29—dtd
all in

Extra Flour & Shorts.
The subscribers

making at

are

their

Sound Spring Wheat Extra Flour,
White

Wheat

Graham

Shorts & Chicken Feed, or Wheat

GEO* II• DAILEY* Maungcr*

Mill

200

Screenings.

STOUE

IN

may29dtd

Do.,

Barrels

Canada

Richardson’s Wharf.
29—dim

Androscoggin House,

Great International

Oix*owi.s !
Whitby's

Arena !

Grecian

Splendid

This House is located about 28 miles from
Portland, on the Androscoggin railroad, in
a very pleasant and thriving village, near
_the Depot and Telegraph office; and is surrounded by pleasant drives,pleasure grounds, a splendid gr >ve, suitable tor Pienie parlies, Arc., and in the
immediate vicinity oi two celebrated Mineral springs.
The Subscriber intends making this a first class
Hotel, and solicits a share of public patronage.
Lisbon Falls, May 20.
A. T. PIERCE.

May

Poitland,

Tuesday and Wednesday, May 29th and 30tli
ADMISSION

35

CENTS.

F. A. KEELER, Agent.

may21d0t

29—dim

CITY

ENTIRE NEW ORGANIZATION.

Circus, nothing but Circus. Two Great Circus
Companies in One Exhibition.
KxMbition will be given Afternoon •and Evening at

All

FOREST CITY

$100.00.

PURSE OF

ON TUESDAY, JUNE 5th,
For horses that

beat three minutes.

never

Gen. H. Bailey, names b. g.Tecumseh Sherman,
Wm. R. Fields, names b. m.Maggie Mitchell.
F. Baker, namesb, g..Baker Boy.

DAY

GOOD

GOOD

AND

TRACK 1

PURSE OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS.

saddle, open to all.
Geo. H. Bailoy, namea s. g.Hero.
F. E. Emery, names r. g.Billy Morris.
Geo. M. Robinson, g. g.Troublesome.
Mile heats best three In five to

GOOD

TRACK.

These arc two of the regular purses that closed
May mh, and will bo well contested races for the
race
money- Pools sold every idgbt previous to the
at Bowdoin Hall, 90 Federal Street, Portland.

Tickets 50

Ladies Free.

Cents.

hereby

NOTICE

Lot

for

CEO. IL BAILEY, Manager.

May 28—dtd

ANY

city
advantages

Partnership.

partnership heretofore-existing

under the
name of JONES & MACLEOD, is this day disThe business will bo
solved by mutual consent.
carried on hereafter by ALEXANDER ]>. MACLEOD, who will pay all debts doc by the late firm,
and receive all sums due to it.
WESLEY JONES,
A. D. MACLEOD.

THE

Portland, 23rd May, 1866.

may29d3t

For Sale.
a farm containing

Chebeqne Island,
land and 35
ONtillage
and

CLARK,

SIL VER ST. ICE HOUSE
—AND—

Exchange Street.

No. *>2

Soason, 18GG.
Price* of
96 00
in lbs. a day, irom June 1st to Oct. 1st,
Ico

tr,

o

«

»*

>•

«

..

™

the

for

UU

10 00

FoitTT Cents per 10U lbs.
To those who take Ice lor the season, it will he deOeTivered earlier than 1st June and later than 1st
month as during the sear
tolier, at the same rate per
the
’*°When not wanted for
oi

full season, it will lie de-

$2.00 per montli for 10 lbs.

livered at the rate

a

residence, if given at the Office
'''Notice of cliange of will
always prevent (lisappouitinstead of the driver,

mAny

leaving town for two weeks or more
giving notice at the Office, will be en-

acres

A

V

L

!

C1US. A. RACKLEFF & CO.,
removed from 301 Congress St., to 17C Middle St., opposite the U. S Hotel, where can bo
found a good assortment of Ladies’, Misses’ Gents*,
Boys* and Children’s Boots and Shoes of the latest
styles and variety, cf the best stock and workmanship, which we offer at prices that can’t be competed
with. Remember the place, 176 Middle St., opposite the U. S. Hotel.
may29eod2w&wlt*

HAVE

CLAIRVO YANT.
MADAME E. F. EE WIN,
celebrated English Clairvoyant Doctress, and
one ot the greatest Phrenologists ol the day, and

THE

also the most reliable Trance and Test Mediums
travelling in this State, qpn be found at

now

NO. 41,cor of FORE & HANCOCK STS,
from 9 A. M. till 9 P. M,
may29dlw

customer

one time, by
titled to a ((roper deduction.
for neglect, carelessComplaints against the drivers
inaue at tlio Omee,
nesH, or any other cause, must be
may2bd2m
and will be attended to promptly.

at

W A.

TIIE BEST, CLEANEST AND CHEAPEST

HAIR RESTORER
And

Dresser.

For sale by all Dealers.

IST_T

FIRST QUALITY, round hoop, Flour
at Thirty-five Cents, by

4

E. E. UPHAM & SON,
Richardson's Wharf.

May 29—dim
1

-f—-

Special Notice.
from Portland, who wisli to attend tho
of Blihop Burgess at Gardiner, on
WEDNESDAY, the 30th innt., can take the regular
noon train of thatday and return on a special train,
leaving Gardiner at seven (7) o’clock that evening.
Cf/ One fare for tho round trip.
funeral
PERSONS

W.

may29—2t

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

HAtCH, Supt.

NOTICE.
S. H. DELA will hereafter be at the MeWare-rooms 01 W. P. HASTINGS,
Temple Street, to receive orders for Cycloid Pianos,

MRS.lodeon

"Wholesale A.gents.

May 21—<Mw

may29dlw*

A:e.

STYLES r

'spring-

—AND—

Trimmings!

Tailor’s

The best Stock in the city is at

and sold at
of which Will be made to order,

Lowest
131

Cash

Forlland, April 14—2m

Drug

Middle St., over

May 29—dtf

Special Steamboat Notice.
reason of a slight accident to the SteamerNcw
York, a steamer wi’-i leave FRIDAY instunl el
Thursday this week,
G. C. EATON,

BY

Gocds and Prices.

Middle

Rights

Inventions
OF valuable
GOURLAY & POOR’S,
Store.
Roll'e’s
1G1

Prices!

Street.

mayfwht

GOULD.

IV

Town and County

lor sale at

Street.

Middle

Call and examine

To Provisioners.
one of
SPLENDID large Meat Refrigerator;
best in the city. Also a number of other articles
for carrying on the meat business, for sale at 388
may29d3t
Congress St.

A

New Goods, New Cloths,

131

E X> !

1UUU Barrels,

Melee’s Hair Life.

All

15

pasturage and wood
land, a young
thrifty orchard, two dwelling
houses in perfect repair, possessing the host ol wafer
also one barn, etc.; a good seashore
I privileges;for sea dressing.
Said farm is situated on
privilege
the west end of the Island, 8 miles from and in sight
of Portland city. Will be sold at a great bargain.
Inquire of CHARLES SAWYER, No. 123 Commercial Street, or of the Proprietor on the premises.
dtf
may29
acres

REMO

D. W.

Sale.

person desiring to purchase at a fkir bargain
one of the most neautifully located and desirable lots within the limits of the city of Portland, ample for a fine residence and fruit and flower garden,
surrounded by broad acres highly cultivated and
beautified with stately elms, and yet so near the
business center of the
as to conveniently combine the pleasures and
of both country
and city, will do well to enquire immediately at the
Probate Office, City Building.
mayJ9dlw*

Dissolution of

TUESDAY, .TUNE 12th,

GOOD DAY AND

PORTLAND,

May 29, 1866.
is
given that it is the intention of
the City Council to establish the grade of the following named streets, viz:—Mellon Street from Congress to Portland Street. Doering Street from Stai e
to Mellon Street. Lincoln Street from Chestnut to
Preble Street; and that the Committee on Streets,
&c., will meet on the two first named, on Saturday,
June 2d, at two o’clock P. M., and on Lincoln Street
at three P. M. same day for the purpose of hearing
all parties interested in the said streets.
Per Order Committee.
A. P. MORGAN, Chairman.
may29dtd

TROTTING PARK.
Mile Heats, beat Three in Fire to Harness.

OF

__b

AVliarl Notice,
fpHE Proprietors of

Portland Long Wharf are
liereby notified that the annual meeting of said
be held at the Counting Room ot ]).
T. < ltase, on Long Wharf, on MONDAY, the fourth
day of June next, at 3 o’clock ¥. M., for the following

X

.proprietors will

miriHjfte.s, viz:
1st. To choose a Moderator.
2«1. To choose a Treasurer.
3d. To ehooso a Standing Wharf Committee, and
inch other Committees as inav be deemed necessary
to manage the atfairs of the Wharl. Also, to transact any other business that may come before them
iit said meetiug.
ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Clerk
Of said Proprietors of Long Wharf.

(buy

Yovit

Paper and

Envelopes \
—AT—
j

DRESSER’S,l
9D

Exchange St. L

_

may28dtd

Portland, May 26,1»C6.

LOTS

HOUSE
For
Stevens* Plains,

ON
Enquire
April 11—dtf

ol

Sale,

near

A. L.

the Horse

Railroad.—

RICHARDSON,
On the

premises.

a

good SURVEYOR

of
by addressing
ANY
Hiay2*d3t*
one

this

School.
School for Children

May 28th, at the old City 13nil-'
ing, comer of Congress and iiino Streets.
may21dJw*

Notice.

Surveying.
firm in want of

Kindergarten

Summer Term of
rpHE
will commence
1

CIDER is wanted and wUl

can

hear

“C,”
1727,
Portland, Me.
Box

be received in
well
email quantities
Old)
larger quantities and
at No. 36 Commercial Street!
cash
as

paid
April 18, 1866,—dtf

an

were

appointed

a

war.

Referred.

The hill tc revive land grants to the States
of Missouri and Arkansas, to construct a railroad from the Mississippi river to the Texas

passed.
A resolution was adopted calling on the
of
for all reports on the MemWar
Secretary
phis riots.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Committee on Military to inquire into the expediency of repealing all laws authorizing brevet rank in the army, and providing that all
boundary,

was

such distinctions be abolished and some other
badge of recognition or reward for gallant
actions or meritorious conduct he substituted.
The bill to facilitate railroad communica-

tion was taken up.
Mr. Cresswell’s amendment that Congress
may at any time alter, amend or repeal this
act, was disagreed to. Yeas 12, nays 13.
Mr. Morrill made a speech against the bill.
The Senate then went into executive session after which adjourned.
HOUSE.

Mr. Kice of Maine

offered a resolution,
which was adopted, requiring the Secretary
of State to inform the llouse what progress
is made in completing the maps connected
with the Boundary Survey under the Treaty
of Washington, with copies of the correspon-

dence.

offered

which
was adopted, directing ttie Secretary of the
the
House
amount
to
inform
what
Treasury
of gold belonging to the United States had
been sold under his authority since the 1st
inst., and at what rates; also the names of
the agents through whom such sales were effected, and what rate of commission has been
authorized by the Department for selling the
a

resolution,

over.

FALLS, MAINE.

LISBON

binod with Habby

Johnson and Buckaicw,

committee to investigate the condition of the
national banks.
Mr. Grimes presented the petition of officers
of the Mississippi flotilla ior share of prize
money in captures made by them during the

Mr. Williams offered a resolution requiring
the President to inform the House whether
any of the civil or military employees of Government within the State of Georgia or any
other rebel State, has countenanced or assisted in the rendition of public honors to any
traitors either living or dead. Mr. Nicholson,
of Delaware objecting, the resolution went

E. E. UPHAM & SON,

n

Messrs. Henderson, Wilson. Tan Winkle,

same.

Peas,

For sale by

May

28.

SENATE.

Mr. Pcrliam

open to all horses that never trotted for money (barring the eh. g. Freeze out,, said to be the horse that
K» i»t everybody out of the regular purses,) to close
SAT KDAY EVENING, at 9 o'clock, at GO Federal
Street. Mile heats, bost 3 in 5 to harness.

Co

Washington, May

Mr. Stevens introduced a bill to enable
States lately iu rebellion, to regain their privileges in the Union, which was read twice and
referred to tlje committee of the whole on the
state of the Union.
The bill is as follows:
Whereas, Eleven States which lately formed a Government—so-palled the Confederate
States of America—have forfeited all their
rights under the Constitution, and can be reinstated in some way only through the action
of Congress, therefore,
Be it enacted, by the Senate and House of
Bepresensatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, that .eleven
States, lately in rebellion, may form valid
State governments in the following manner:
beet. 2.—btatc

governments

now

existing

de facto, though illegally formed in the midst
of martial law, and though in many instances
their constitutions were adopted nder duress,
and submitted to the ratification of the people, and therefore are not to be treated as free

republics, yet they are hereby acknowledged
as valid governments lor municipal purposes,
until the same shall be duly altered, and then

legislative and executive officers shall be treated as such.
Sect 8.—Whenever the
of said
States shall enact, that conventions shall be
called to formed legitimate State governments
by the formation and adoption of State constitutions, the governor or chief executive officer shall direct an election to be held on a
certain day, to choose delegates to a convention, who shall meet at the time fixed by the
Legislature, and form a State government,
which shall be submitted to a vote of the people, and if ratified by a majority of the loval
voters, shall be declared the constitution of
the State.
Sect. 4.—The persons who shall be entitled
to vote at both of said elections, shall be as
follows: All male citizens above the age of
twenty-one years, who have resided one year
in said State or ten days within the election
district.
Sect. 5.—The word “citizens” as used in this
act shall be construed to mean all persons except Indians not taxed or born in the United
States, oj duly naturalized. Any male citizen
above the age of 21 years shall be competent
to be elected to act as delegates to said Convention.
Sect. 0.—Ail persons who have held office,
either civil or military under the government
of the so-called Confederate States of America, and who swore allegiance to said government, are hereby declared to have forfeited
their citizenship and to have renounced allegiance to the United States, and shall not be
entitled to exercise the elective franchise until
five years after they have filed their intention
or desire to be reinvested with the rights of citizenship ; only they shall swear allegiance to the
United States, and renounce allegiance to all
other governments or pretended governments.
The said application is to be filed and oath
taken in some courts that are by law authorized to naturalize foreigners.
Sect. 7.—No Constitutien shall be presented
to or acted on by Congress which denies to
any citizens any rights, privileges or immunities which are granted to any other citizens in
the State. Ail laws shall be impartial, without
regard to race or former condition. If the
conditions of this section should ever be altered, repealed, expunged, or in any way abrogated, this act shall become void, and said
State shall lose its vote to be represented in

Legislatures

Congress.

sect, ts.—wnenever tne toregoing conditions
shall be complied with, the citizens of said
State may present said constitutions to Con-

gress, and if the same shall be approved by
Congress the said States shall be entitled to
the rights, privileges and immunities, and he
subject to ail the obligations and liabilities of
No Senator or Repa State within the Uuion.
resentative shall be admitted into cither House
of Congress until Congress shall have declared
the State entitled thereto.
A resolution was adopted dispensing with
evening sessions.
A resolution was adopted calling on the Secretary of War for information on a variety of
subjects connected with the Freedmen’s Bureau.

Mr. Stevens offered a resolution instructing
the Committee on Invalid Pensions to report
a bill to double pensions due
by casualties of
the late war.
On the suggestion of Mr. Perbam the resolution was modified to one of inquiry and

adopted.

A resolution was adopted for inquiring the
expediency of placing the surviving soldiers of
the war of 181;.' on the pension list.
A resolution directing the Committee on Invalid Pensions to report a bill extending the
provisions of the pension law to the Provost
Marshals, Deputy Provost Marshals and enrolling officers killed or disabled in the line of
duty, was passed, yeas 05, days 55.
Mr. Kelley offered a resolution calling upon
the Secretary of War for information in reference to railroad property in the possession of
the Government op the 1st of M; y, 1865.
Mr. Farnsworth objected and i„ went over.
A resolution was offered, that, as loyal men
have been elected from Tennessee to Congress
they he admitted on taking the usual oa*h,
and that each State not now represented shall
be allowed representation on the same terms.
Referred to the Reconstruction Committee.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Judiciary Committee to inquire into the expediency of abolishing all but one District
Court in each State not entitled to more than
seven members of Congress.
A resolution was adopted that the Commit
tee on Military Allhirs inquire into the expediency of providing a National military force
instead of a regular army, to copsist of volunteer regiments raised
by each State for
three years service,
A resolution was adopted calling on the
President tor information as to the amount ot
cotton in the hands ot the military authorities at the close of the war.

A resolution fixing eight hours as a day’s
labor in the Government printing office, was

rejected.

annum

per

yin

advance.
o

_

Advertisements.

New

N. A.
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|
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Portland,

U
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The tax hill was then taken up in committee of the whole,

Com shelters and wooden ware were added
to the free list, with reaping machines.
A new section was
that this
added, viz:
act be printed in one German newspaper in
each State.”
A proviso was added to the paragraph relating to tobacco, that persons exposing cigars
for sale shall be deemed manufacturers.
A proviso was added to section 88d, making
the tax on brandy distilled from grapes, apples
or peaches oue dollar and
filly certs per gallon.
The committee rose and reported the bill
and amendments to the House.
Mr. Farnsworth moved as an amendment
an additional section that all Assessors, Collectors anil revenuue agents shall bo appointed by the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, and that no officer shall
be removed whhout consent of the Senate,
unless for malfeasance during the rcce3s of

Congress.

An amendment was offered that the special
Commissioner of Kevenue be appointed by
the President with tire consent cf flic Senate,
instead of by the Secretary of the Treasury.

The previous question on the bill and the
amendments was called, and Hr. Morrill closed the debate.
The first vote was on the amendment striking out the following proviso: provided that
no appeal shall be allowed to any party alter
he shall have been duly assessed and the annual list containing his assessment shall have
been transmitted to the Collector of the District.
1 he amendment was rejected and the proviso remains in tile bill.
The next vote was on the amendment
striking out the paragraph imposing a tax of
ten per cent on wines.
The amendment was rejected and the paragraph remains in the bill.
The next vote was on the amendment inserting in the paragraph requiring monthly
reports from cigar makers, a proviso that journeymen cigar makers and apprentices who
work for others, shall not be included.
The amendment was agreed to.
The amendment striking out the sentence
authorizing gas companies to add the tax to
the price of gas sold, was agreed to.
The amendment striking out mowers’ and
reapers’ machines, brooms and wooden ware
from the paragraph taxing them three per
cent., was agreed to. These articles were
therefore added to the free list.
Bunting and flags ol the United States, and
banners made of bunting of domestic manufacture, were added to the free list.
The amendment to reduce the tax on smoking tobacco of all kinds not sweetened nor
stemmed, or butted, from twenty to ten cents
per pound was rejected, and the tax remains
at twenty cents.
The amendment was agreed to maxing the
tax on cigarettes, worth not over eight dollars
per 1,000, two dollars; over eight dollars and
not over twelve dollars, four dollars and forty
per cent, ad valorem, to be assessed on the excess beyond twelve dollars per 1,000.
The amendment.placing on the the free list
cordage and rigging for vessels, was rejected.
The amendment taking from the
Secretary
of the Treasury the appointment of special
Commissioner of Revenue, and giving it to
the President by and with the consent of the
>

Senate,

rejected.

was

The amendment striking out the section

providing

for the appointment of a special
Commissioner of the Revenue, was rejected.
The amendment adding a proviso that assessors’ lists of incomes shall be open to the
public for inspection, but not furnished for
publication, nor allowed to be copied for pub-

lication,

was

rejected.

amendment that all assessors, etc., shall
be appointed by the President with the consent of the Senate, and not to be
removed,
except tor malfeasance, during the recos3 of
I lie

Congress,

was

rejected.

All the other amendments were
agreed to
in gross and the bid was passed.
Yeas 111,
nays 11.
The title of the bill was amended
by making it read, “A bill to reduce the Internal Kev&c.:’
enue,
A re.-olution inquiring of the
Secretary of
the Treasury relative to the sales and
purchases of U. S. bonds by the
Treasury since the
1st of January, was offered and laid over until
to-morrow.

Messages from the President covering reports from the Secretary of War relative to the
operations of the Freedmen’s Bureau, and
from the Postmaster General relative to the
proposed mail steamship service to Brazil wore
received. Adjourned.
FROM

NEW

Washington. May 28.
Advices from Arizona of the 12th uit. give
information that armed citizens of Hardyville, in revenge tor the killing of a white man

by the Hualapois Indians, had killed nine of
the Indians including their chief. The Superintendent of Indian affairs there says an
alliance is probable between the Hualapois
and other Indians against the whites, and unless more troops are avaiiable to protect the
whites, the condition of the latter will be precarious.
accom-

panied G

ns. Steadman and Fullerton to the
Sea Islands, reports that no flaw could be
found in the management there or in South
The planters came forward and
upheld his policy, and were panic stricken at
the idea of the removal of the Bureau. The
Commissioner for North Carolina says the
number of destitute freedmen are being gradually reduced. The demand lor labor was unabated kml greater than the supply.
The court mart ial for the tr ial of Lieut. Col1
Paulding for disobedience of orders, in depos
iting money in the Merchants National Bank
adjourned till Wednesday.
A copy of the ratification of the mail contract Between the United States and Brazil
has boon received by the Post Office
Department from the latter Government.
/
The Senate this afternoon went iDto Executive session, but transacted no business pertaining to it, and immediately adjourned. The
liepublican Senators then resumed from last
week their caucus deliberations on the reconstruction propositions, in order to reconcile
the conflicting views and to argue in advance
upon precisely what they will support in the
open Senate.
The commission of Gen. Sickles, as Minister to the Hague, was sent to him Saturday.
Ho has not yet accepted or declined the aj>-

Carolina..

pointment.

Air. Warren, Minister to Guatemala, Mr
Rosseau, Minister to Honduras, and Mr.
Campbell, Minister to Mexico, are here waiting, preparatory to instructions from the Sec-

retary of State.
The President has nominated Mr. Faxon,
chief clerk of the Navy Department, to be As* 'tan t
Secretary of the Navy, in place of Mr.
Fox resigned. Mr. Fox has been nominated
as additional Assistant
Secretary of the Navy
for six months.
The receipts of the United States for the
quarter ending March 31st, are $237,544,644.
■

The expenditures for the same time
$172,4110,364. These are exclusive of

the Liberals.

San Francisco, May 24.

The Mexican Imperial Consul has received
official dispatches from Mazatlan of May lGth,
stating that the Liberals attacked the garrison
of Hermorville on the 4th inst., ahd after a
bloody struggle captured and pillaged the town.
The Imperial forces subsequently arrived and
after killing 200 of the Liberals and drove the
re3t, recaptured most all their booty.
Mr. Anisa, an American citizen, and Don
D. Gotizallcs, who refused to give $4000 to the
Liberal cause were cruelly murdered, together
with thirteen Americans.
The Imperialists had defeated Corona at
Sengalas, driving him thirty-five miles and
killing 180 of his men, and capturing a large
amount of ammftnition.
Several wealthy families arrived here on flic
Continental who had fled from the Liberal
rule.
The published accounts say that at the sack
of Hermonville the Liberals mustered thirtyeight fo-eigners and 500 citizens, who helped
defend the town.
A strong division of Imperialists started
for Mazatlan on the 16th inst., in pursuit of

San Francisco, May 28.
A letter from Hermonville corroborates the
account of the atrocities which the Liberals
committed in that place, and states that the
stores were ransacked, the rich inhabitants
laid under contribution, and all who could not
pay murdered, and all the women' violated.
Tlie question of republican or monarchial
principles was entirely set aside and the whole
population of Sonora were rising to avenge
the cruelties of the Liberals.

To Provisioners.
Extra Flour and Shorts— E. E. Upbam & Sou.
Town and Country Rights—Gouvlav & Poor.
Dissolution of Partnership—Jones & Macleud.
Removal—Ciias. A. Racklefi' & Co.
Notico—Mrs. S. II. Dela.
T. Pierce.

Portland Fire I ngines Ahead!—We notice

by the Bridgeport (Ct.) Farmer that a trial of steam
fire engines took place in that city on the 11th inst.,
which resulted decidedly in favor of one of the Portmachines.

Five steamers

com-

peted together for the superiority. The “D. II. Sterling,” an Amoskeag machine of the first class (class
is decided by the weight and capacity of the engine)
third time with 110 lbs. of steam in 2S
time of lighting her firOs, and playing through a 11-2 inch nozzle reached hor greatest
height at 168 feet from the ground.
The ‘‘Protector
is also an Amoskeag machine and
in size belongs to the third class, though largo of her
class. She showed 60 lbs. ol steam in 15 minutes,
and commenced playing through a one inch nozzle
with eighty lbs. in seventeen minutes. Her highest
point was 183 feet.
Steamer “No 5,” also an Amoskeag of the second
class, commenced playing first with 130 lbs. of steam
in 28 minutes, and the second time in 32 minutes and
attained her greatest elevation at 108 feet.
The
Seamstress” is one of our Johnson’s Patent
Machines with horizontal action of tho old style, but
inferior to those of the present pattern. It is the
property of the Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine
Company, and was invited to participate in the trial.
Slie is a smaller engine than (he “Protector.*' being
of the third class, and played through a one inch nozzle. fler guage showed ten lbs. of steam in 8 1-2
minutes, CO lbs. in 11 minutes, 100 lbs. in 13 1-2 minutes and 110 lbs. in 161-2 minutes. Her highest poiut
reached was 188 feet.
“When the stream of the ‘Protector,* says the
Farmer, went above that of the D. H. Sterling,’
a shout of exaltation was given by the large crowd of
observers, but when that of the ‘Seamstress* went
above that of tho ‘Protector,’ the cheering was tiestarted the

minutes from the

mend ous.”

So this is another evidence of the superiority of our
Portland built

engines

over

those of the

Amoskeag

Johnson at his new works at the foot of Franklin Street, is now engaged in building three newly
ordered machines for Albany, N. Y., and Fitchburg,
Mass., which will far surpass in capacity for work

Vavious Items.

New York, May 28.
Wm. McCormick, who stabbed tbe tailor
Pollard Saturday night, has surrendered himself. He states that the deceased and himself
had a quarrel, the prisoner charging the de-

ceased with slapdering his wife, and in the
fight he stabbed Pollard.
The Board of Aldermen this afternoon
adopted a resolution proposing part of City
Hall park for the new United States post of-

fice.

Lamerande, the alleged defaulting Cashier
of the Bank of France tor 800,000 francs, was
before the Commissioner to-day on the question of extradition. The case is continued.
The steamer Scotland, from Liverpool,
brought 1054 passengers.
The excise receipts up to this evening were
$605,000,

There are rumors of an organized attempt
to oppose the execution of the new law in this

city.
Terrijfic Tornado.

Honesdale, Pa., May 28.

A terrific tornado swept over the lower portion of this borough last evening. The immense covered bridge spanning the Lackawaxen river at Sixth street,was bodily lifted a
distance of six feet in the air, and fell into the
river a mass of ruins. A boy who had just
crossed the bridge, was carried about fifty feet
up the river. Several bams, out-houses <fce.,
were demolished.
Trees and sticks of timber
filled the air, flying like shingles. The course
of the tornado was first from west to east.
It then turned and went south and west, and
veering again, finally took a north-easterly
course. No lives were lost.

Mr.

beauty of design any previous

and

steam tire

engines

of his workmanship.
The following correspond once, which we publish,
will be of interest, and explains itself:
Bangor, May 10,18C6.
General:—At tbe meeting of tho Soldiers’ and Sailors* Convention, held in this city to-day, tho following resolution was unanimously adopted, with tho
request that a copy of the same be transmitted to
you, by the Secretary:
Resolved, That in view of the rocent renewed affliction, which lias prevented the attendance of Brig.
Gen. Scldon Connor, at this Convention, we would

tender to him our sincere and heartfelt sympathy,
and assure him of our earnest prayers for his speedy
and eomplete recoverv.”
******

Sec’y Maine State Soldiers’

F. G. Patterson,
ballot s’ Convention.

and

Danville Junction, May 25, I860.
Dear Sir:—I am in receipt of yours of the 16th
inst., transmitting a resolution expressive ot sympathy, and good wishes in my behalf, passed by the recent Convention of the Soldiers and Sailors of Maine.
Nothing could be more welcome to me than this
evidence of the remembrance of my old brothers-inarms, and of their friendly interest in my welfare. 1
am sensible of i.he honor conferred by "the notice of
my assembled comrades, and gratified at the soldierly spirit of brotherhood that animates their resolution—a spirit which I warmly reciprocate.
It is one ot the deepest regrets, occasioned me by
my late accident, that I was thereby incapacitated
from attending the Convention.
With sincere thanks fbr your personal sympathy,
I remain

Your obd’t servant,
Selden Connor.

F. G. Patterson. Sec’y Maine State Soldiers*and
Sailors’ Convention.
Soldiers

Louisville.

Sailors Meeting.—The adjournSoldiers and Sailors was held at Reception Hall last evening, Gen. J. D. Fessenden presidand

ed meet lag of

ing.
Mills Brown, from the Committee appointlast meeting, reported a plan for the organization of a City Union of Soldiers Rud Sailors. The
plan was an elaborate one, looking to an organization
under a charter to bo asked for of tho State Legislaed at the

Louisville, Ky., May 28.
Terrill, the murderer, was captured by the
citizens of Shelbyville yesterday, and sent
here to-day. He received thirty-three shots
before being captured, and it is supposed they

will prove mortal. A man named Banker was
also captured with him. A third associate es-

caped.
There are lumors that a large number of
Fenians are going northward from this vicinity to-night. Destination unknown.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, May 2S.
Special despatches from Washington say
it is considered certain that Davis’ trial will
he postponed until the November term of the
Richmond court. It is also quite probable the
indictment will be altered; the grand jury
having only adjourned, and entitled to make
changes in the bill. Other presentments will

be made at the suggestions of the
Attorney
General, who conducts the prosecution.
The last exhibit of the Comptroller of the
Currency shows that there are 1650 National
bauks, with an aggregate circulation of $276,540,510, secured by bonds estimated at $334,384,350; total capital i3 $414,921,479. Nearly
400 of these banks aie National depositaries,
giving for deposits $36,776,500.
The Republican Senators held another caucus this forenoon, and it is understood that
several substitutes were offered for the third
section of the reconstruction plan, but nothing has yet been agreed to. They meet again
this afternoon.
The rumors ol Cabinet changes are premature, unless Secretary Harlan should tender
his resignation, which would be
accepted.
The President is anxious to retain the
present
Cabinet until the work of reconstruction is
completed by the admission of Southern rep-

resentatives.

of Jeff Davis.

Fortress Monroe, May 28.
O’Conner and Shea, from New York, have
been in consultation with Jeff Davis most of
yesterday and to-day. They found him in
bettor health than anticipated, and stale he is
in possession of his keenest faculties, and
lully
alive to the importance of the issues involved
in his trial. They gave no information
respecting the trial, but remarked that they had just
obtained permission to visit their client.
Political.

New York. May 28.
Mr. Scovel it is said will run tor Congress as
independent candidate, in the first District
of New Jersey. The Democrats of that District make no nomination.
an

board tho

upital Ships.
New York, May 28.
There were two deaths from cholera on the
but
no new admissions.
hospital ship to-day,

ture.
Tho report led to sonio discussion. Col.
Miller,
Lieut. Shaw and others, were in favor of a County

organization in preference to a City. Col. Brown and
Capt. Knight flavored a City organization. Finally,
motion of Col. Miller the
table to be acted upon at an
held next Monday evening.

on

report was laid upon the
amounted meeting to be
The meeting then ad-

journed.
8t. Louie.

From

St. Louis, May 28.
The total loss by the fire last evening will t
probably reach $220,000. Blow’s loss is $150,000; insured $135,000. Studley & Co.’s loss is

$20,000; insured

building $3,000.
The new school Presbyterian
assembly yesterday, provided, through a series of resolutions, for the appointment of a Committee
from the old school assembly on the subject of
an organic re-union.
on

Sculling Hatch.
New York, May 28.
Two sculling matches have been made in
International

England between Henry Kelly, the champion
skuller of Putney, and Hamill, the American
champion. The races to be for £250 a side
each race. The first, a four mile straight away
race, and the second, a five mile race, Both
to be pulled the same week, on the Tyne, early in July.
From

California•

Francisco, May 20.
A heavy rain, falling all day yesterday, has

created

much apprehension for the wheat
crop, as it is thought that unseasonable moisture will produce rust. Whole fields of grain
in Santa Clara county are reported to have
been prostrated.
The sleamer Del Norte, from Eureka, has
arrived, bringing $10,000 in treasure.

—Speaking of removals from office, the Argus says, “The Radicals have suddenly come to
the solemn conclusion, that the President has
no power to remove from offite.
If they had
made this discovery as their party was coming
into power, instead of as it is going out, there
would have been less suspicion that the wish
is father to the thought.” This is not quite

fairly stated. The “Radicals” do not dispute
the President’s power, conferred by the first
Congress under far other circumstances. They
do hold that this power has become too dangerous to be entrusted to any one
man, and should
be taken away by tho same body which originally granted it.
—The Freedmen’s courts have been abolished
in Tennessee, the State law
permitting colored
testimony in the civil courts having gone into

operation.
—The leading Democratic prints are out in
full cry for a thorough
overhauling and reorgan- |

ization of the Cabinet. The New York World
tells the President that “he will never know
how far the people are with him, or
against

him, so long as he retains in his Cabinet men
who treat with opposition or indifference his
policy.” The Herald exclaims: “Let the President turn his Cabinet out of doors, without
further hesitation, like a piece of old furniture
that may have been very useful to his predecjssor, but is now no longer available and is
very much in the way.” The News—that Northern sentry of secession—calls the Cabinet “a
den of conspirators;” says “the staff he [the

President] has chosen for his support is uplifted to crush him;” wants to know “how
long
he will continue to nurse these vipers in his
bosom;” and finally concludes: “If Mr. Johnson has sense, he will distrust his
Cabinet; if
he has nerve, he will remodel it.’
—Mr. Dillingham has withdrawn his name
from the list of Republican candidates for the
gubernatorial nomination.

He publishes an
elaborate letter for that purpose in the Waterville Mail.
The West

11

in

Virginia election
quite slowly, but indications

Attempt at Swindling.—Last Saturday, a gentlcmanly appearing person made hia appearance on
Commercial street, enquiring the price of oil and

turpenf ine barrels. He pretended that he was purchasing for the Kerosene Company, and had secured
one lot which was upon the truck, and liad called at
a second place for another lot.
At the second place
suspicions were excited that the fellow was playing
the “confidence” game, and they made inquiries at
the office of the Company, and were informed that
they had no agent purchasing for them. Upon being
taxed with the fraud, the fellow said, if they would
wait a couple of minutes he would show his authority,” and started off. He is, probably, hunting up the
vouchers,” as he bas not since been seen. The barrels on the team were returned to the firm<>utof
whom they were swindlod.

ternoon at two

o’clock, on their ground

near

the Ar-

We have witnessed tho pla}ring of this Club a
number of times this spring, and can truly say that
their games, besides being played with skill not excelled by any we have seen in this Stale, are c inducted with tho utmost propriety and good order; and we
should advise all who love such sport, both ladies and
gentlemen, to visit their ground on this and at futuro
tri-weekly meetings—Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at C o’clock, P. M.t—as it will not only be
encouraging to the players, buc very interesting to
all who are present.

returns come
are that the

amendment to the State Constitution disfranchising rebels has been ratified,

Theatre.—This evening the comedy of Asmodeus
and the National drama of Black Eyed Susan will be
presented; Miss Dollie Bidwell appearing in both
plays. There will be no performance either on Wednesday or Thursday evening, the company having eng ged to perform at Bwldetord on those two nights.
On

Friday

and

Saturday evenings they will perform
present, as on Monday they go to

lor the last time at

Calais.
This company has performed to better acceptation
and bas drawu fuller bouses than any company that
has performed in this city for a long time.
desire to call the attention of our readers to
the card of Dr. Geo. F. French, in another column.
We

Dr. French has

city

recently come among

us, and reiers
will be seen, to Dr. Daveis of tills
and to Dr. Bowdltcli of Boston.
During the

by permission,

as

war, Dr. French had much professional experience
in the army, having been Surgeon in Charge oi sev-

Axy person wjilting
ant

ighl>orhood,

n

General Hospitals, for the Army and Departof Tennessee, and more recently the PersonalStaff Surgeon of Lieut. Gen. Grant.
few days

since that the Sumner street church and society were
desirous of purchasing the New Jerusalem church.

decided to complete the repairs on
the one they now occupy. With a little help from
their friends it can be made vei y neat and comfortable. All such will have an opportunity to contribute
in a few days as a committee has been appointed to
solicit contributions.

They

nice little house iu
sure

afternoon at 19 Gray street,
rare chance.

a

pleas-

to go to the auction
at 3 o’clock. It is a

have since

The funeral oi Bishop Burgess will bo from Christ
Church, Gardiner, to-morrow (Wednesday) afternoon, at 4} o’clock, sermon by Bishop Clarke, of
Rhode Island. Arrangements have been made by
which persons desiring to attend can take the regular train, leaving this city at 1 o’clock P. M., and return the same evening by special train, at one halt

the usual fore.

made. Measures were adopted to secure a srrvey of tiie proposed route, and to obtain estimates of the probable cost. Reports upon th, se
points are to be submitted at an adjourned meet"
ingtobe held in June. It is understood that
if the road is built it will he lease 1 by the Maine
Central, and that the latter corporation is disposed to render all feasible aid in its construction. The valley of the Piscataquis comprise s

portions of our State and we
triends in that section may succeed in
their ellorts.
—The Temperance portion of the community
will be glad to learn that there is at least one
one

of the fiuest

hope

our

hotel in Maine where from principle no intoxicating drinks are sold. The Eagle Hotel at Mechanic Falls, whichisadvertised in our columns
and of which Mr. P. R. Cobb is the obliging

landlord, is such an one, and Temperance men
stopping there need liavo no conscientious
scruples” that they are patronizing arum .>$op.
*•

Mr. Cobb is determined to prove that a first
class country hotel can be sustained without
the aid ot a bar.
—The Skowhegan Clarion reports the death

by drowning

of Mr. Leonard A. Grover, forein the Excelsior Factory at that place. Mr.
Grover attempted to take a boat round tho pier
of the bridge, on the south side of the river,
just above the dam. While doing so, the railroad tie got under the bottom of tho boat. In
attempting to clear it he broke his paddle,
man

which left him at the mercy of the current. He
pulled off his coat and jumped into the
water, and swam for the shore, and got within
10 or 15 feet of it when he was swept over the
dam, and drawn under. He was about 35 years
of age, and a steady, industrious citizen. He
then

leaves a daughter five years of age, whose mothis dead.
—A son of George Allison, of Lewiston, aged

er

about 13 years, had his arm broken near the
shoulder, one day last week, in consequent e of
the breaking of the flag-stall' rope by which he
had been drawn up nearly 30 feet by other lads.
So says the Journal.
—The Skowhegan Clarion reports some cases
of small-pox in Cornville.
—The Bath Times contains the
of

particulars

sad accident which occurred in that city
on Sunday.
Alittlo- son of John N. Darnett,
four years of age, was playing in the back or
“E11” part of hi,s father’s house. It is supposed
that tlio child must have got access to some
a

matches, as after a time that portion of the bouse

Eliza deth.—The
arrested at Ferry

woman

Laura

Turner,

Village on Friday, for
keeping a house of prostitution, was sentenced to the
work-house for oO days, by Justice Strout, and her

who

was

children put in charge of the Overseers of the Poor.
The nymphs who were taken, were admonished and
sont to the places from whence they came.
colds are often overlooked. A conany length of time causes irritation oi
the Lungs or same chrome Throat disease. ‘-Brown’s
Bronchial Troches” are ofl'erod with the fullest confidence in their efficacy,
giving almost, invariably
sure and immediate
diSwlw
relief.
Coughs and

tinuancc for

lLe^tnie^t’

the*? ^ume,d>

stlj Spulill?1“ul

the bounty to
his nrowr rmr..J M>ldier, sailor,

ascertaining

or

marine,

or

rvifi-a

bonnti^.t^"^^^”
«t??y8U

any and all
under existing laws by the it

i»

o^h“

State, county, city, town, or
r municipal organization, or by any Voluntary
ciation, so that ip no case shall the aecregate amount ot bounty allowed aud naid
from all sources exceed eight ami one-third
by

any

discovered to be in flames. When the fire
discovered the child could not be found,
and though every effort was made to discover
him they were fruitless. The charred remains
were recovered after the fire.
Whether he was
suffocated by the smoke, or his clothes took fire
and so bewildered him as to prevent his escape
cannot he known. The Ell was destroyed, to-

dollars

a_ivice,or at

bounty,

was

gether with out-buildings, and a barn which
adjoined it. The main part of the house, which
was occupied by two families, was saved.
—We have received the programme of the
recent graduating exercises of the State Normal School at Farmington, some account of
which appeared in our issue of yesterday.—
Orations were pronounced by Mr. Edmund
Hayes of Farmington—subject, “One Nation,
One Destiuy’’—and by Mr. Charles A. Bartonsubject, “Patriotism.” Miss M. T. Perkins, of
Bath, delivered the Valedictory; and essays
were read by the following young ladies, upon
the subjects appended to their names:—Miss S.
Fanny Norton,Farmington; “Freedom by the
Miss M. Augusta Evans, Athens;
Truth.”

“Progress in Astronomical Science.”

Miss
Hannah B. Stewart, Farmington; “Footprints
of the Depart'd.” Miss Emma J. Freeman,
Manchester; “Modesty.” Miss Mira Q. Vaughan.
Miss
Farmington Falls; “The Pilgrimage.”
Dora A. Sprague, Farmington; “Coral AniMiss Nellie M. Hayes, Farmington;
Miss Sarah K. Cuitis.

“Cheerful Workers.”

'“Trials—Blessings.”

Miss Susie K.
“The Life and Assassination
of Thomas A. Beckett.”
—We learn from the Watorville Mail that the
house of Homer Percival, Esq., Cashier of the

Mercer;

Tobey, Maehias;

People’s National Bank in that village, was entered by burglars on Thursday night last. The
object was doubtless to get possession of the
keys of the bank, but it was frustrated in the
foUowiug

manner:

ter of Mr. P.was

“The

nurse

of

a

sick

lying on a lounge in

the

daughsitting

The burglar entered the front door,
which was locked, with the key inside, and was
first discovered entering the sitting-room, which
was dimly lighted.
He was masked and other-

room.

wise disguised, and as he advanced towards the
bedroom door he was boldly confronted by the
Watcher; when a scream from the invalid, that
was promptly responded to by Mr. Percival from
a chamber close by, induced him to turn and
escape He did this so quickly that he found
time to look the door on the outside before Mr.
P. reached it. Alarm was given and search
made, but nothing was discovered.” The Mail
adds that signs were discovered at the residence
of E. L. (letchell, Esq., Cashier of Watorville
National Bank, that during the same nighthis
premises were explored with the design of
breaking in.
Tho Bounty Bill.

Tho bill for

passed

the

equalization of bounties
Friday. The principal

the House last

amendments are in the first section, which allows no payments to a soldier's widow if she
has married

again; in the second, where it is
provided that the bounty provided and
paid from ail sources, national, state,
municipal, or other, shall not exceed
$100 a year: and in the fourth, which
requires
that the amount of
bounty or prize money
previously received shall be disclosed under
oath in every application under the law. The
bill passed by 189
yeas to 2 nays—Messrs.

Nicholson of Delaware, and Trimble of Kentucky, both Democrats. As amended and
passed, the text stands as follows:
Section 1. That instead of any grant of land

othc; bounty, there shall be allowed and
paid to each and every soldier, sailor and
us such in the
marine, who faithfully served
arm y, navy or murine corps ot the U nited States,

and who has been or who may hereafter be honorably discharged from such service, the sum of
eight ami one-third dollars per month, or at the
dollars per year, as hereinrate of one hundred
after provided, for all the time during which
such soldier, sailor or marine actually so served
18C1, and the
between the 12th day of
-day of April, 1865, and in the case of any
such soldier, sailor or marine discharged from
the service on account of wounds received in
battle, or while engaged in tho line of his duties, the said allowance shall be computed and
paid up to the end of the term of servico for

April,

^coition

or

application

made under the provisions of this
act, sliaU disclose and state specifically, under
aud
under
the pains and penalties of per;>ath
what amount of bounty, either from the
jury,
United States or from any other source, and
what amount of prize money, if any, has been
paid or is payable to the soldier, sailor, or marine by whom or by whose representatives the
claim is made.
Sec. .5
That whenever application shall
lie made by any Claimant through
any attor
aey or agent, the claimant shall furnish his
post office address, giving the name of tho
county and State in which it is situated, and the amount of commission or fee
which the attorney is to receive for his services
iu the settlement of the
claim, which charges
in no case shall exceed the
sum of $5.
And
such
every
application shall be accompanied by
the written affidavit of the
or
attorney
agent
that \m has not charged nor
agreed lor and
oot accept
more
than such
sum
of #5 for his services in tho .case.
The
Paymaster General upon ascertaining the
amount due shall cause to be transmitted to
such claimant the full amount thereof less the
tee to be
paid to tho attorney or agent, which
tee shall be paid to the
attorney or agent, in
person, or transmitted to such address as the
attorney may direct.
Sec. 6.
'That any attorney or agent who
receive from any claimant a sum
greater than $5 for the prosecution of any
claim
under
the
of
provisions
this
act, upon conviction thereof, shall pav a
tine not to exceed the sum of
or
$1,000
imprisonment for a term not less than one
year, or
both, as the court or jury may adjudge, aud
shall forever thereafter be excluded from
prosecuting claims of any nature whatever against
the Government of the United
States.
Sec. 7.
That in case the
payment shall
be made m the form of a
check, order or
draft upou any paymaster, National
bank,
or Government
depository, in or near the
district
wherein
the .claiiuauu
remay
side, it shall be necessary for the claimant to establish by the affidavits of two credible
witnesses
that he is the identical person named
therein*
but in no case shall such checks, orders or
drafts
made negotiable until after such identification.
fvfc* 8- That it shall not be lawful for any
or

soldier,

or
sailor,.
sell his

marine, to transfer, assign,
discharge, final statement, deor other
scriptive
papers, for the purpose of
transferring, assigning, bartering, or selling any
interest in any bounty under the
provisions of
this act; aud all such
transfers,, assignments,
barter

or

l>iarfcT

to fore made, are
hereby deOFn aes,’
clarediS>null
and void as to any
rights intended
to be conveyed
by any such soldier, sailor or

marine.

*

8ec. 9. That no adjustment or
payment of
any claim of any soldier, sailor, or marine or of
Ins proper representatives under the
of this act, shall be made, unless the provisions
be filed within two years from the application
passage of
the act; and the settlement of
accounts of deceased soldiers, sailors and
marines, shall be
made in the same manner as now

provided by

was

or
Cape

which hisenliszmeut was made, anti in case .of
any such soldier, sailor, os. snasiae,
service, or before the end of the term
U discharged ou account ofbe°UI1, tl(
'Vs lx“fore provided, the allowance
■hhI
hmde to his widow, if she
has not o'1’! Kh;i">:
or. iftherebeno widow
then to
hm' •*
,',miu’r child renol the deceased.

the death of
while in the

for each month of actual faithful
the rate 01 S100 per year; aud in
the case of any sailor or mar ine to whom prizeMr. Smith, agent tor Dr. Cutter’s improved chestmoney has been paid or is payable, the amount
of such prize-money shall also be deducted,
expanders will remain in the city during this week
andouly such amount of bounty paid as shall,
only. See advertisement.
together with such prize money aud any other
bounty paid or payable by the United States,
•
or by any State, county, city, town, or other muITEMS OF STATE NEWS.
nicipal organization, or by any voluntary association. amount in the aggregate to the sum al—Tho people of Piscataquis County arc movlowed by this act.
oko. a.
That no bounty unuer the provising in the matter of securing railway eoiiimu- ions
of this act shall In; paid to or on account of
;
nic.ition with the rest of the world. A large I
any soldier, sailor, or marine, who was a capami enthusiastic meeting, in the interestof this
tured prisoner of war at the time of his enlistnor to
any one who was discharged on
enterprise, was held at Dover on the 14tli iust. ment,
his own application, «*r
request, prior to Ajiril
The proposed road is to connect with the Maine
unless
19,180.),
such discharge was obtained with
Central at Newport antj to extend through the
.1 view to
or
to
enlistment,
accept promotion in
the military service of the United States, or to
towns of Corinna, Dexter, Garland and Dover,
!>e transferred from one branch of the military
with a probable extension to Brownville. A
service to another, and who did actually enlist
charter has already been obtained for a road to
or accept promotion, or *vas so
transferred, and
no
shall be paid to any soldier, sailor, or
Dexter, and it is now proposed to push the line
bounty
marine discharged on the application, or ^t the
still farther into the valley of the Piscataquis.
requ
of parents guardians, or other persons,
At the meeting mentioned, much interest was
or on the ground of
minority.
we
e
stock
of
manifested and liberal pledges
*.

eral

a

a

should be

thij

ment

Abyssinian Church.—We remarked

water.

as

Thursday.

mals.”
Ball Playing.—The Eon Ball Club will celebrate its anniversary by playing a club game, this afsenal.

San

harmless

We are requested to state that the hall where tfce
“Little Gleaners” held their Fair on M unjoy is known
as “Lincoln Hall.”

Auction Sales—E. M. Patten.
For Sale—Farm.
•Special Steamboat Notico,
International Steamship Co—Change of Days.
Special Notice—W. Hatch.

shop.

FOLITlCAIi.

on

of

were

funds.

Corona.

Cholera—Additional Deaths

W a n te< 1—Barrels.
Lot lor Sale.

Col. J.

SUCCESS OF THE IMPERIAL FORCES.

The

Clairvoyant—Madame E. F. Lewin.
City ol Portland—Grad© of Streets.

Androscoggin House—A.

as

It will be noticed by travelers to Eastport and St.
John that by an accident to one of the steamers oi
the International line, she will leave Friday instead

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

land manufactured

Better Late than Never.—If your teeth arc
doing, and you have not yet tried tlie “Sozodont” as
Abandon all other dena preservative, try it now.
tifrices, and give it a fair chance; it is guaranteed to
be

trust

MEXICO.

American Citizens Murdered

Health

ENTERTAINMENT column.

Theatre—Bidwell & Brown.
Forest City Trotting Park.

NOMINATIONS, Sic.

Assistant Commissioner Scott, who

VICINITY.
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How tho Johnson Club Caught a
Tartar.
(Correspondence of the Boston Advertiser.)
The ‘•serenade” had but one real
purpose—
traP «* <br Mr. Secretary Stanton
The olheers and managers of this little
pocket
club were vain enough to think
c.uld
catch this grim-taeed war minister(hey
alter the
President and Mr. Seward had failed
In trying
to do so—it is the best
joke of the season! The
report of that famous Cabinet coniab on reconstruction had been
published, and everybody had noted the forcible manner In which
it was said Mr. Stanton “indorsed” the
President and “denounced” the scheme of
the ioint
committee of fifteen.
Nobody believed the
report, though it wa3 known to come directly
from the White House and the
State Department Mr. Stanton did not fall into
the snare
A day or two afterward oracular
announcement was made
through the convenient medium ot the Associated Press
telegraphic disthat
the
truth of the Cabinet
patches
report
was not questsoned “save in one
particular
“viz: position alleged to have been

!‘was»

taken by

•Secretary Stanton, and if this has been tnis“stated it is presumed he himself wifi
cause an
authentic denial to be made, and not leave
“liis views open to doubt or
This

conjecture.”
cleverly baited trap, but tho wily head
War Department
again proved too
sharp for the wily head of the State Department.
was a

ot

the

Hence this “serenade” to the President and his Cabinet
re

eunesday evening came, and so did the
came, and the “mission” of the club had been
accomplished. The
Marine Band came out in
melody and bine
coats—the managers of the club came out
in
and
open carriages—the people came ont
pomp.
in small numbers and weak
enthusiasm— the
President ciune out in teeble voice anil commendable brevity—the
Secretary of the Navy
came out in “one and all”
four times in a minute and a half—the
of the TreasuSecretary
ry came out in ward politician style and cheap
imitation of his superior—the Postmaster
General came out iu meaningless platitudes
and airy balancings— the
Attorney-General
came oat and went to dinner some time
before the scrcnaders got there—the
Secretary
of the Interior came out in silence and a
crisn
letter of rebuke—the
Secretary of War came
out in—

“serenade”—midnight

well, tue scene was as good as a first-class
comedy. “Everybody” was there —twelve
hundred, all told, perhaps. A wide and deen
water-pipe ditch was there, in front of the
house, al3o, into which several persons tell
1 he managers’carriages were
there, too as
was also the foot-wearv band.
Presently ’the
door of the house opened, and
the tableau
was set— the
Secretary in the center fore-

ground, a manager or two on either side, a
young man with a candle on the right aull a
young man with a candle on the left.
The
Secretary raised his spectacles from his nose
to his forehead,
produced a roll of manuscript,

and at once began
reading, without so much as
looKmg at the crowd-or giving the glib-tongued
omeials a chance to show themselves and introduce him. His hair seemed thinner, and
his under jaw
heavier, than ever before. He
He load
clearly and with good emphasis, but
so con l:n
ously that toe claquers hail no opportunity to applaud. The instant he finished lie dropped his
spectacles to bis nose, bowed a euit “good-night,” and—was gone! It
was a minute or more before the chief manager could find wit enough to call for three
cheers—and when lie got them they were the
most ghostly cheers I ever heard.
Mr. Green
Clay Smith had carried out his threat—“We’ll
smoke ’em out, by G—d”—but he knew, and
his Mother managers knew, and the crowd
knew, that a third nicely baited trap had
sprung and caught only—a Tartar 1
Thu White Mountains.—The carriage road
the summit of Mount Washington is now in
muck bettor coudttion than any previous spring
since its completion. The spring rains and
melting snows have not washed the road to
the same extent as in previous years, owing
to

mainly

to the preventive measures adopted in
the fall. The Bpring repairs will soon be completed, and this “road to the clouds” rcadv for
the season’s travel. A new stable, sixty by
thirty-six feet, upon the summit of the mountain, has recently been put under contract and
is to be completed the first of July. This additional accommodation is rendered necessary
by the increasing number of visitors who make

the ascent in carriages or on horseback.
The summer travel has already commenced,
the first visitors having arrived at the Glen
House last week.
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No communication will bo published, unless
of the writer. We
panied by tlie same and address
ennnot undertake to return rejected communicaaccom-

tions.

Union State Convention.
The Union voters of Maine are requested to send
del®gates to a Convention to be held at Bangor on
Thuriday, June 21 st, at 11 o'clock, A. M., for the pura candidate for Governor, and
pose ot nominating
transacting any other business that may properly
eome before the Convention.
The basis of representation will be ns follows: Each
•itr, town and plantation will be entitled to one delegate, and an additional delegate for every seventyfive votes cast lor Samuel Cony at the Gubernatorial
election ot 1864. A fraction oi’iorty votes will bo entitled to an additional delegate.
JAMES G. BLAINE,
JAMES M. STONE,
ih. a. r'uoTJbU,
E. G. HARLOW,
LEE STRICKLAND,
H. B. PRESCOTT,

Union State
Committee.

JAMES WRIGHT,

1C. J. HALE,
UTPAM HITOOTTES,

EUGENE HALE,
« nAitt rj!i l*. a^iINE,
EBEN WOODBURY,
May 7,

1866.

Secretary McCulloch’s Stamp Spceoh.

In Secretary McCulloch’s report on the state
of the finances for 1805, he very judiciously
remarked in enumerating the objections to the
use of the United States notes as a permanent
currency, that such a policy would keep the
question of the currency constantly before the
people, as a political question—“than which,”
said the Secretary, “few tilings would be more
injurious to business.” Last Wednesday evening, Mr. McCulloch illustrated the wisdom of
tbe very error
against which lie had raised his voice in warnEntrusted with the management of
his own

saying, by committing

ing.

important department
of the public service, witli great measures still
pending before Congress which ought uot to
be prejudiced by any partizau or personal excitement, the Secretary deliberately and causelessly uttered a speech which irretrievably puts
him in opposition to the majority of Congress
upon the greatest question of the hour.
The affairs of the Treasury ought not to
have been entangled in the perplexed question
about reconstruction. Few things, as the Secwhat is now the most

retary says, could have been more injurious.
We refrained from publishing his imprudent

speech, when it was delivered, merely indicating its ^laracter, hoping that it might be suffered to lapse into oblivion. We still hope and
believe that Congress will proceed to consider
the Secretary’s recommendations on their
merits, though it cannot be denied that the
public respect for Mr. McCulloch’s good judgment has received a great shock. Since the
publication of Saturday’s debate in the House
of Representatives, however, it has become
important to know what words Mr. McCulloch actually used, and the following passage
may serve to Illustrate his spirit and manner.
He said,—
If

bettor policy can be presented there is
no man in tbe United States who will more
willingly embrace it than Andrew Johnson.
(Hearty cheers.) But until that better policy
be presented, he must he false to himself, iiilse
to his record, and must in fact, cease to be Andrew Johnson, if he does not adhere to his
policy, and sink or swim with it. (Cheers.) It
is pretty good evidence, alter all,gentlemen, of
the correctness of his policy, that Congress,
after having been in session nearly six long
weary months, has been unable to present one
which they can agree upon as a substitute.
(Cheers and laughter.) It was once said, 1
think by John Randolph, that “of all tinkers,
the Constitution tinkers were the most to be
deprecated.” (Cheers.) If the old man could
rise from his grave, what would he say to the
present Congress, in which every third man,
at least, is a Constitution tinker? (cheers and
laughter.) But they are not wise enough to
amend that grand old instrument, the work of
our fathers, ol the founders of the
Republic,
the glory of the United States, and the admiration of tbe world. (Cheers.)
Jiy leiiow-cmzens, there is but one proposition that has been presented which stands
even the ghost of a chance of
acceptance by
the people of the North, and that is the
proposition basing representation on voters. And
whose fault is it that that is not a part of the
Constitution to-day ? Why was it not subtnited with the amendment abolishing
slavery ?
a

Affairs

in

Texas.

The following letter from a loyal Union man
in Texas, we cut from tbe columns of the
New York Post. In a private note to the editor, tbe writer adds: “It is dangerous for
If it should be
one here to tell the truth.
known I had written such an article, it would
be likely to cost my life, though it is strictly
true.” We commend his communication to
the careful attention of those who would
learn the practical workings of “ray policy,”
or satisfy themselves as to the extent to which
traitors are made to “take the back seats” in
Texas:

Texas, April 18,1866.
To the Editors of ihe Evening Post:
I propose to give you a brief account of the

then heard.
It is in this way that a servant of t'ue people chooses to speak of their representatives
in

Congress.

He considers six months a

time to devote to the

study

long

of the intricate

questions

which have grown out of a civil
war of four years, and have been seriously

perplexed by Executive mismanagement since
the close of actual hostilities.

He mistakes
the popular acquiescence in President Johnson’s avowedly experimental policy—all to be

“subject to the approval of Congress”—for a
popular endorsement, which certainly it never
will be. He appears to think this
epoch of national resurrection to new life
under new conditions, peculiarly adapted to
spread-eagle flights about the Constitutional
work of the fathers, as if the hand of
destiny
had not laid upon the men of this generation
a weight of responsibility as heavy as theirs.
No, Mr. McCulloch I The men who have
saved the Republic and now control her counsels, do no*, undervalue the wisdom of the authors of the Constitution. You, if you had
lived in 1787, would have opposed the Constitution and insisted that the Articles of Confederation were all that could be desired. They
was

or

would have recognized the glorious opportunity then, as they recognize now the duty of
making our national charter conform to the
great facts of to-day. These men whom you
call tinkers, who you say are not wise
enough

to amend the

Constitution,

wiiom with sineu-

lar originality you style “these
Jupiter
Tonans,” are it is strange to say, now engaged
in the highest work which the country calls
for, in restoring and i»erfecting the disturbed but nobly vindicated American system
of

government,—and

you, if we can believe

hear, you arc inaugurating an inquiprivate opinions of your clerks
and dismissing those who sympathize with
the party of the future!
what

we

sition into the

Happened.—A writer in the
Crescent Monthly, published in New Orleans,
thus lucidly describes the manoeuvres connected with the surrender of Gen. Lee:
How

rr

The supreme hour was now come, when,
from across Fame’s
burning ecliptic, where it
had traced, in ilammg sheen, its luminous
path of glory, the proud Aldebaran of the
Southern hope, in all the splendors of its express, Hyades brightness, should sink to rest
behind the lurid war clouds, in the fateful
western heaven, there to bring
out, in death's
dark canopy, the immortal lights of immortal
deeds, and spiriU great and glorious, shining
torever down uihui a came in darkness like
the glittering hosts upon a world in
night.

Serenade to Gen. O. S. Ferry.—'While
the serenade to the President was going on at
Washington last Wednesday evening, another I
was taking place in Norwalk, the home ol GenO. S. Ferry, Senator elect 1'rdm Connecticut.
In his reintr.es he said nothing which could be
construed to mean an endorsement of the President's policy, but expressed himself in harmony with the views of his fellow candidates
as follows:
It is gratifying to observe how identical in
sentiment were the respective candidates iretween whom our Union legislators, at
first,
divided their suffrages. The recorded votes of

both Houses oi Congress. Such a vote tt will
doubtless need t ogive it effect. It is vary doubtful whether the > Senate will consider during
the present sessioir the Bankrupt bill just pass-

would keep

do anything, and we told you tec
you harmless.”
At once they rallied, began to be clamorous
for more than was given, to complain of Union men holding the offices of the country, to
wlrtch they had previously submitted with
apparent content, as if they expected nothing
less; violent persecutions of Union men began, desperadoes were encouraged to resist the

laws and defy the officers, and in many places
The common
these were forced to resign.
people rallied to the support of their leaders,
and in many places remote from military posts
us bad a state of affairs exists as at any time
during the rebellion.
Tlie Union men being generally peaceable,

quiet, law-abiding citizens, and having no
desperadoes in their employ, are compelled to
submit to almost every insult and indignity,
being frequently beaten and abused, and in
fact, hundreds have been actually killed since
the war. The courts of the country are a perfect farce in many places, Union men being
threatened and olten abmsed lor appearing before the grand juries against disunionists, or
appearing in court as witnesses against them,
even in obedience to a subpoena
In mauy
places men openly avow they do not consider
the amnosty oath binding; they only took it
to enable them to vote.
They openly boast
themselves rebels, saying they glory in the

name, and curse all U uion men; and even the
flag, the old stars and stripes, has been torn
down when hoisted, and the secession flag
put up.

things are openly and notoriously
taking place to this day, and 1 have just heard
These

that in Parker county, in the northwest portion ot the State, there is a party banded together who posted themselves on an eminence
near the town, and with long-range guns fired
on the Court house for two days in succession,
the court being in session. These parties had
been indicted for offence against the laws, and
were attempting to break up the court because
it was not composed of secession or disunion
officers. It is said that they are supported and
encouraged by many of the citizens. These
men, both beibre and since court, openly go
into the town and spend most of their days
there, defying the officers of the law, and the
people refuse to aid in their arrest.
Again it is impossible for a Union man to
get a judgement for any injuly to his person
or property, no matter what the proof or
charge of the court, for a jury cannot be obtained without some disunionists, and they
will not render a verdict. Disloyalty to the
government is as rampant, at least in many
parts of the State as at any time during the
rebellion, and Union men have become disheartened, have lost confidence in the government, it having failed to protect them ever
since the war, and went and served in the federal ranks, say they never would serve it

again.
Convention has been held in this State
was composed of a large majority of the
most rabid secession leaders, elected by a miof
the votes, as the polls and registranority
tion records will show. The only prerequisite tor a voter or member was that he should
have taken the amnesty oath, while that is no
test of loyalty whatever.
This convention
was in session sixty days, attempted to legislate on every conceivable subject, as if they
considered they were the only sensible body of
men that ever would be assembled in Texas ;
made many professions of loyalty, but the Constitution as prepared shows and speaks for itself And it is evident the intention is that no
loyal man shall ever hold office under it.
A

which
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stitutiou to take the initiative.

The “fumigation, or m college phrase the
“smoking out” of the various members of the
Cabinet, alter many abortive attempts and as
many postponements, was auspiciously effected on Wednesday evening. How far this
stroke of policy succeeded in developing that
unity of design, which seems to be no less de-

sirable in cabinets than in works of art, the
telegraph has made you aware. If the “fumigutors” were pleased with some of the respon-

nobody else is probably disposed to com'
plain. For the manly and noble words of Secretary Harlan the country—at least the loyal
part of it—will heartily thank him.
Speaking of works of art, I am reminded to
say that our Maine sculptor, Mr. Frank Simmons, who still hails from Maine, the Boston
papers to the contrary notwithstanding, is laboring here very successfully in his professes,

sion.

He has several works on hand, either
completed or far enough advanced to develop
their

merits,

which have attracted much at-

tention and elicited high praise. He is now
engaged upon a bust of Gen. Grant. Though
at my last visit to his studio the model was
not

completed, this work, judging from the
progress made, promises to be no less successful than his others. He hopes to exhibit it at
the approaching World’s Fair.
T. S. P.
The Attempt to Assassinate Count
Bihmabck.—The name of the man who attempted to take the life of Count Bismarck,
the Prussian Minister, was Blind. Of him
and his attack on the Minister a newspaper

correspondent

tvrites:

He must have been a most resolute characaeter.
He not only made the
attempt in one
of the most frequented thoroughfares ot the

capital, but, as appears from the more explicit
particulars which have but now appeared,
fired the last four shots while struggling with
several persons who actively endeavored to
seize him.

The first ball be fired when the
Count was walking directly in front of him.
Before he could discharge his revolver a
second time a tradesman of the name of Elia
had caught hold of him. While
trying to
shake him off he fired his second and third
balls. Then Count Bismarck threw himself
upon him, holding down his right ai m. Blind
taking his pistol in his left and pressing it
against the chest of his intended victim, fired
for the fourth and fifth times. It
seems, however, that in the tussle the pistol was turned
aside so that the balls only grazed the skin.
One of the last two halls wounded a journeyman bookbinder by the name of
Bemewitz,
who happened to be passing. At this moment a number of soldiers came
up and disarmed Blind, who had still one ball left. He
had not been many hours in prison,
when,
eluding the vigilance of the constable, sitting
by his side, he managed to commit suicide.
It is said that he feigned to wipe off the
perspiration from his face, and holding a knife
concealed in his pocket handkerchief, with
one sweeping cut drew it from ear to ear.—
As the attempt was unsuccessful, the penalty
for the crime would have been imprisonment
with hard labor for fifteen years. He had
been studying at the Agricultural Academy of
Hohenhcim.’ncar Stuttgard, and had only
been two day in Berlin. There is no doubt lie
came hither on purpose to commit the deed.

Cushing’s Island.—We find the follow-

ing paragraph

in the Boston Traveller:

One of the most picturesque islands on our
coast is Cushing’s Island, in the entrance of
Portland Harbor, situated midwity between
the forts, and overlooking the channel by
which steamers come and go. On a lottv eminence, on the island, stands the Ottawa
House, commanding a splendid view of the
harbor, of the city, and of the distant mountains. This house has been built four years,
years, will accommodate over a hundred and
fitly guests, and is provided with every modem convenience, while the facilities for boating, bathing, fishing and other sports cannot
he excelled. Mr. George Allen, tor several
years the popular proprietor of the Marlboro’
Hotel in Boston, has a leased it, and will open
it for the season on the first of June. The
fact is sufficient to warrant a first-class table
and a constant attention to the wants of
guests. The island itself is about eight times
the size of Boston Common, has lovely beaches, a frowning headland, caves worn .by ocean
storms, green fields and valleys, anu wooded
knolls and eminences, and will he found very
attractive in the warm months.

SPECIAL
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Yours respectfully.
Unionist.

now.

Letter from the National Capital.

Washington, May 24, I860.
To the Editor of the Press:
The debate in the Senate upon the Constitutional Amendment recently passed by the

House, has thus far progressed very leisurely,
and has excited no very great interest. It was
opened upon Wednesday the 23d inst., by Mr.
Howard of Michigan from the Committee of
Fifteen, in a speech able and well considered,
but delivered with somewhat less than his usually rather formal precision and exactitude ol
expression. He is one of the ablest members
of tire

Senate,

and in the

logical strength of

his arguments he is equalled by few, and surpassed by none of his fellow Senators. He
was

followed on

Thursday by

Senator Stew-

ait, who.having several times recast his plan
of reconstruction has brought it into general
accord with that of tli«

Committee, except

as

to the third section of the latter disfranchis-

ing rebels.

It was well

known

Wistar’s

Stili maintains its long established

Scratch,

ITCH 1

Scratch, Scratch!

Ointment;
Will Cure I lie 11 el, in Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also cures SALT RHEUM,
ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 00 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, It will be lorwarded by mail, free ot
postage, to any part ot the
United States.
Oct 25,1805.—s N diwlj’r

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible core tor
Dcqrnete, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
Tliis mmdetflH Vegetable Extract lias been the
means of restoring thousands to their
hearing, who,
after trying everything and
everybody, had given up

oping ever

a

lrom the

charm upon offensive dischargmatter what may have caused

EAR, no
It, nr How long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as il by magic.
Trice, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by O. C. GOODWIN <fc CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—SKd&wly
es

_
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September. This will be my last
visit to the “Forest City” for several years as I return
to New York in September to remain until next May.
I then go to Europe
It is needless for me to inform
you wliat I can do for old chronic compl lints that have

in that direction. The other sections of the
proposed amendment seem likely to pass the
Senate, as they came from the Committee and
were adopted by the House.
Although this
plan is not all the friends of freedom desire,
yet it appears to be as much as those very able
and reliable statesmen, who have had the subject uuder earnest consideration for months’
deem it safe to attempt at the present juncture. As between this scheme, and the immediate and unconditional restoration of the late
rebels to power proposed and urged by the
President, the loyal people of the country will
not need long to choose.
lhe Freedman’s Bureau bill
reported in the
House on the 22d by Mr. Eliot has been
very
carefully prepared, and hopes are entertained
that it can be passed
by a two-tliirds vote in

Cherry

reputation

as

A RELIABLE REMEDY,
—KOll—

baffled all other modes of treatment. All seekmy aid should do so immediately as my stay in

Portland is unavoidably short. Those who are not
able to pay for treatment will be treated free every
Friday afternoon. My treatment is original with mysell and unlike any other now in use, which I will
demonstrate to any intelligent person. Personal reference to hundreds of my former patients. Office in
Tolman Place, a few steps from Congress street, just
above Casco Street.
Office Hours from 9 A. M. to 6
P. M.
Dr. HARVEY.
Portland May 2Glh, 18G6.
SNd&wtf

MAKE

Lungs, and

Throat,
Including

even

Chest!

CONSUMPTION.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.
The following explains itself. It is but ono among
the many letters of like import constantly being received by the proprietors:
Fairfield, Me,. April 28, 1SG4.
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits «»f that Great
Lung Remedy, WI STAR'S BALSAM OF WILD
1 am induced and take great pleasure in
giving publicit y to the great cure it accomplished in
my family in the year 1856. During the summer ol
that year iny son, lfonry A. Archer, now Postmaster
at Fairfield, Somerset
County, Maine, was attacked
with
of blood, cough, weakness
j|
lungs, and general debility, so much so that our family physician declared him to have a “Seated Consumption.’’ He was under medical treatment for a
number of months, but received no benefit from it.—
At length, from the solicitation of himself and others,
1 was induced to purchase one bottle ofWistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
obtained another bottle, which in a short time restored him to his usual health. 1 think I can safe'y recommend this remedy to others in like condition, for
it is, 1 think, all it purports to bo—the yreat Luny
Remedy Jor the tinus !
The al»ove statement, gentlemen, is my voluntary
offering to you in favor of your Balsam,and is at your
As ever, yours,
disinwal.

Using

and

your

Buy

Peim'a Salt

one

RON,
Street, Boston.
fel7’G6sNcod&cowly8

FOWLE &
18 Tremtmt

And for sale by all Druggists.

GRACE’S

SALVE

Works like majic in cases ol
CUTS. SCALDS. BUSKS, WOUNDS, BRUISES,
STRAINS, BOILS. CHATTED HANDS,

FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &c.
GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
Is prompt in action, removes pain at once, and reducos the most angry looking swelling* and iuilaa very short time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by mail postpaid tor 35cts.)
SETIl W.FOWLE Jt
SON,FEOFE1E TOES,
18 Tebmont St., Borov.

mations in

(Patents

CONCENTRATED

LOOK ! LOOK ! !
25 Tin-Type* for 50 cents.

Anabrotypen,

EYE!
Soap,

25 GALLONS of the very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Cents. Directions on each box. For sale at

Drug

and

Grocery Stores.

mh28dGmsN

Magic Powders.
The Great Remedy for all Bilious Affections.
They cure Headache, Constipation, Pimples,Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn.
Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaints arising
Poland*!*

from

a

disordered liver.

STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE,
JOISUEHS

CHOLERAZ
Prof.

Bouve’s

Purifier.

deeaS ?
or vegetable
imr hnl HEuual

SX&KSM**’
170
1

matter, and tor puriiyDrain8’ *-***. &e., caii-

WMhnfS.m1 Pru^ftfi-

MayTSJiSu

ALL

J. C. Stevens,
M. JO. Haskell,
A. JO. Cliase.

)

j)

PORTLAND.
apl7S!(3m

AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

Dr. J. W. Poland’s Humor Doctor.
excellent medicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847, and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors from the blood;
bntin 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in the treatment of huThis

mors, suggested some important improvements,
which were adopted, and which have made it (so the
people say) the very best remedy lor all kinds of huThis preparation is
mors known to “the faculty.”
of vegetables, among which are
comi>oscd

wholly

Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Senna, and Bloodroot. Suffice it to say.
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as a
general r.edicine. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Large size bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Depot, Boston.
ap22— 3m

M'-.niirake,

An Endless Variety
of Ladies* Misses* and Children’s Boots and Shoes, as
well as Boots and Shot s for Gentlemen and Boys, are
for sale at T. E. MOSELEY & CO.’S, Summer St.,
Boston.
It

ENVELOPES,

BUFF

500

$1.00

For

CHEAP
99 Exchange Street.
t!2w*
23—Sir
May

AT

DRESSER’S

STORE,

Extensively Used

WEEKS & TOTTEH,
cet’IJ08tOn’ Guncral AC“‘«-

W." ATWELL,

A D V ft R TISINO AG K N T,
FOX BLOCK, No, 1 TTp Stairs,
83 ExcUrujic Street, Portland.
11^ Advertisement received tor all par,ere in
Maine, and throughout the country
may8'66ssdtt

in

CO.’S

&

Band

Instruments!
»

tound in the

If

May 19

OUR STOCK OP

FLAIN

Light-

&c.

Vessels,

OFFICE,
Svpt riniendent qf Lights,
Portland, Me., 1866.

COLLECTOK’S

Congress

SAMUEL,

In all tho different qualities, is the most complete
and desirable ever oj/ererf in this market.

Street.

And

TIIE

ROBINSON,
GEO. F. HENLEY,
H. S. JACKSON,

Woolen

HENDERSON’S.

States and Canadas, as a first
class house and restaurant, after being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and having secured the services
ol MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief cfce Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Barnum’g as having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

On the choicest edibles in tho market,
AT ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10j P. M.
Wedding Parties and families furnfsbod with
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery, ice Cream and
Meats.

a

Nos. 13 and 15
Mar 19—dtl

S. O.

Proprietors.

CHOLERA

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr..
Superintendent of Light*.

May 25—dlaw3w

FRENCH, M. D..

P.

Formerly of tho litgular Army, and lato

Surgeon in

Chief 1st Div. 15th

Announce* to the citizens of

Army Corps,

QAA BARRELS LODI POUDRETTE.
OUU 500 BBLS. ESSEX MILLS POUDRETTE. just received and for sale at Portland Agricultural Warehouse and and Seed Store, by

SHIRTS

MADE TO ORDER!
COTTONS AND
Arc

used, and

Tat terns

Cut from

IVfoa.sure,

By CII.UtLliS CIISTiS & CO.
293

May 23—dlw

Agents for

Sale

CONGRESS ST.

of

kinds of

Powder.

Blasting, Mining
band
ALLPovder
constantly
Bickford
Blasting
on

Also

Fuse, Toy

facture, for sale by

FLETCHER

and Sporting
sale.

and for
&

&

Co,

manu-

CO.,

159 Commercial Street.

May 7, 1866.

maySd2m

Peruvian Hair Regenerator
Hair to its original

color; promotes
Grey
TURNS
ii< growth, and prevents its falling off.
'For sn;e
r Jr

l>y Druggists.

May 12—d3m*

Inducements
a

J. B.

Portland, May 3, 1865.

large quantity of

BROWN & SONS.
mayStl

TOWN

TJE*

Street Block.

AND

FURNISHING

IKY

AT

No.

ELDEN

Price,

Which fir style and finish e&nnot, be excelled, to be
toundatthe UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

MECHANICS' GEANITE BUILDING.
(^■REMEMBER! No. 317 Congress Street.
S. EMERSON,
M. L. BURR.
Mar 30—dtf

thing out—Except

NEW

Button

Eerg

Will be in this city for a short time, and may be
found at
NO. 10 PEARL street,
Corner of Pearl and Congress Streets,
from 9 A. M. till 8 1*. M. She has astonished thousands by her wonderful Art. Will tell tile 1'abt,
Present and Et tube correctly.
EV'No (ientlomun admitted. Ladies 80 cents,
mayltf

undersigned are prepared to mako LIBERAL ADVANCES
THE
goods in transit, instore,
on

vessels

OHUBOHILL, BBOWNS

Jan 19—dtt

or

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

Law,

117 Middle Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

any other

& MANSON.

Crockery

Copartncrnliip.
BURGIN has admitted GEORGE W
in Idsbusiness amler the uau

H.
TRUE apartuer
EPfT)
and
of

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HAb'KELL A 00.,

EDWARD H. BURGIN & CO,
FLOUR, CORN, MEAL
And

Goods

and

18

Arcade

Street,'

ROCK

W M.

Co7~

&

Feb 144—d6m

CHASE, CRAM

o«t ic.lt I

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
64

V E I C K

MIDDLE

SMALL

J. F. MILIEU.

Fresco and Banner Painter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Part la.id.

LEWIS, ROLLINS
Made

Ready

A

Gray'*

1‘OBTI.ARn, MB.

gran far

'

B.

AND

Tut

141 &

DONNELL

&

Commission

GLOVES,

HOOP SKIRTS AND

St.,

Middle

Merchants,

No* G2 Commercial Street*

ARA CUSHMAN &
MANUFACTURER* AND

J.B.

CO.,

COUNSELLOR

Portland, March 12. INK.

Portland,

Aug 28—dU

Attorneys
OFFICE

th^l
susUimorsthisT£remark
“l L™
‘b°Be Wbo *"

a

la—dim

,

"ot>

Southern Pine ituinh

er

WE

prepared to execute orders for SOI THERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, del iveredwith dispatch atauy convenient iiort.
MctilLVURT, RYAN A DAVIS
April 17—dtf
101 Commercia1
»■
are

LAW,

AT

__

&

ry
H.

w

May

G.

& Counsellors at
OVEE CANAL
(rnhl9dtf)

.F SMPLBY.

Law,

BANK,
A. A. 8TROUT,

DeerinR* Milliken. & Co.,
G. L. Storer
JOBBERS OF

Successors to

And Gents’

Furnishing Goods

Manufacturer!

CLOTHING
Agents *>r

Notice.

the arm of

r

a

export

rpHE aasluntgiwd
Inn
1

uo-Ur ilk

L.

!

ol and Dealer! In

EMPIRE SEWING
State of Maine.

Xotirr.

hnM

ten

»n,art.snk»

•

usui. ui

DANA
Fur Ite

&

SONS.

in—film

<sl•

Fortl.nd, F*. M. UN.

nr

Bui dm*.

LUTHER KAMA,
l.i rilkK W. KARA.
FRANK J. 1>AMA.

_UJd

_

■»••••-TM.

tei*«

.stem* and.r Ite

A WIN,
M..IA(:KSI(N Ilia
Ml Ik
as

JACKNON * CO.,
Wlktekud ratal! dealers la LUMBER. (UAL
aad W<» i|>, Sssffr’i Wterl loot ol High Sum.
law Al.

1m*—dif

Portland

Academy!
st

Masters and Misses of all ages and attainments received at any time in the term.
Cktssical Ctmrtc is snfltcienily extended to
enable young men to liter any college in tl»«>
country.
In the department for ystuig ladies, instruction is
furnished by competent teachers in .ail the Higher
English branches, in Latin, French, German, drawing, Mu.s;c, Ac
yrA limited number of private pupils, in classes,
or singly will still be attended to.
Terms $1.00 per week.
C. O. 1'ILtS, Prluaipnl,
'A* Hauovor St.
P. 0. Box 103.

THE

May

18—<13w*___

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY
No.

lid

Hanover St.

all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without Injury to the finest fabrics.

LINEN

of

GEISTTS’ LINEN
G^t up in the Best Possible
At

Hliort

Manner,

Notice.

And S.HlitflnctSou Guaranteed in all Cases*

N.

C. EARKER.
B.—Special attention paid to clearing Boil and

Mattress licks.
Nov 4—dtf

Notice.

holding U.

Bonds, (the interest on
which is
PERSONS
payable in gold) for $1000or upwards,
who wish to depoaitthcro where
S.

they will be secure,
apply at the Merchants National Bank for infer-

mation.

AND CLOAJiS,

SS ndd SO Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

NO. 131 CUNMnCIAL (THKtt.
As Mcrcbandiw lInksnuill'aaBWsa >T r I—1
A. M. IK IIIMk,
U. U IU0M1.A
April 30. ISM.
uayttt

mav

Co.,

Goods, Woolens,

Dry

Aocounti of tho late Irm to ho srt. k I vM
stan«»»l, 17 Silver St.
17th, IMS.
ssa,M>!3«r

TUBnmkn> urnt

STKOUT,

Middle Street.

wo'uld. uy,

AHA CUSHMAN,
CHARLES H.STAPLE ••

CLIFFORD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

SHEPLEY

Cases of any sire and width made to order a™
find
forwarded with promptness.
Itisonr aim to furnish onr customers and lh» fr .do
with Good Sound Warranted Goods
To

oo"yeUu» fr”5':

Law,

3d Story,

JTo. 10S Middle Street,

WARRANTED!

our

Office,

(Solicitor of l*ntents,

Auburn-

where we intend to keen a good class of Goods
adai>V
ed to the trade of this State, nearly all of which a-’e
ol our own manulacturo and

already

Port

the

PORTLAND, MAINS.

England Retail Trade.
MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Me.

are

TALBOT,

and Counsellor at

over

WILLIAM H.

Expressly for the

No. 40 Union Street,

ORKELY.

Mar 21—da wGm

BOOTS & SHOES,

In connection with our
Manufactory at
have leased the new store

fT

GEORGE

Attorney

JOBBERS OF

we

PORTLAND, ME.
JUSTATS
DONNELL,
(npl&l&wtf)

Office

DODGE,

trammrtU.n of the OBOCKRY, PRODUCE
andSH1P-STOKE BUSINESS. 17 Silv.r St.

Summer Term begin* Mag 2S, ’67;,
A ad CoMisara Bight Wrrh*

GREELY,

Grocerie*, Flonr. Pork. Lvrd, Pish, 4c.,

CORSETS,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Mar 16—iltf

STANWOOD A

un-

l'KHKIXM.

Mir U- diwtf

F0L1ETTE,

a

For the

1

Amd Wholesale !>c*j. Jen* iu

HOSIERY

Copartnership.
copartnership

The undersigned have formed
the name of

der

will I.* niuilnuskl silrr tkla dais- uiuk-r

PORTLAND, ME.

i

STANWOOD,

Is this day dissolved liy mutual consent.
ELIJAH DUNNIXO,
WM.H. STANWOOD.

rpilE .'opartiwnhlp

tbo

at MAN

Xos.

STABBIBD.
d2w

W.

Copurtuerahip Slotk*.

Onlw from ill pin* at tbo State promptly Sited
UPACTUhLra pricv*.

Congress
St,

L.

Clothing,

8TATB OF MAINE.

331

J.

Grocery And Fuhermen’s OntStt

OF

Patent Enamelled Collar*,
tor

|

WBITTEMORK.

Resolution of Copartnersh ip

& BOND,

lAXUPACTIJUU AID JOMhIU

STREET,

April 4,1866.—il2m

STEPHEN

Copart north ip
MM

Gloves, Corsets, Dross Trimmings,
Buttons, Small Wares, «£•<*.

and Provision Busineis,

Portland, May 22, I860.

Malar*

Work executed In every part ol the State.

Hosiery,

Grocery

NO. 01 COMMERCIAL STREET.

IH irrON. TIIOMKM A «),

CUAS. J. SCHI M AC HER,

and exten-

Co.,

under-lgnsd hare this .lay umasd

DIBBETT.

I- B.

&

.copart

for the transaction of the

mayStr

sive stock ol

These good* being Nmglit for cash at the lowest importers and uianuihcturers* prices, it in ir-tended to
offer all the variety and advantages of the bast New
York and Boston house*.

Wliittemore, Starbird

Copartnership

STJIEET.

Oppa.ilc |'n) OMor.

FANCY-GOODS

a

WV. II. SYAVWisiD,
FERDINAND is>1 OK.

MILLER A DENNETT,

LARGE OPENING!!

WHOLESALE !

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day formed
rpHE
X
under the firm name of

STURTEVANT,

■fl'Idgery’s Whupi,
Portlaxd, Mi.

O

ap2!eodtf

DUNNING &

WISCONSIN.

Commission Merchants,

MOURNING GOODS I
Also a good line of aingio and double width Clothe
tor Ladios’ Sac,pies; Woolens for Mou and Boy's
wear; Broadcloth sand Doeskins.
129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.
may8tt

Warehouse No. 120 Commercial Street.
April 2.180#.

GENERAL

lull varioty ot

any

MRALf fresh ground, from our MILLS ocut
be iurnished in largest quantities at short notice.

MILWAUKEE,

&

on

rpHE Copartnership heretofore existing under the

94 MICHIGAN STREET,

J

WALDRON,

CORN loaded in Cars and forwarded
of Rail Roads or by water at short notice.

nOT»’65dtf

DAVIS

H.

The Pioneer in this business.

PORTLAND, MB

A.

SALT,

To which m an ntacture particular attention will bo
given for superior quality and put up in the
nicest order, under the superintendence of

Wholesale

DAVIS,

J.

Trade.

PBEMIUM GBOUND

Woolens,

Free

Grain

nership

Importers and Jobbers qf

F.

1

*tyle

any business entrusted
him,
Supreme C.vurt, Court oi Claims,
deBOti
any of the Departments.

Chicago, III.

MOHAIRS,
BRILLIANTS,

and White Goods,

Ware

118 Middle Street, Portland.
May 1—TuaTh 4w

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st oi

DAVIS A COLBY,
)
84 and 86 La Salle Street, \

on

sale, or shipment. Also
good security,

Artificial
inserted on Gtdd, Silver nnd Vuletmiie base. Teeth extracted without pain l»y the
Nitron* Oxide Gag, Ether or Chloroform. All opera
tiou* warranted to dive i*atinaction.
Aud Ui.
codis&wly

and win attend In
January,
to
before the

ORGANDIES.
POPLINS,
ALPACCAS,

Mar

Advances Made.

J

WHO I. ESALE

”dTm.Ebwkai.Y’ |

COODS!

comprising all the most dosirablc stylos of
CAMBRICS,
LAWNS,
MUSLINS,
CHAMBItAS,

Fancy

OSGOOD,

DENTIST,
S Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

And will continue the

Commission Merchants,

Achoico selection of Spring and Summer

Boots!

MADAME CAIIY,
Great Fortune Teller,

for

Street,!

PORTLAND,
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompttrom out oi town solicited.
to.
Orders
attended
y

New

The eaxiest, prettiest, and most durable Boot over
put into the market. For sale at
R. T. MERRILL Si CO’S.
S9 Middle Street.
May 23- dtl

The

Law,

______

the

EUREKA

Congress

at

t“■CBAPMAM.
h“keZl,’

new

PORTLAND, Ml.

C. H.

Street,

MB.

EASTMAN BROTHERS

Call the attention ol the trade to their

&c„

PORTLAND.

E.

MERRILL <£

GOODS,
Stationery.

WO. 332 COWGRESS STREET,

FAKliKY'S.

STU 000 AUD MASTIO WOEKEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

JUST RECEIVED AT

A

IS

IMPORTERS !

moss &

GOODS !

DRESS

Si: WALL,

FANCY
Yankee Notions.

May 2—dim

J>ry

Police!
JAQUE’S

II.

Exchange

38

and No Variation!

10—dtt

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

of Goods!

SOMEKS

Portland, Maine.

or

WHITMAN,

&

Congress Street,

Stock

C.

No. 59 Exchange

Maine.

Don't fail to call and examine the

POBTLAND, MB.

May 19—dly

BERRY, JK.,

Counsellor

Five Free St. Block.

HAT AND CAP STOKE,

Splendid

Tailor,

BRADBURY &

are invited to examine this celebrated FamMachine.
Machine Findings at the manufacturers prices.

GOODS,

Whore may be found the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GOODS In this city, bought just at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest It has been
lor four yea™, enabling us to sell from
25 to 30 per Cent, leu thau any other
dealers in Maine*

238

PORTLAND, MAINE.

JAMES 1>. FESSENDEN,

Portlaail,

At No. 317

AND

Manufacturer of Silver Ware,
Congress Street, opposite City Building,

No.

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
lam now prepared to exhibit my ontir.1 Spring and
Summer Importations of Fine Woolens; ulsoseveral
lines of choice American Fancy Hood*, made expressly for Merchant Tailors* use.
Cutting personally attended to.
aplft—dCis

Ladies

first-class READY-

a

PEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater,

mayXkltl

10—<12m

leaker Attorneys

ily

EMERSON & BURR
thto

u

UNION STREET,
PORTLAND, M ONE.

May

MACHINES,

SEWING

s T a i it s.

M.

33

Office

145 MIDDLE

CLOTHING HOUSE!
day opened
MADE CLOTHING,
HAVE

LEATHER,

-AT-

desirable building lots in tlie West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West', Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dan forth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfiictory character, thru triU cutranee, if desired, one fourth qf the cost of huilditif/. on
completion qf the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS UKQUIKED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribe™, where plana
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.

LINENS

PERFECT FIT WARRANTED.

Sliirt

1C—is2m

subscribe*™ offer for sale

No Variation!

Sc

Commercial Street,

apl£

FINDINGS,

Fancy

TAFFETAS.

Cumberland Bone Company’s Super Phosphate ol
Lime.
Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
E. F. Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
Flour of Boue.
Crushed Bone.
Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
For sale at manufacturer’s prices In largo or smal
quantities at the Portland Ag.iekltuial Warehouse
and Seed Store.
KENDALL Sc WHITNEY.

The Latest

a

SOLE AND UPPER

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Grovei’

& VO.,

Manufacturers,

u i»

May 22—d.ti

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
April 17,1866.aplSisdCm

FERTILIZERS.

Paper

DEALER

White Goods and

and

DENISON

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN

ALSO,
AGENTS FOB THE SALE OF THE

May

Traveling Agents.

A. C.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

MMMJSY,
PLASTER III 11S,

One

POUDRETTE.

Portland that he has

permanently located himself in tlda city, and respsetuily tenders his services to tho public.
at
the Kingsbury
Office
Home,
203 Congress St.
May 16—d3w

AND

of Prints* CotDelaines*at the bottom prices*

JS Free

Preventive and Cure for

may 12—d&w3m

GENTS’

MANUFACTURERS,

Department!

usual foil and complete.

One Price

CHOLERA,

day of Jane, 1866,

GEO.

sure

Co.,

&

and Southern States.

c°U*cteU In the eoTeral State* by prunipt ail I
reliable eurne^onjent,.
MIDDLE STREET.
‘■V*
Sin

OUR

-at-

SPECIFIC.

Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Summer Complaints, Pain in the
Stomach and Bowels, &c*
Its action is immediate and efficacious. Its virtues
have been tested by thousands since the Cholera Season of 1849.
Physicians use and recommend it. All
admit it to be the best Compound known for the
Complaints for which it is designed.
^STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy, N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
J. WEBSTER & CO., Nashua, N.
H.,

April

Tyler, Lamb

co m

Goods in Great Variety.

HENDERSON,

Temple Street, Portland. Maine.

as

Hosiery, Hdkfs

small neat Hall for Dancing parties, in

building.

W.K. BICKFOED,

—FOE THK—

England, Western

Y/ATCH-MAKER, N. ELSWORTH & SON,

Large Assortment

A
tons and

LUNCHES, SUPPEBS, DINNEBS,

same

INVERT

OUR

MESSRS

&

spacious establishment well known

neat and

ALSO,

of Water Fixtures tor Dwells ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings,
Shops,
and
set up in the best manner, and all
&c.j arranged
orders in town or country iaithfally executed. All
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. ('onstantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS oi all descriptions.
aprildtt

be found a caroAil selection of LADIES
SPRING CLOAKINGS and seasonable goods for
Men’s and Boys* wear at the Lowest Pnce.

Is

O’lHINNKKL,

Office 151

description

March 17—d3m*
IN

iu

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Eating House! House-Keeping Department!

Street

BICKFORD

found

STRUCT,

if_

Closets,

PORTLAND, ME.

Will

Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth.

and Water

Pumps

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Thin Goods I

Cape Elizabeth, April 13, lSfifiapl4tf

the

Force

Merelmnt

In both WOOL and SILK Manufactures.

Has received special attention and will be
plete hi ail it3 brandies.

L r. UAlir.

UXC11AXGU

AUG. F. YORK,

full Irom tlie RICHEST tn the lower qualities, ill
BLACKS anil COLORS.

further notice.

rpHIS
I

MAKES OP

Our Mourning Department

Notice.
undersigned hereby give notice that a portion
ot the cobwork at the southerly end of
Vaughan's
Bridge will be remove 1, on Monday the lGth instant,
for the purpose of tilling in and making solid the
southerly end of said bridge, and all persons in travelling over tho some will do so at their own risk until

1»

New

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

SHAWLS !

SAMIEL BELL.

Oct 25—(ltl

KbWAHDS.

—AND—

Now opening at the

Elegant

U.

JAM KM

t3F* Orders irom the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augudu

31

LOWEST PRICES!

atock of

Mageo Furnaces and stoves.

Shawls,

all the best varieties ol

SPRING

la

CAN

A.

-AND-

Plain Black Thibet

Ftdml St*.,

good

NOTARY I*UI3LIC

Grades.

and Square in all

a

Pleaae glre ua a call aud buy at price, wl.kli will
gwra you -itlitiiftinti.

may

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

cashmerTSHAWLS,

hand

on

Sole Agent* in Portland for the CeLbraWd

BELL’S

be loti ml one of tho best selected stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can bo
found in this city, which will lie sold at the lowest
cash price, at 303 Congress Street, near Green St.

on

accordingly,

GOODS!

DRESS

GROCERS,

Exchange and

Groceries, Country Produce,Fruits.

IIICAVY IRON*

FANCY

TO "WIST

No. 353

PROPOSALS will be received at this
SEALED
office iintil12 o’c’ock M,
SATURDAY, the lGth

t.ir .urnish'ng and delivering Rations and Fuel lor the Light House Tender belonging
to the First Light House District, and .or any other
light-vessel anil light-home tender that may bo called for, tor one year, from the 1st day of July, 1866,to
the 30th Jns, 1817, inclusive. The rations to be of
good and api rev' d quality; to be delivered alongside
of tho lighthouse ten *er or other vessel provided
for the purpose, at Portland, Me., and t> bs stated in
the bid
in good and sufficient pakages,
barrels, boxes, and cases, and in good order, for the
li {ht-vessel, once a quarter, free of all expense to the
United States, agreeably 1 > specifications, which will
term a part ot the contract, copies oi which may be
had
applying at this office.
AllLids must be waled anti endorsed “Proposals
tor Rations and Fuel ior Jfight-vessels,” and then
placed in another envelope and leit at or directed to
this ollicc, prepaid if sent by moil.
By Order of the Light-House Board:

AND

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store, OUR SILK STOCK

THE

-FOR-

Hattons and Fuel for

Poplins,

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

PROPOSALS

assortment

our

In all the most perlect modes, LAVENDER and
STEEL SHADES, so desirable this season (or Suits.

Lons:

Parlor Stoves,

Howls, Brass & Silver Plated Cecil**

Silk

by

’GG.
Mail.
ne general adoption of our instruments by all
first-class bands and musicians throughout the country, is the best evidence ot their superiority over all
others now offered to the public.
GILMORE & CO.
Musical Instrument Manufacturers,
18 & 19 Harvard Place, Boston, Mass.
May 3—dim

AST

OS'

City.

would call special attention to

^We

Circulars

jl sent free

Rcduccd£uc

XT IF

the NEW YORK Markets. Our Stock comprises many CHOICE STYLES not elsewhere to be

From

the Army and Navy.

Prices

(jrreat

Advertisements.

REMOVAL,.
C.

Celebrated

«

Corner of

have

PLUMBE R!

which will add much value to

GILMORE

A

DESCRIPTIONS,
54 & 56 Middle St., over Woodman, True & Co’,,
or

'^n extensively used as a Doodor-

the Governments of
Turkey,
IjyA,!,' l7
during the late Cholera Egypt,
Vi.
epidemic, and is
ex,ant* ]t effectually
destSS? Si •Ilox,OUHta,nfect*1,t
S**** and eiiluvia arising from

engines,

this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly

OF

ALSO,

CHOLERA Z

Atmospheric

thrown from

BOOTS, SHOES, BTTBBEBS,

i\To. 80 Middle Street.
S. DAVIS.

some

ON

WOlllkliiRS

invite

DRESS FABRICS,

STODDARD’S

realty.

-AT THE-

Steam Boilers!

boilers 700 ilegs. of beat is thrown away.
making u loss oi 1-3 the fuel. The question is
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control <»l all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. Thin is
very sirnnle in Us construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, healing the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through tlie water heater, using up all the waste
heat hut 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks

H. H. HAY, Agent for Portland; F. W. A. Rankin,
Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
JUI^Fifty Cents per package.
mayl8u2mSN

THE BEST
50

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY

jallsvdtf__A.

BLANO HARD’S
on

and

AND SEASONABLE

ELEGANT

throughout the

It will make 10 POUNDS of excellent Hard

TY 3? K S !

25 Gem

117 Commercial Street.

RETAIL

and Dealers in

Cooking, Office

the attention of the
LADIES ol the City anil vicinity to our latent

2d, 1866—i«13m

March

NOW

®r

all

ELDEN& WHITMAN.
WE
nclcctionn ot

of

EDWARDS & HART,

MAINE,

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET Lead
ail kind* of Tin, Copper an<l
Iron, In quantities to suit.

NOW OPENING BY

confidently

DAVIS & co.,

Co.'s

Feb. 1S59.)

GOODS

DRESS

(FORMERLY BARNUM’S,)

Manufacturing

of 1st and 8th

FINE
TIN

M.

Portland,

by

PREPARED 11Y
W.

c.

SON

FURNACES, RANGES,

As before.

Temple

Box of the

S APOISTIFIEIRI

spitting

SETH

And

Waste

GREASE,

CHERRY,

ANDREW ARCHER.
Pamphlets containing testimonials from many well
known and reliable i>crsous, will be sent free to any
address.
PRICE OXE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.'

BROKERAGE,
Commission Business,

YOUIt OWN SOAP!

By Saving

Silks,

Shawls,

business.

SHIP

<£•

...

Manubicturors

—

We shall also continue the

J. M.

And every affection ol.

The

Marine

satisfy all who may favor us with their

ever

ing

large experiencc in matters relating to
Insurance, we teel confident ol being able to
our

have returned from New York and shall remain

in Portland until

op

PORTLAND

And

ALL ITS FORMS.

IN

to hear a.'ain.

operates like

it

STOCK

Jri IC H

CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS,

NOTES

N.

Business Cards.

No. 35 Exchange Street,

—AND—

VESSELS,

From

<•

prepared to cdeet insurance on

now

Improvement

ITCH I

Wlioaton’s

Coughs, Colds, Hourspufu, Sore Throat,
Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup,

before hand

that this section of the Committee’s Constitutional amendment would not find general favor in the Senate.
It is worthy of notice that
each and all of the six amendatory propositions already brought forward in that body
discard this section; that of Senator Wilson
which provides that no “jierson who has resigned or abandoned, or may resign or aban“don, any office under the United States, and
“has taken or may take part in rebellion
“against the government thereof, shall be eligible to any office under the United States,
“or of any State,” and that of Senator Clark
which provides that “no
person shall be a senator or representative in
Congress, or perrnit“ted to hold any office uuder the government
“ol the United States, who, having previously
“taken an oath to support the Constitution
“thereof, shall have engaged in any insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or
“given aid or comfort thereto,” going farthest

Balsam of Wild

Are

Business Cards.

One Price, and No Variation !

$35,000,000.

folO’eosNdly

ITCH 1

Fancy Goods.

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

with Glycerine,
and especially designed lor the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery, Its perfume is
exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drug-

fc'ist8-

JNSURANCE.

undersigned having made arrangements with
TpHE
X all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES of New iork and Boston, representing a

J

to

those who were friendly to the government.—
The common people would have discarded
their leaders, and thrown off the yoke, and
none but loyal men would have been returned
to the convention; a constitution of the right
kind would have been framed and all would
have been peace and quiet.
And we would
soon have been a prosperous and happy people, but Uod knows what is to become of us

MARINE

BITTERS.

The Great Blood
Purifier; the Health Restorer,
by the House, ; ind it would not be very anu
the moot perfect
bpring and Summer Medicine
strange, if in the gi eat press of other matters; ever used.
cure
Theyeflectually
this bill should share the fate of its predecesLiver
.Jaundice,
and Bilious complaints, GeneralDyspepsia,and all
debility,
sor of the last
diseases.
Congress. The question of ad- kindredcleanse
They
the system, regulate the bowels, rejournment is often discussed among the lobby store the appetite, drive
out all humor, purify the
and strengthen and
members, but is as yet a very hard one to solve. blood
invigorate, build up and
restore to health and
soundness,both body and mind,
Xo one less highly endowed with the gift of
Sold by all dealers in medicine.
al!Ge-ORGEthem.
c. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St.,
prophecy than our oracular Secretary of State Bostonmay! bn dim
can now venture
that
subject
predictions upon
Miraoie.-MRs.
ol
Paekf.9
with safety. The House is now a long way
No. 137 Fourth
,A
street,
N. Y., has been completely
ahead in the dispatch of business, partly cured ol ailliamaburgh,
violent attack of Neuralgia, with which
she has suffered
most excruciating aaonv. bvone
through the operation of the ‘‘previous ques- dose, forty drops,the
of Metcalfe’s Gee atR heu jlattion” in limiting debate, partly by dint of IC Remedy.
Mayio—SNdlrn.
sheer hard work, and partly because in a class
Colgate’s Aromatic Vegetable Soap.
of measures involving a great amount of laA superior Toilet Soap, prepared from
refined
bor the popular branch is required by the Con
Vegetable Oils in combination

and

Dry

Miscellaneous.

LANGLEY’S

DR.

ed

state ot affairs in this country, and of the
workings of the president’s reconstruction
policy. From the time of the surrender last
year up to the issuing of the President’s Amnesty proclamation, the people here generally
were subdued, and willing to submit to almost
any terms, especially if they were permitted
to retain life and property, though many exfor
pected to give up the latter; and many,
fear of losing the former, were making preparations to take themselves out of the country,
and the common people were ready to denounce their leaders, mid many of them who
the
are now as deliant amt clamorous against
government and Yankeedom as at any time
during the war, actually did denounce their
But time
leaders.
passed; the Amnesty
Proclamation appeared; they found they were,
not to be hung; ihe leaders at once cried out,
“We told you so; the government is afraid to

Whose fault was that? (Voices—“The Copperheads.” Other voices.—“Thad. Stevens.”;
Was it the fault ol Andrew Johnson? (Shouts
of “the fault of Congress,” “Thad. Stevens,”
and other cries for Thad. Stevens.; If the
course which the President was
pursuing was
obnoxious to the charges made against it in
the recess of Congress, how happened it that
these Jupiter Tonans [sic] of Congress were
now, an mese tmngs coma nave Deen aifleras silent as though
they had been dumb?
Those men whose duty it was to stand on the ent, and would have been, if a different course
had been pursued by the President. The govramparts of the Constitution and alarm the
people of the approaching danger, why did ernment of the country should have been
they not denounce the policy and demand ol placed in the hands of loyal men and none
others, and a military force stationed over the
the President a convention of Congress? No
country so as to enable them to execute the
such demand was made, no such denunciation
laws. This would have restored confidence

was

*

Senator Foster in the present Congress, the
annual messages of Governor Buckingham,
and the views presented by myself in the recent political canvass in our State, harmonize
in every particular; and this
spontaneously,
w ithout
consultation, and dictated only by tbe
convictions of each. Of all this the representatives of the Union-Republican party in the
General Assembly are fully aware, and lienee
their votes, though originally for different individuals, were cast from the beginning, for
tbe same great common
principles.

MACHINES fbr

PO£,TLAXD,

Mareh IK, lftflft-dtf

it

e

m

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

o

v

a

lT

:

rg^aDr. W. R. Johnson,
DENTIST.

Hat Reiiured hit OUlce to 13 1-2 Free 8|$
Second House from II. H. Hay's Apothecarj’
Stors.
U&wtt
maylO

Poetry.

Miscellaneous.

[Written for the Press.]

S T IE! -A_ 3VC

The Spring that is Coming.

LEATHE &

The sweet

Spring has come again
With its beauty and its cheer;
The winds arc w hispering lovor-like

WOULD

STEAM

NO. 1,
OLEINE.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in rack age. suitet>le f .r

cheery singer he,—
w ell, but a Spring will surely come.
never a

song for

the air os

the trade and laniily use.
direct our chemicals, and using only the
host materials, and as our goodie are manufactured
under flic jiersonal supervision of our senior partner,
who has had thirty years
practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with condonee that we can and will furnish the

importing

me.

censer’s breath,
It thrills my heart like wine;
And down from heaven like God’s sweet smile
Cometh the sweet sunshine.
O life is sweet, O life is dear,
And the grave—it is dark and
dree,
Ah I well-arday tor the
Spring that’s comingt'oining—but not for me.

O, sweet is

a

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modern improvements, wo
are enabled to furnish a
supply of Soap* of the
Bowl Q. mil it i«‘*' adapted to the demand, for fixport and Domestic Consumption*

k et shall my heart take
hope and cheer;
There soon w ill come a

LEATJ1E

Spring,

it h

SPRING

a

The World’s Great

SUMMER

&

and

OF

•OLD BY ALL THE

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Slate.

!

Clothing

Deceitful

Appeabakces.

—

Nathan

er,

i ever and

and extensively interested in navigation.

ownar.

the day of her arrival, Mr. L. went on
board and had an iuterviewwith his favorite

CHEAPER than the American Tapers,
They
the roils being TH REE INCHES WIDER. A room
which requires 12 rolls of the American paper will

need only ten bolls ol the
inn to the buyer ol nearly 20

■

124 Middle Street.

sell

AS LOW

one

C. G. CLARK &

trial

CO., Proprietors,
Now

W F

HURRAH! BOYS,

Boys’ & Men’s Clothing,
Or

Clothing

A

-ALSO-

At Cheaper Prices than any place this side of
New York, at the
Just Removed to

and is safe to

Market

Square,
leisurely about the vessel examining caretully all upon her deck, and taking hold first of OPPOSITE THE PREBLE HOUSE, Pout land,
one tiling and then of another, as
though lie
E. LKVEEX &. CO.
maj22o3m
had right to do so.
The mate of the brig watched him
closely, Proposals for Constructing a Boiler.
and vas by no means pleased with his
appearance or movements.
He thought Mr. L. was
Assistant Quautklhastfu’b Office, U. S.
A.,)(
some loafer, who had come on board ior the
Portland, Maine.
I
May 22, 1BCC. )
purpose of plunder.
CE A LED Proposals will be received at ilns office
lii'i«g flic proper guardian of the vessel for kl until May
18C6, at 12 M.,/or makiny a Fiue
the tunc being, he walked along, and
lioi/e-r/'or
taking cations tothebo U. S. S. Tyro” according to specifiHr. L. by the collar, said: “Old fellow,
Bepa at tills office. Thu price* named
you
be ior the boiler complete and sot up in runleave this vessel quick; 1 have seen you here be- must order
in the beat.
ning
fore : yiu want to steal something; go on to the
Bidders will stale when the boiler will he readv for
use.
Tiu*
and
don’t
let
me see you on board
proposals must l>e made on blank terms,
wharf quick,
of this vessel again.” “01 yes,” said Mr. L. to be obtained at this office, and guaranteed by two
responsible parties, whose names mu.si bo appendnd
“1 will jo,” and he started
immediately for to tiie guaranty.
the villsge, and on the way he met Capt.
Spen- theA copy oi this advertisement should he annexed to
cer. “You have got a smart man lor a
bid, and the envelojie should be endorsed ‘’Promate,
Captain,” said Mr. L. “Indeed I have,” re- posals for Constructing a Boiler.”
HENRY INMAN,
plied the Captain, “I guess he takes good care
May22 dtd
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. S. A.
of things” said Mr. L.
The Captain was
much pleased that Mr. L. had formed so favNOTICE.
orable an opinion of that officer, and after a
little nore conversation they parted.
undersigned having purchased the stock and
The next day he met Captain Spencer, and fpHE
JL stand lately owned and occupied by Messrs.
again remarked, “I am much pleased with
CROCKETT & HOOKER,
your mate, I guess he would not let any body
steal anything. He would not let me steal
anyAT 130 Sc 132 EXCHANGE STREET
she
other
said
Mr.
thing
day”
L., “and I advise you to keep him as long as you can.”
will continue to buy and sell

Pills
use

at

For all Female

natoralTzerI

especially forbidden in
jinny each hotilo.

liy JOHN
Pro,.;;
Drutttpsts every where,
rod

the

tlie Xlaii*.
I liavc compounded
and perfected a preparation for restoring
^ray, light or red hair
to a beautiful brown
or black in lour weeks.
It is not a dye, does
not stain the skin, or
soN the clothing; it
contains all the medicinal properries of the

Complaints,
CASES

directions wLieli

l..

For

all times

EXCEPT IX CERTAIX

LYON, M. D.

accnin

Sold

by

4

When the mate learned that the “old fellow”

whom he ordered or. to the wharf, with .orders not to return again, was the sole owner
of the brig, and also several other large vessels,
he was somewhat astonished.
Mr. Longfellow enjoyed the joke, and often
speaks of it, commending the mate tor his

faithfulness.

We may learn from this incident, that a
maa’s dress is but poor evidence of his wealth

wisdom.—Ellsworth American.

or

New and Second Hand
CROCKERY,

GLASS WARE,

CARPETINGS,

WINDOW SHADES, Ac.
on the most favorable terms.
Mr. JOHNSON, Ibr
a long time connected with this
store, will be found
there ready to transact any business which
may be required of him. The old friends and customers of Mr.
JOHN CROCKETT will be glad to know that he is
still connected with the establishment, whore he has
won such an enviable reputation for
superior business

qualifications, and wiUbe happy

A Shrewd Female Speculator.—The
Amador (Cal.) Ledger tells the subjoined
:|“A
short time ago a widow lady, residing in a vilnot
a
thousand miles Irom here, put her
lage
house up at a raffle, and veiy soon disposed
ol' the tickets—all feeling disposed to assist her.
The evening arrived for the raffle to come ofl‘,
and the house was won by a gentleman who
thought himself fortunate in obtaining a
homestead so cheap. The next day he applied for possession and a title to the properly.
What was his surprise when he was coolly informed that it was unnecessaiy to give any
written title to the house—that there it was
and to take it; and the sooner the better, as
she was anxious to build another on the spot
where it stood. The winner discovered that
he had drawn an elephant—he had a house,

hut

to

Berve

them

as

SALT ISALTI

J.C.H1M.1.,

Union

Influenza, Whooping Cough,
OR RELIEVE

for a hard

fight and victory.

Price Being OnJy 35

Thick-heads of all Europe.

established

now

THROAT, and

as

and

And

LUNGS,

And SCROFULA,

I
;

a

WOMAN.

WHIPPLE’S

STREET

only reliable place to purebaso

C ARPETS!
and all sorts

of

-BY-

BECKETT,

is for sale by ;ill Druggists.

proclaims the fact that

is the

PARALYSIS,

Cent# I !

W. F. PHILLIPS if CO., J. W. PERKINS
if CO.,
nd U. H.HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Ai/ents.
Autrust 31, lbti5
eod&wlyr

PUBLIC

UNION

NEURALGIA,

at the expense of the owner or occupant of such bouse
other place where the same shall be found, and removed to such place as shall be directed, within four
hours niter notice in writing to that effect, given by the
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal. Deputy, or
Health Officer.
SECTION 10.—Any person offending against the
provisions of the preceding Sections, shall forfeit and
pay not less than one dollar nor more than twenty
dollars lor every offence, also the sum of one dollar
tor every house that the nuisances or substances
mentioned in tho previous sections of this ordinance
are suffered to remain after due notice thereof.
All person* violating the above Ordinance are hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, as 1
shall proceed at once to a rigid enforcement of the
same.
JOHN S. HEALD,
City Marsha! and Health Officer.
aprlS—tf
or

O.G.CLARK & CO., Proprietors, Now Haven, Ct.

the winding shoct of slavery.

UNITED

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

is the terror bf the Crown-heads, Flat-heads and

is

quick

NEW

AND

SECOND

THE

LADIES^E

IS 7
just

Tailor,

Middle

received

Street,

SPLENDID STOCK

a

SPRING

GOODS,

der

or

sell at the

LOWEST

HAND !

constant

demand we have have had for
iuduccd us to put up a complete

LIQUID DYES has
line of

40 Shades, all

Liquids,

Which will recommend themselves to every
has ever used Liquid Dyes for

one

who

Drillianey oi Color,
Simplicity of Use,
Certainty .of Satisfaction,
Economy of Time,
Freedom from all Dust or Dirt.
Mordant and Dyes Combined in
one

Females, owing to the peculiar and important relations which they sustain, tlicir peculiar organization, and tho offices they perform, are subject to
many sufferings and" ailments peculiar to the sex.
Freedom from these contributes in no small
degree
to their happiness and
welfare, for none can bo hapwho
are
ill. Not only so, hut no one ot these vapy
rious fomale complaints can
long be suffered to run
on without
involving the general health' of the indiand
ere
vidual,
long producing permanent sickness
and

premature decline.

New

CHAINS,
ANCHORS,
The

to 30

hand; likewise:—
300 Pieces Cotton Ravens Duck.

on

20 Bales 2 and 3 thread Flax Sail Twine.
20 Bales Stout and Light Russia Ravens Duck.
500 Coils lloth’s RussiaBolt-Rope.
300 Pieces English Anchor Bunting, assorted colors.
100 Chain Cables, $ in. to lj{ in.
100 Tons Coil Chain, 3-10 in. to 1J in.
Warranted American Anchors.
For sale at 23 & 25Commercial St., Boston.

may4—d3m

April 7—eod&w3m*

Yellow

FOK

and all kinds
Bostou prices.

BY

Com!

Western

SALE

II.

Do.,

Coal,

CO.,

I-OR A

Gents’ Dress Hat
SUMMER,

To be Issued
MAY

Saturday Next,
SOth,

OPPOSITE P. O.

A two story irame House, and about 300,0
feet of Land, on the corner of 1’enrl anil CumStreets.
Plenty of hard and soft wnter on the promises. Enquire oi
C. RICHARDSON.
Feb 12—distl

Wliite and Red Ash Coal.
These Coals are oi the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, Don cords of best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.
IP&r'Give us a call and try us.

S. ROUNDS & SON.

4\veod*

Tcmplo Place, over Hogg. Brown &
Taylor’s.
Mr. W. executes every desirable style of Photographs—copies old Daguoneotypes, Card Pictures
and Tintypes, life size, coloring them in oil, like oil
painting-.
Portraits Taken from Life, Various Sizes

Nor is it pleasant to consuls

not cured
The following is an article that appeared in theTJoston Traveller of the 21st of
Fcbruar>, in reference to
the success of this mode of treatment:—
‘‘The system of treating diseases by inhalation ot
Oxygenized Air, (as practiced by Dr. Hartwell at 119
Harrison Avenue) is attracting much attention.
He
is treating on an average abou 175 patients
daily. JS'o
medicine is athmnistered, die patient
being cured entirely by Inhalation. Some of the most remarkable
cures have been performed. A gentleman w ho had
been afflicted for severa* years with
paralysis, called
at the Dr.’s Office on crutckec, and after ( tree
applicationsof Oxygen could apparently walk as w ell as
A case of Lock Jaw was cured with oxi: ai*ever.
p ication.
He has scores of cases as marvelous as
the above, all cl which can be substantiated.
This
s truly an ago of progress.
The bauner under which
we march is one of bght.”

DR.

C. L. BLOOD,
The Inventor of this Remedy Las given it in upwards

25,000 Extreme Cases!
And has cured
had been

TIES,

Scarfs and

Bows!

OFFER A LARGE AND

elegant

assortment

-OF TUE-

I tidiest

SUPEIIIOH CLAYED MOLASSICS, now landing tier
ltom Cardenas, for rain
“J.
W.
Drisko,”
Brig
by

& CO.,
LYNCH, BARKER
ISO

Commercial Si.

7-dtf_

Muscovado Su^ar & Molasses
MCSCO-

r\f\ BHDS. PUIME GBOCKP.Y
VADO SUGAli,
I Superior Muscovado Molasses,
250 Hilda.
Tierces.
J just landed per lirlgL. Staples
50
from Matansas, for sale by

1UU

LYNCH. BARKER & CO
139 Commercial Sireet.
April 7—dtf

Clayed Molasses.
BHDS Clayed Molasses, per barcuo “David
Nichols," from Cardenas, tor sale by

H. I. ROBINSON,

No. 1 Portland Pier.

of

those patients who

83f* We have ONLY ONE PRICE.

CHARLES

CUSTlStfCO.

May

23

dlw

BY

and county Rights lor sale at Inventors*
Exchange, No. 80 Federal Street, Portland,
Me., lor one week only.
R. FARR, Proprietor.
way25dlw*

TOWN

eagle

hotel,

MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
This Hotel is finely locatod in the pleasant and
thriving village of Mechanic Fails,
on the Grand
Trunk Railway, thirty-six
Portland, surrounded by lino
—t-,OIn
drives, beautiful scenery and nuro air.
The famous POLAND MINERAL SPRING Is
but six miles distant, whose waters irive
promise to a
lartfe class ot invalids of the complete restoration of

heal.a.
The subscriber intending to make the house worthy
oi public patronage, solicits a share of the same.
A
lin lted number or boarders can be accommodated

g jfr— Charges reasonable.

1*.

It.

May 11—dliu*

COBH, Proprietor.

it

taliCM

its

name.

Manufactured only by PIIAIjOIY Sc SON.

IRP Beware of Counterfeits.
Ask

for

l*hrtlon?s—Take

no

other•

Sold by druggists generally.
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips
Jan. 1, 1KGG—ood&eow6m

& Co.

DR.

PHYSICIANS.

ROCKING-HAM

Would

especially invite those patients who have been
given up by Physicians as incurable.
From the results obtained from a tony and varied
experience with this

Wonderful Remedy

1

can confidently assure his
patients that he can Is open Day and Evening, tor a full ami thorough
speedily
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
1G1, opposite II. II. llay & Co., Apothecaries.
RESTORE THEM TO HEALTH! No.
The Principal has had 21 years* experience.
Unless the seal ot death is already upon them.
1 do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the otner Continent; and that my

lie

TO

HAOIICS

Who arc suffering with diseases peculiar to them, the
Dr. would say lus treatment reaches their troubles at

The Dr. has special tieatment for patients who reside far back in the country.
Write out a full description of your case, and treatment with fall directions will be sent by express.
fi3^a'Charges are such that treatment comes within
the reach of all.

CONSULTATION, FOR THE
PRESENT, FREE!

J. C.

Rockingham, M. 1).,

151

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

May 9— eodlmTT&S

Congress Street.

New Inventions.

which

Hopelessly Abandoned!

Office hours from 9 A. M., till 5 P. M.

Goods.

MORTON BLOCK,

t
ETHOS.
350
50 TIERCES. I

fifty per cent,

A ITCost Fxqnifiilp, Delicate and Fra*
grant Perfume, Distilled from the
I Cure and Beautiful Flower from

Diplomas and lull Scholarships, are good all
over this great world; but I do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n
any part ef the United States
qf America; and also that our Counting Rooms
lor inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, $c,
fe., offer as/a//, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious FACILITIES lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
Tins is the only Commercial College in the Stale
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, *&c., is taught without copying, so that
no one can pass through the course without ob-

HALL!

JUST

Chambei*

BANKERS,

No.

11 Broad
NEW YORK.

Street,

Solicit ftcoonnts from Banks, Bankers, and other*.
Interest allowed on de]H>.-dts subject to sight draft.

SATIN WOOD, MA1’LE, PANNEL AND
PLAIN GREEN,
Together

Cottage Soto.

All kinds of Securities

bought and sold for t he usual
commission. Special atteutiou
given to Govern-

Securities.
Collections made on all points.
CUAUNCEYM. DEPEW, HENRY W. POTTER.
fLatc Secretary of State.)
ment

with

Wagons,

Wagons!

Also,

PLAIN

May

Not

A
try.

FOR TIELMBOLITS.
Apr 5—eodtf.

TAKE

SCAB.

For sale at the

Portland Agricultural Warehouse
AND

SEER
April 2—is2m

IN DOCK—AT

TAIL.
NOW

W.

WHOLESALE

OR

W. BROWN,

RE-

BROWN’S WHARF.

15—dim

&

WHITNEY.

For salo to cloar the wharf, by

Bethel Steam Nfill
Delivered in any part of the city for

($4.50

Co.,

per Cord.

may7dtf

Mrs.

Still

Hardly

by

cue

soiue or
they had
friends supi»oscd to

the consumption, and by their
have it.
All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course ot treatment, ami iu a short time are
made to rqjoico in perfect health.

Pearl Street Garden!
PLANTS, FLOWERS
MRS. M.

AND SEED.

ERASER,

Florist,

sale
large assortment
OFFERS
Roots, Herbaceous Plants, Shrubbery and Flowof
Also Dahlias and
for

a

ol Garden

Seeds,

liev own raising.
Roses; some hundrod Varieties which can be purchased lower than at any other Garden in the State.
fifjf^Flowors, Roquets, and Wreaths from April to
November.
Mayl7d2w
er

International

Hotel,

This

excellently located Hotel lias beon

most el«
And

gant style,

i* Sow Opened to tlic Public
by
»•

BHEW8TEK,

ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

Mr, Brewster would-be happy to meet Ills old
faiends and the pub tic
generally.
dtt
Portland, Feb. 2,1865.
Y5F*Job work of o very description ueatlyexccut"
at the Press
OtHcq.

(4

Women’s,

Hoots stnd

HENUY BAILEY & Co.. Au-f».

E. M. PA11EN &CO., Auctioneers, IS Exchange St.

Valuable and. Desirable
CITY PROPERTY
Fit EE

ON

S

TllEET,

AUCTION.

AT

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 cau warrant a per; is; t cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot per.av.»ally consult urn l)r.,

do so -»y writing, in a plain manner, a description
ot their diseases, and loo appropriate remedies will
be forw arded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, il desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street), Portland. Me
can

Send

a

FRIDAY, June 1st, at 3 P, M., on the premises, corner ol Free and Oak streets, will bo
sold the very attractive projierty lonneriy owned
mid occupied by lion. J. T. McCobb. This lot luu
a *mnt ou Free of about
eight) -one ieet bv about one
hundred and lilty-three 1' et on Oak street, in all
about twelve tliousand three hundred and ninetyIhrc? fiet; on the premises is a three storied mansion
house, with a largo wing, built in the most thorough
manner, the whole containing some thirty rooms, arranged lor convenience, ail in good repair with the
modern improvements, such as gas, water, heating
and cooking
arrangement*, eie. ibis property is
situated on one of our most delightful streets, almost
*n tin*
very heart o» the city, handy for the man of
business, and yet lar enough trom noise and bustle
for a quiet home, and Is in fact the most desirable
residence that has been oil* red at auction this season.
This property will be sold without ihe least re-

ON

serve, and

Stamp for Circular.

Elec tic Medical

SATURDAY, June 2, at 3
Forest City Trotting l'urk,
ON
One Work Horse.

we

bv addressing
No. 5

DE. HUGHES,
of Middle), Portland.

Temple Street (comer

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of tlieii
A lady of experience in constant attend,
janl.l8d5il<&w
y-nce._
own sex.

MEDICAL ELECTlilCITY

DR.

JVXedical

shall
wF
V

AT AUCTION!
Morses, Carriages, Sleighs, licles,

sell

Harnesses, &c.,

Kvcry Saturday at 11 o'clock A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime
Sts.,
where Carriages eau bo stored and Horses bo tided ii
desired, previous to or otter tlie sale.
Those sales will lie undercover, and held without
regard to weather.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneert.
March 1—dtf
El>\\. M« PATTEN* Sc CO., Auctioneer**
No* 18 Exchange Si*

Livery Stable Stock
-A. T

AUCTION I

ON

TUESDAY,

Electrician

SrUEET,
Nearly Opposite the United State* Hotel
ho woul.l rcspccllully announce to the

tins will known stablo stand oppoaite the Elm
Jlousi, recently occupied by Mr. u. II. ltabcock

at

sold,

Without the Least Heaerve,
tho entire stock of

Horses,

Carriages, Harnesses,

years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curin'*
patients in so short a time that the question is oilen
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that ail that do not stay
cured, we will
doctor tho second time without
Dr. I>. lias been a practical Electrician lor twenty,
one years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgiahn
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not
fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness,
inorbig or hesitancy ol speech,
indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles_we cure
every case that can he presented; astliuia, bronchitis, stricture* ol' the chest, and all forms of lowaie

charge.

°wlien

staml

complaints.

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the
gouty, tho lame ami the lazv
leap with joy, ami move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated braiu is cooled; tlie frustbtdeu limbs restored, tlie uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to boar and
the palsied form to move upright; tho blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated ami an
active circulation maintained.
L. A 1> 1 E S
Who have cold ham.s and loet; weak stomachs. lamand weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness ami swimming in the head, with
indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; naiu in the side and hack;
ioucorrbcsa, (or whites); hilling of tho womb with internal cancers; tumors, jiolvpus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure mcanr
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all ot those long line of trouble*
with young ladies, Electricity is u certain •pccitic,
and will, in a short time, restore the suttercr to the
vigor ot health.

TEETH I

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having
decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting lie would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Elected Magnetic M a*, mines lor sale
lor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate o lew patients with board
oi l treat ment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. \f. to 12 M.; from 1
to G P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation tree.
novltt

CHEROKEE

PILLS,

all well known in this
community for sliced, endurance and houcMiy, suitable lor
livery or lamily use.
having been selected, owned and driven belore purchasing by one of our best Hotm) fanciers.
some

LIKEWISE,

twenty Harnesses, double

Suppressed, Excessive, and
Painful Menstruation, Green
Sickness, Herrons and Spinal Affections, Pains in the Back, >i< kJ/eadache, Giddiness, and all diseases that spring from
irregularity,
Ly removing the cause and all the
etfecta that arise from it. They
are perfectly safe in ail eases, except when fo/ bidden by direeare

easy

to

In calling attention to this sale it is with the assurthat every lot and number will be sold without
the least reservation to the highest bidder.

ance

may25dtd

in

on

on

1S60,

32

ibe lot
upon ft

is

o’clock,
private sale, House

To

Public.

HAVING

It will

keep the

hair moist and

glossy longer than

anv

oil, cures all humors of the scalp, stoi« the itching ol
the head, prevents the hair from
tailing of! m the
worst cases of fever or other disease, and will lot soil
the nicest silk. My Balm is not a
Dye, but purely a
Dressing for the Hair and a Medicine for the Head. It
should be in
every house; it is just what is needed to

clean the heads ot children, from (he babe to the eldest child, for it is free from
everything that will irritate (he scalp, cures the humors and stops the
itching
ot the head.
1 here offer the names of a few persons
wbo have used my Balm. Let them
speak lor them-

selves.

Mb.Todd:—I feel it due to yon, as a public benefactor. to state lhat. my hair was tailing off very bad1 was troubled for a long time with a disease ol
ly, and
the
bead known in (lie medical world as
Porrigo,
which causes

severe

itching

ot (he head.

I tried your

Hungarian Balm, and to my surprise* and pleasure my
felling off and the humor lias entirely
left the head.
C. It. PACKARD, M. D. Boston, Mass.

linir stepped

I have tried TodJ’s Hungarian
Balm, and I consider
it the best article iu use for the hair.
J.B. WEBB, Gorham, Maine.
J have been nsing Todd’s Hungarian
Balm, and can
yay that it is the best dressing tor the hair in use. My
hair was falling off very lust, and
the use of hall a
by
bottle ol (he balm ithao stopped
falling off entirely,
and is last thickening up, and is in tine condition.
F. H. STBOUT, Portland, Maine.
a

disease of the

tub

Daily Press.

MR. Todd : Dear Sir—My wile had been
troubled
for a long time with a lmnior in the head,
causing severe itching, and the hair
WAsIhllmgoll very fast
I
iiad tried many remedies offered to the
public without receiving any heneflt. 1 had hut little tilth
lhat
it could Iki cured. 1 bought a bottle of
your Hungarian Palin, and the first
implication stopped the itch
ing, and in twoor three days the hair stopped falling
off. 1 consider it the best ntenirlnn in use f o- the
head

louts,

MERWIN,

37 Walker St., N. Y.
N. B.—Cherokee Tills No. 2 are prepared for

CHARLES WAI.KKR.

My Balm does not change Cray lJair to
• t* natural valor*
Those wiiihhmc t«>, have the colob restored,
should use 101>l)’s BANDANA CREAM,
lound wherever the Balm im
*>1,1.

cases, when milder medicines fail ; theso
sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of $&,
the price of each box.

are

Dr. WRIGHT’S

Sold Wholesale and lie tail by

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, Essence or IJCp,

..

rite

been engaged for more lhan twenty years
in the llair Dressing
business, and knowing aw 1
do all the
prepar ations that are offered for the restoration of the Hair, and how
they are made and what
composed of, and knowing most of them to be useless,
and some injurious, and
the great need lor
fueling
some preparation free from
injurious substances, such
as Oils, Alcohol, and Sugar of
Lac Sulphur,(a
Lead,
most poisonous preparation)Injurious to the hoalth ot
the hair and body; 1 have endeavored to
supply the
bv preparing an article that is free from oils of
all kinds, and all substances known to be
injurious.

Portland, Feb. 26, 1866.

]ii<rim

and
prepare Medicines suitable for all diseases to
which they are subject—Tliirty-two page pamphlet,
a sealed envulope, free.
The Cherokee Tills are sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
.mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor

»?***

previously disposed

of at
No. 29 Waterville street,
about iil feet front by CO feet deep, and has
a two story w.ioden house, well
arranged for
two families.
Largo portion ol tin; purchase money
can remain on
mortgage.
*
Apply to
May28dtd
E A F. FOX.
Argus copy.

From

in

.,,

unless
and Lot

To the Fair:—We were slow to believe all we
heard in prate of this article, but with such testimony** <he folio wine, given by well known citizens, our
doubts have given way.

W5*®wrafr‘rt',lr- confidence, and state their complaints in full, ns we treat all Female Complaints,

Dr. W. R.

Auction.
be sotd at public auction
the premises.
WILL
SATURDAY, the 9th day of June, A. D.
at

Respectfully yours,
CHARLES B. SAVAGE, Bath, Me.

administer,

iis

to

prove to any one wbo may doubt the feet, that the
hair has grown out as perfect as on any part ot my
bead; and 1 know it was brought out by the use ot the
Hungarian Balm. You are at liberty to publish this.

they are nicely stujdr coated.
They should he in the hands of
Maiden, Wife, and Mother
I every
in the land.
v*w* .HMireaa

single, made

scalp, and on the top of my head there wa**a place as
large a*a silver dollar, entirely bald, smooth and glossy. 1 was told by judges that it would never
grow, but I can give you fifty names, if needed, to

Cure

as

and

Mu. Todd:—I had lost mv hair by

lieyuUitor,

tiuns, and

etc.,

consisting In part as follows, vir:—One Brett In excellent order, wiib Horses und Harnesses all
ready
1or work, ten
Jouny I.inds and Top Haggles, five two
anil lour whceknl Chokes, three excellent (
arryalls,
\vitn other carriages; also eleven II or Met* and
Mares,

vicinity, that he has
During the three

TEETH I

5th,

AT 10 O’CLOCK A, M.,

permanently located in this city.

TEETH I

June

best oak stock and mounted with heavy
Plate, together with all the stable furniture, such as
Robes, Whips, Halters, Saddles, Shawls, Ac., et©.:
also office Iuridturo, Walnut Desk, Racks, Engravings, Stove, Wilder Sate, etc.

174 MIDDLE

citizens of Portland and
WHEUE

M., at

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

order of tli«

N7 DEMING,

W.

oVIoek 1'.
»Lall anil

Olio Good Family Horse.
One Marc and Colt,sired by Sherman Iilack Hawk.
One two years old entire Colt, sired by Gen. Knox.
One Carryall and Harness.
One Sunshade.
These Horses can bo examined at tlio Trotting Park
morning of saie.
ilEN.tY BAILEr & CO., Auctioneers.
May 28dtd

will be

Dr. H.’s Klectie Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in edlcacy and superior vir tue iu regulating aJi
Female Irregularities. Their action is rspociiic ami
certain of protlueiujr relief in a short lime.
LADIES will find it invaluabio in all cases of oh
struclions alter all other remedies have been tried in
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taken
with perfect safety at all limes.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions

mayl7dtd

Sale oj Horses at Auction.

Infirmary.

especial accommodation.

terms fas.n ahh* to the purchaser. For
J. C. PROCTER, Lime Street, tr

Auctioneers.

the

TO

THE CADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly nvilcs all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, wldeh they will find arranged lor tbeii

ou

particulars call on
on

MEN.

MIDDLE-AGED

There are many men at the age oi thirty who art
troubled with too fruqueut evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or killing sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account lor.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will oileit be ion mi,
aud sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin mill.isli hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid :.ppi atuiu i.
There are many men who die ol this dilllcuity, ignorant of tiie cause, which is the

in Business!

If farmers and others cannot obtain this article of
traders in their vicinity, it will be forwarded free of

23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 2—d&wlrn

or no
made.
a
passes but we are consulted
or more young man with the above disease,
whom are as weak and emaciated as though

a

on

JAS. T. LEVIN As;t. South Down Oo.

charge
day

ranted

Head Hobson’s Wluirt.

Fraser

VERMIN.

charge by

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the resuk of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scieutilicail v, and a period cure war

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL STREET,

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWIIEGAN HOUSE,

express

the Barometer to the whole system.
ine consummation tiiai is sure to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, tor IjOss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Do not wail for

special

{

SJPRUCE SEAR WOOD.

OPPOSITE CITY UUILDI.VG.

Should be usod by all Farmers

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All wlio have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or IJits blinking rebuke of misplaced tiOUiideitee in maluicr year.,
SEEK FOE AN AN Ta DOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, ami Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are

*

KENDALL

|
SHEEP,

SALE.

STORE,

thoroughly refitted, and furnished in the

Southern Pine Timber

should engross the whole time oi those

who would bo eoiupetentaud successful in tneir treatcure.
The nmxperieneed general pracutioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himselt acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in iu<*.v. eases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.
ment and

a

Flower and Vegetable Seeds,

NO OTHER

ap26dlf

complaints

Cultivators.

cut this out..

ASK

TICK,

CHESTNUT SET3.

Amateur

No. 52 Pearl Street,

Debilitated state of the system.

inexiierienccd physicians in general practice;
a point
generally conceded by t lie best sypld:ograpliers, that the study aud management of these

HOVEY’S

Guide to tlie Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving
descriptive list ot two thousand varieties ol

Fairbanks Platform Scales, Carj»et Tacks,
Misses* and Children’s Cong»tSs
Shoes. Cheese Box, cigar Box. Firk'r.s,
1'ipes, roba»*co Cuttor, Irish Mohs. Pickles,Measures,
one prime Tilton
& McFarland Sale, one small Sato,

''ofars,
l-*() prs

irom

Seeds.

A

ON

lor it is

AI30

Illustrated

hestlessncan and Sleeplessness at Night,
Absence of Muscular Efficiency,
Lossot Appetite,

Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,
Low Spirits,
Disorganization or Paralysis of
the Organs ot Generation,
Palpitation of the Heart,
fact, all the concomitants of a Nervous and

fulfill;

FULL and completo assortment ot Flower Seeds
from the most celebrated Seedmen in the counWASHBURN

_

Groceries at Auction.
TUESDAY. May L’9th, ar 10 o'clock A. M. at
office, we shall sell an invoice of Groceries, <xc.,
consisting of Coflee, Tea, Pepper, Cream Tartar,
Starch, Cocoa, Hops, 30 doz. Fancy Soap, 15 boxes
«avyTobacco,Brick Dust, Ink, 1(H) boxes Gum,

mayaklt.l

efficacy

Or Fitnule

Flower

ON

&«\, etc.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their
established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physic an, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all I he uuties ne must
yet tho country is ttouUed with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to bo the best in the woil
are not
only useless, hut always injurious. The un*
fortunate should be particular in selecting his
Physician, as it is a lamentable yet iiiconlrovertable fact, that many
sypliilitic patients are mode
miserable with rniiicd constitutions by maltreatment

E3T*Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner ot Middle and Willow Sts.
fcl2dtf

General Irritability,

genuine,

and with

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

gentlemen.

strengthening than any of the preparations of
Iron, infinitely safer and more pleasant.

insure the

Hotel.

a

FurnLihotl and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Wiilow Street.
Fcoplc visiting Portland can have all the conveniencos of a Hotel at much less prices, ai a retired and
gen (eel place. Also permanent board lor families and

Hysteria,

To

GO t'okuinercial Street*

1—dtf

or

CEO. T.BUltltOVGHS Si CO.

May

EATOALL, McALLISTEE & 00.,

Common, Round Comer, French and

FOlt
HEAVY ARMY WAGONS. Can be seen on
the comer of Union and Fore Sts, lor »ale bv
/•
JOSEPH WESCOT T & Sc«N,
Head Union Wharf.
May 22.—d2w*

a

Blacksmith’s use.
Also, on hand the best qualities ol Red and White
Ash Coal, at the lowest prices for cash.

Imbecility,

And, in

COAL.

arrived per sch. Bonington, from Baltimore
JUST
cargo of ire-li-mined Georges Creek Cumberland Coal for

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU.

Sets !

Consisting of

COAL.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUC1IU

PAINTED AND GRAINED

DEPEW & POTTER,

Sec. 7—Iucase any dog shall be found loose or going at large contrary to any of the foregoing provisions, tiie owner or keejier thereof, or the head of the
family or keeper of the bouse store, shop, office, or
other placo where such dog is kept or harbored,shall
forfeit aruipay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
J. S. HEALD, City Marshal.
May 12—d2w

breast and lips, evidently under the control of mental emotions aud associations at an
early period
of life; and, as we shall subsequently
see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puberly, to
liabits which sap the very life of their victims ere nature has self-completed their
development.
For Female Weakness and
Debility, Whites or Lcucorrhoea, Too Profuse, Exhausting, Too Long Continued Periods, for Prolapsus and
bearing Down, o7
Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most periect specific
known: HelmboUTs Compound Extract
af Buchu.
Directions for use, diet and advice accompanying,
be inales in every period of life, from
iniancy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature in
the discharge of its functions.
Strength is the glorv of manhood and womanhood,

Determination of Blood to the Head,
Confhsed Ideas,

for sale at LOW RATES, by
the undersigned, a handsome assortment of

large.

>mplete prostration produced by excessive dancing,
must, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect.
At last, an early marriage caps the climax of
misery,
and the unfortunate one, hitherto so
utterly regard
less of the plain dictates aud remonstrances of her
delicate nature, becomes an unwilling sublet of medical treatment. This is hut a truthful
picture ot the
experience of thousands of our young women.
Long before the ability to exorcise the tunctions ol
the generative organs they require an education ol
then* peculiar nervous system; composed of what is
called the tissue, which is, in common with the female

R. N. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1865.
sep20deod& wly

received and

SECTION

c

more

priratelv,

dyspepsia,

OF PORTLAND.

Marshal’s Office, May 11th, 1S6C.
ORDINANCE ON DOGS.
1. No dog shall be permitted to go at
in any street, lane, allev, court, or
or
loose,
large
traveled way, cr in any iminelosed or public place in
this city, until the owner or keeper of such (log, or
the head of the family, or the keeper of tho house,
store, shop, office or other place where such doe is
kept oa harbored, shall liave paid to the City Marshal Two Dollars for a license lor such dog to go afc

the exercise indispensable to the attainment and retention of organic health and strength; 1 ho e xposure
to night air; the sudden change of
temperature; the

taining a thorough counting-room education.
OT* Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portland and vicinity, his warm gratitude lor
their kindness and liberal patronage the past fifteen
years; and with the promise ot faithfulness, solicits otherfavors !

may 23—Gw

CITY

me mania that exists ior precocious education and
marriage, cause# Lhe years that nature designed for
corporeal de velopmen to be wasted and perverted in
the restraints of dress, the
early confinement of school,
and especially in the unhealthy excitement of the nailroom.
with
the
Thus,
body hall elothod and the
mind unduly oxcitcd by
pleasure, perverting in midnight revel the hours designed bv uature tor sleep aud
rest, the work of destruction is half accomplished.
in consequence ot this early strain
upon her system, unnecessary effort is required by the delicate votary to retain her situation in school at a later day,
thus aggravating the evil. When one excitement is
over, another in prospective
keeps the mind morbidly
sensitive Id impression, while the now constant restraints of fasliiouable dress,
absolutely forbidding

having received the endorsement of the most
PROMINENT PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED
STATES, is now ottered to afflicted humanity as a
certain cure for the following diseases and
symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental an« Physical Depression,

LANCASTER

paintings.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU.

Burk

LIKE IVORY

Particular attention is given to taking the likenesses of children, making views of country residences, copying engravings, crayon drawings and

true

is

’also,

AND COLORED

MINIATURES.

Hundreds suffer on in silence, and hundreds of
others apply vainly to druggists and
doctors, who
cither merely tantalize tneui with tlie
hope of a cure
or apply remedies which make them worse.
I would
not wish to assert anything that would do
injustice to
the affiicted, but 1 am obliged to say that
although it
may bo produced from excessive exhaustion of the
powers of life, by laborious employment, unwholesome air and food, profuse
tnenstruation, the uso oi
lea and coffee, and frequent
childbirth, it is ihr oltener caused by direct irritation
applied to the mucous
membrane of the vagina itself.
When reviewing tho causes ot these
distressing
complaints, it is most painftii to contempiate the a
fendani evils consequent upon them. It is but aim
pic justice to the subject to enumerate a few of tho
many additional causes which so largely affect the
life, health and happiness ot woman in all classes ot
society, and which, consequently, affect, more or lesr>
directly, the woltare of the entire human family.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

PORCELAIN,

ON

woman so tar sacrifice her
greatest charm as
do this. The sex will then thank us tor placing in
their hands simple specifics which will be found efficacious m relieving and curing almost every one ot
these troublesome complaints peculiar to the sex.

3&EW FBRFUME

contradiction.
He has had a long experience with this
Remedy,
and lias had no patient that he has not benefited if

once.

NECK

BJL'ierland

Molasses.

LOBERY,

Freo burning anil VERY PURE, and all kinds

WE

For Sale.

Clayed

STOVE SIZE.

AND

200 TONS

t
15tli—dtf
Jan

HARRIS’,

inay23iUw

St.,

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

BY

SOMETHING NEW !

Jdsy 15—isdlm

Coal.

275 Tons Hazclton Lehigh,

No. 120 Commercial Street.

u

Exchange Street.

Coal,

EGG

BURGIN &

FOlt

STREET !

may5

Would take this occasion to state that he cures with
this remedy seventy-five per cent. 01 diseases enumerated above, wheremedicines would POSITIVELY
FAIL. He makes these assertions without tear of

BROKEN AND EGG SIZE.

CAB LOAD.

OH

AT

42

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

50 Tons Fine Feed and Shorts,

mayl4dtf

G. L. BAILEY,

April 5—dtf

SlEAXiING,

Mixed

EDW’D

phabet* and Figures.
SKA L PRESSES, Canceling Stamps,
of Steel Letter Cutting, furnished at

RECEIVED and lor sale by the undersigned
at their Wiiarf,
JUST

10,000 BUSHELS

Pure

CUTTING /

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles, Revolvers. Fishing Tackle and Sporting
Goods, Assorted sizes of Stencil Al-

to shade.

Full directions for use, and Certificates from eminent Chemists with each package.
Samples actually dyed with each of the colors on
silk and woolen, may be seen and the Dyes obtained
at all s ores, mr 25 cents.
n^-lf you desire to insure SATISFACTORY COLORS, in the shortest time, with the least trouble, inquire for for Reed's Liquid Dye*. and take no
other, as they are the only Reliable Colors.
Soid at wholesale by
J. W. PERKINS & CO, and W.F. Phillips & Co.,
Portland, Me.

FEARING, THACHER & CO.

STENCIL

ever

minutes, according

UNION

Rooms,

of

Comer

tv>

&o.

subsorilrers, manufacturers and sole agents tor
the salo of “LAWRENCE” and “OLD COLONY”
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment

invented for Silk,
only Dyes
Woolen and Feathers that will give a perfect color re-

quiring only 5

The Oxygon, by Inhalation is earned directly into
the circulation reaching all parts ot the system as
soon as the Blood will carry it, burning up and de- I
composing the carbonized matter in the system, ami
expels it through the pores.
Coughs, Colds, and Lung Affections, as well as
Humors of the Blood, (unless hereditary) are genally caused by breathing impure air; impure air is
caused from a lack of Oxygen.
The immediate effects produced by this treatment
are wonderful almost miraculous, as will bo demonstrated to all those who witness its application to pa-

Photograph

No. 297 Washington Street,

physician for the relief of these various delicate affections, and only upon the most urgent necessity will

a

Nos. 43, 45 & 47

COTTON DUCK,

preparation.

of the kind

The

PRICES.

Oxygenized Air !

CO.,

tients.

NOT FREEZE.

WILL

CASH

April 18—dtf

PATENTED OCTOBER IT, J8C6.

HOYT &

Health.

on

0.—All dirt,

sawdust, soot, ashes, cluders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
or lobster shells, or any animal or vegetable substance,
or tilth of any kind, in any house, warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place whicli the Mayor, any Alderman,
City Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or Officer shall deem necessary tor the Health of the City
to be removed, shall bo carried away therefrom
by anil

it does not dry np a cough, but loosens it so that the
patient can expectorate freely. Ids within
the reach oi’all, the

THE UNION NAVY

NOSE,

Ordinance

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH! SECTION

THE FLAG OF OUIti UNION

May 22—d3wis

C.

Goughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

Strength !

UNION SOLDIERS

At No. 151 Exchange Street,
Wh^reberes ectfully invites all wlio may be snfleriuff t o call.
He treats especially Diseases of the

is

NATURALIZEll, of Improved Reproduetor.
As a dressing, as well a** for a remedy for every disease of the scalp and hair, it is unsurpassed.
Manufactured and lor sale 'Wholesale and Retail by
HORACE II. JOHNSON A CO., 80 Middia
Si., Porilaud, (Up Stairs).
May 23—d&w22tf

No Medicino ever known will euro

as

RHEUMATISM,

Embracing a large assortment ot Cloths for Spring
Overcoats, which he will be happy to mako up to or-

Dvl

38 Exchange Street, Portland, Agent for tho State of Maine.

l>finri Ac Co.

GEO. H. REED & CO.’S, JJAS

April

FARLEY, Dealer in Nautical Instruments*

Coe’s \jalign Balsam!

a

2®~TO

High

C. H.
March 14— eodtf

QOAA HHDS LIVERPOOL SALT, now diffjyjyjyj charging from shipj“Cliarl«sChalones.”
lOOO IJhd.. Turk. V.lantl, in store,

W.

--

The many and great advantages of these Compasses appear almost incredible to those who have never used them, but a little experience at sea soon dispels all doubts in regard to tlieir superiority.
When the vessel is rolling about in a rough sea, these Compasses remain perfectly steady, and in light and
smooth weather they arc extremely sensitive—more so even than the lightest wood Compass. The needle is
enclosed in an air-tight metallic case and is entirely excluded from the air and, therefore free from rust.
It is also made so that it retains its power like a magnet. Such a needle could not bo used in
any other
Compass on account of its great weight; but hero it is almost wholly supported by the buoyancy of the liquid
to which the weight of the card is nicely adjusted. The bouyancy of this liquid prevents them from ever becoming dull, as it reduces (he weight on the pivot to a,few grains. Hence the trouble and expense of sharpening and “touching” is a1together avoided. But more than this, tho exemption from disorder renders them
always perfectly reliable at sea.
During four years of constant use in the Naval and Merchant service, both on steam and sailing vessels,
not one of them lias been returned, although it is always ngTeedto take them back if
they do not give satisfaction in every particular. The more intelligent of shipmasters
appreciate these Compasses most, of com se,
but no caso Las yet occurred where they have failed to win fiivor witn the most
Ignorant or prejudiced.

GEO. T. BURROUGHS Sc CO.

apbtf

Vr
tains ltoth'ng poisonous or in (ho least hurlful to the
head or 1 air; on the contrary it is composed of vegetable substances healing in their nature, arid which
are in fact being daily prescribed by the first physicians t hroughout the civilized world for external application in skin diseases.
I will not insult the good sense ofthe public by giving itaname, the pronunciation of which would be
likely to dislocate their jaws, but will call it simply

Alients.

rates.

Merchant

The

For U. 8. and Canada.
J ir. perkins \ co., ir. r. Phillips
tt to.,
9mi II. ll. HAY.
Portland, ille.. W holesale

ot

old, either in the purchase or sale of Furniture and
Household Goods. The highest cash prices will bq
paid for all Second hand Furniture, Carpets, Crock*
ery, Ac*, and all goods will be sold at the lowest cash

lot”

no

Furniture,

chemical Kopri*ti»c:or
ibr making the hair
glow, preventing i.s
falling oif, and reiuovingdandruff, andcon-

C. G. CLARK & CO., Gen'l
Agents,

il.M-T/DD* DEL.

be consuiLd

conndencc by tb. afflicted, at all
irom $ A. M. to 0 i». m.
daily,
Dr. H. addresses those who are fluttering under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether arising uoiu
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical protcssioii. lie leeis warranted in GuakICAN'I'EEIMG A CURE l>i ALL OASES, Whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from tiic system, alia making a
perfect and PDRM ANDNT C U RE.
He would call the attention oi the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sutlicieut assurance of his s.’JU and suc-

STREET,

May 22-ood&w21

Powders !

or

IV oyes,

&

PORTLAND.

PREPARED
FLUID PREPARATION

Better than any

Sold.

55 EXCHANGE

or DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

Xew England Clothing Company’s,

28

Bailey

SCIENTIFICALLY

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

American Papers

3

Ever bciore offered in this city.

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Made to Order.

Wo shall

i»er cent.

CURTAINS £ BORDERS

Lyon’s Periodical Drops!

HURRAH!

•-

ROOM PAPERS,

Conn.

iiavep,

PHILLIPS if CO, and J. If.
if CO., Agents, Portland, Me.

PLRKh\s

a sa

Having imported them direct from England ourselves there will NOT be commissions, and two or
profits added to the cost before the consumer
gets them, as when they are purchased from New
York
Importing Houses.
S W 'The trade who have not supplied themselves
with their Spring Slock, will do well to give us a call.
The retail trade oftlie city and vicinity will SAVE
MONEY and find one of the BEST ASSORTMENTS
of

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

RITCHIE’S LIQUID CO ATP* A SS

English, being

three

suffering,

Wo beg of you, if you are sick, to make
just
of it. 1 rice One Dollar per bottle.

tli

as

are

used it once.

TIIAT are

of

are

in e ‘tv instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take hoal thy food without danger of distress lrom it. it is the most wonderftil
remedy and
the most speedy in its action, over known to the
world. No one will do without it in the house that
YOU

large invoice

ROOM PAPERS!

ENGLISH

ITY

ever

Temple Street,

can

cess.

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBII.

has

a

splendid

Heartburn,

March 20—dtl

on

captain.
The day following lie went on board again,
ar.d the captain being absent, he walked

received per ship Sunderland, direct

Stomach
permanent euro lor

and

Noyes,

EXCHANGE STREET,

just
from Liverpool,
HAVE

Headache,
Sickness at Stomach

Ague.
Colic Pains.

Ac

PORTLAND,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Machias,

A few years ago, one of bis vessels arrived in
port at Machias—a line brig commanded by
Cant. Spencer, of which Mr. L. was sole

55

and in fact all diseases
proceeding from the
and Bowels. It is a sovereign and

TOPPAN,

May 24—eodlw

Sick

Dysentery,

Leatlie & Gore,

is one of the richest
men, if not the richest man in town.
His dress, and personal appearance
however,
do not indicate wealth, but impress you with
the idea, that lie is a man of
very moderate
circumstances. He is a large real-estate ownot

Hailey

relieve the most aggravated attacks of

3DT Commercial St, AT & 49 Beach Street,

Longfellow

he

a!l disease* of the

Cholera ftlorbus,

Having returned from metropolitan centers of trade, and having selected tho veey best and tlie VERY
LATEST styles of goods; and also having made extensive arrangements with large Houses both in New
York and Boston to supply mo with the latest styles of goods, I am now enabled to offer to
purchasers first
class goods at very low figures; in fact, at lower prices than before the war.
Parties about purchasing goods for SPRINO* AND SUMMER wear, will find that for
style, finish, durability, and al>ovc all, in price, that I cannot bo beat.
EJf“Call and see for yOurselt.

L.

No. 5

House at Auction.
TUESDAY, May 3U, at Sn’elack P. M. on tho
■premises, we shall sell House No. 19 Gray St—
It in a one and a half story wooden house, tmisbed
throughout; good cellar; hard and soft water; and
gas throughout the house. There is a very deniable flower garden in connection. This property is in
a very excellent neigh borbood snd desirable for a
residence. Sale positive. Title clear.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auetionsers.
May 25—(ltd
Valuable

BE FOUND AT BIS

CAN

WBEBE
the utmost
hours
and

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst cnse of
Dyspepsia in existence, and one done will instantly

AND GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

GORE’S

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

songs thousand times more sweet,
Thau any the birds can sing;
WPb flowers a thousand times more fair
Tlian any afleld may be;—
God send that Spring may como and abide
For ever with you and me.
a

Ready

Made

«

PAPERS!

DYSPEPSIA!

STYLES

l>li. J. B. HUGHES

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

-IM-

ROOM

Auction Sales.

_Medical.

BARGAINS

Remedy

—FOB—

very large and extensive assortment of

AND

Dyspepsia Cure GREAT

STOMACH AND BOWELS f

FAMILY,

a

With

REFINED SOAPS,

just received

Miscellaneous.

Medical.

COME!

EXTRA,

hear the laughter ot the brook
Frolicking dow’n the hill,
And all the day his roundelay
The wild bird slngeth still;
A pleasant, pleasant sound to hear,
Ah !

I have

-viz:—

1

And

HAS

GREAT ATTRACTION!

GO HE,

the attention of the trade and
their Standard Brands of

solicit
consumers to

What thr young leaves thrill to hear.
There are blooms enow on spray and bough.
There arc flowers on hill and lea—
Yet well I know that a Spring iscoming
With never a bloom for me.

GOOD TIME

Coe’s

SOARS!

REiIAEI>_

PEliBY.

BY T. S.

THE

JOHN M. TOJDD,
N’O. 74 MIDDLE STREET,corner of Exchange St.,
PORTLAND,

Cares Ventral Debility, Weakness, Hysterics in Females,
Palpitation of the Heart and
all Nervous Diseases. It restores new lire and vigor to the
*fedt causing the hot blood of

ME.

Wholesale Agents—J. W. Perkhie & Co., W. W.
Co., and CroemanA Co.,

Whipple, W. 1. i*hillli'8«!t

Portland.
Sold by Druggists and Traders everyw here.
Apr 13—eodjtwfrn_

the
°f benarafire, animated wild h,rlnS
*Za
new life' ’—so dun
Tfmo*1 w 0 Jtnpoten cy and
this Elixir rejuven- VebUity, restoring JIanlinen9
ate the eyetem and anil fall rigor. Urns
proving a
overcame dteeaee.
perfect “jfefr „y
removing Sterility anil Harrenncas in both sexes' To
tho young, middle-aged, ami aged, there
lano-grenier
boon than tills •* Elixir of Life." It
gives a new
leaso of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and
vigor.
one bottle (9; three bottles *5; sent by
to any address.
...
medicines are sold and recommended by a t
oihzed
respectable druggists iu every part
to

Price,

oxnross

Onr

globe;

some

unprincipled

deceive their cuitonJs by
less compoantls In order to

^celvcdlask
thorn

for
If the drtigg

we.
packed. free fr>

PLEASANT to tlio palate, cause no pain, act
L promptly, never require increase ol
dose, do m t
exhaust, and lor elderly itcrsons, females and chik
just the tiling.
Two taken at nigh* mo\?le
1211’
the bowels tmee the next
Xvm rant* d
morning.
in all cases ol piles and
©
Falling ol tlie Ib-ctum.
promise a euro lor all symptoms of the Pysfkpsia,
such a:. Oppression after eating, Sour
Stomach,
Spitting ol lood, Palpitations; aiso, Headache, ldzzimss.
Pain ill the Hack arid Loins, Yellowness oi Itie Skin
and Eves. Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Billousness. Liver Couipininr, Loss of Annetue. iH'bdiiv,

dealers, »»»cver, try

(f;em

“•

"

by express, carefully

Wo will be pleased
‘oMervation.
statements in regard to

full
to receive let
w(l|c|1 ]1L,;i,.s „r gentlemen nro
®?T olseMO urus, u;| letters for medicines, imuiphtbc 9ulu I'roIirlet<’r'

etaor'adidc*,to

Pr. W. K. MEEWIN, 37 Walker

_

Monthly Pains,

8t., H. T.

look at this j
j Second-Hand Clothing,
FOR

SALE
By WM, BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in

good style,

and at short notice.

mar&Urn

and all

Irregularities, Neuralgii

Travelers find the Lozenyes jut
Pah if ness, 4Lc.
what they need, as they are so oompaet and inodorot s
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 10
coids per box; small boxes &i cents, for sale by it
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremort
Temple, Boston. Will bo mailed to any address on
enclosing SOeen Is.
iuUtdly

Door Plates and

A
1

Numbers.

CHOICE assortment ol SlLVLU PLATT D
HOOK PLATES & NUMBERS
may bo bad at
‘

Mark,t ^uare, np Zh.

Bad of the Plaaaolal Paolo In England.
fFrom the London Times, May IB.]
The
may be said to have passed away
as suddenly at it arose.
On Saturday tiie city
breathed again; yesterday tiie wonted feeling
of security had almost returned, and suspicion
Comwas no longer master of the situation.
merce lias had its crises before, but it must be

OfiPAftTUAE OF OCEAN 8TEAMEAS.

panfe

confessed that

Teutonia.New

none

port'of

Sch
Sch

dence.

TILTON & McFAULAND Safe and a large
Counter Scale ior salo at 29* Congress street.

may24dlw*

Stable and Garden,

HOUSE,

Wants, Lost and Found.
who
AYOrXGman,
ences, desires
anil

best of referboard in a desirable
central part of the city. A private family or a
place where there are hut few boarders preferred.
Address Home, Press Office.
may2tkllw*

Boarders Wanted.
FEW

gentlemen boarders
A ed at No.
38 Preble Street.

or

A GENTS

Ar at Philadelphia 28th, barques
Winslow, Davis,
Matanzas; Andes, Mornman, Cardenas.

at

LOTApply to

DISASTERS.
Brig Cascatellc, of and from Richmond for Mobile,
before reported, arrived at New York 28th, with loss
of deckload, loremast, jibboom and main topmast.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FORT ROYAL—Ar 18th, brig Open Sea, Coombs,

Philadelphia.
Cld, brig Mary Cobb, Duncan, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, brig Chimborazo, Hatch,
Bath; Hazard, Cottrell, Boston.
Cld 22d. sch Julia E Damage, Wood, Rockport.
BUCKSV1LLE, SC—Cld 17th, sch Georgia, Gilchrist, Belfast.
WILMINGTON—Cld 23d, brig Alta vela, Reed, for

Cardenas.
GEORGETOWN—Ar 23d, sch Romp, Mitchell, frn
Alexandria.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24tb, sehs Leontine, Pratt, from
Bangor; Jas Brophy, Packard, New Bedford; CS
Dyer. Dyer, Matanzas; Ovoca, Mitchell, Newborn.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, brigs D B IJoane
Redman, trom Cardenas; Abby Watson, Watson
Matanzas; sells Georgie Deering, Willard, do; S (J
Loud, Hall, Bangor; Campbell, Soule, Portland.
Cld 25th, brigs Allston, Sawyer,
Beverly; Volant,
Parker, Boston; sells Castilliam, Cunningham, and
Harriet, Sawyer, do.
Ar2Gth, brigs das Baker, Thompson, Guantanamo; Mattapony, Wyman, Sagua; Eudorus, Haskell,
Matanzas; sch J A GriHin, Foster, Trinidad.
Cld 28th, brig Surf, Shepard, Trinidad.
NEW YORK—Ar 25th, ship
Harpswell, Owen,
Havre: brig Iiuogene, Saunders, Palermo; sch C W
Holt, Hart. Sat ilia River, Ga.
Ar 26th, ships Endeavor, Doano, Manila; Lisbon
Curtis, Remedies: brig Ida L Ray, Ray, Port Jefferson ; sehs A Hamlin,
Wyals, Ellxaootliport lor Hallowell; Ottoman, Lord, do tor Charlestown; Caspian
Larraboe, do for Boston; Valhalla, Lord, do for do:
Raven, Rose. Bridgeport lor Philadelphia; Northern’
Light, Bucknam, Bath; F Coffin, Sprague, Addison;
C Stetson, Somers, Cedar Keys.
Cld 26tli, ships F B Cutting, Tyson,
London; Chas
Cooper, Jordan, Philadelphia; barques Quickstep
Foster, Havana; L Willis Rich, Pauno.Cow Bay CB:
Ocean Home, Branch, Matanzas; Jossio Nicholas!
Windsor NS via

New koKK. May 28.
The Commercial’s article says the effects of the
monetary disturbances ol last week are rapidly subsiding. This morning there is none of the pressure
for money which characterized last week, hut on the
contrary lenders ave seek ing borrowers. Large sums
are ottered at C per cent, in Government collaterals,

but the general rate ia 7 per cent, through,
C
cent.
very apparent tendency towards per
disbursement* of the sub-treasury during the
weels in redemption ol cortilicates ol indebtedness
than
are likely to put the market in an easier
the
fourteen days ago. The stock market is
oversold condition of certain stocks being the chici
element of strength ol the prevailing prices.
At the morn'ng board the principal feature was the
apparent culmination of a corner in Cleveland &
Regular strong
Pittsburg. The price closed at
Governments active and lirmor. Gold market weakThere is less demand for export. But few Five
er.
Twenties or Erie* were returned on the City of Boston. Exchange quiet 60 days’ bills 109f (a) 1092; sight
1
Express says the sharp decline in Erie Shares
l>a*od upon the report ol a call lor a special meetare rumors oi
irtg of Directors to-morrow.is There hinted.
There
darkly
troubles, and an over i*sue
was an increased activity in petroleum and mining
in
advance
a
witli
prices.
shares to-day,
general
a

i^hc

Wanted.
SITUATION in some establishment, hr a young
A
man having a thorough business
education, and
is well
in
in

Hallowcll.
Also

26th, barques Arizona, Conant, Buenos
Ayres; A M Palmer, Skolticld, Leghorn; Sagadahoc,
Auld, Matanzas: Sierra Nevada. Tenney, Havre;
C V Minott, Rogers, St Jago; Helen
Augusta. Wilson. Miragoane; brigs E H
Kennedy, Geyer, Cordems; Milwaukee. Brown, Ponce ; Leonard Berry,
1
Steele, Bermuda.
Ar 27th, ships Horatio,
Drew, Shanghae; Siam,
Calcutta.
Saville,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, sehs Geo W Glover, Holbrook, Baltimore ; Spy, Dean, and Chattanooga.
Black, Bangor; Surf. Shaw, Steuben for Pawtucket;
Gov
Cony, Bigelow, Gardiner.
Sid 26th, sehs Avon, Parks, for
Philadelphia; Mt
Hope, frarnham; Savoy, Bray, and Tugwassa, Wood,
New York.

9ij.

Tlif

ar

PAWTUCKET-Ar 25th,

Bangor.

fewXork Markets,
New York, May 28.
Cotton—a shade lower; sales 2000 bales. Middling
Uplands at 40 @ 42c.
Flour—State and Western 10 @ 15c lower; sales
8,500 bbls. State at 7 30 @ 9 80; Round Hoop Ohio at
Southern
Western at 7 30 Q 9 60.
9 40 (& 14 00.
drooping; sales 420 bbls. at 10 80 (a; 1C 75. Canada 10
at
9
10
13
45.
300
bbls.
@
(g) 15c lower; sale*
Wheats—dull and nominally lower; sales 12,200
bush. Chicago Spring at 1 75; Milwaukee No. 1 prime,

sch

Goddess, Kelley,

2tJ:h,
L Condon, Snow, Bangor.
HOLE—Ar 25th, brig John Aviles,
PllUbrook, Delaware City for Bath; soils Moses Patten, Carlson, Georgetown for do; Olive Hayward
Bangor for Philadelphia; Lyra, Pickering, do for
Norwalk; Chattanooga, Black, do for ProvidenceAnna Gardiner, Knowles, do lor Wickford.
Ax 26th, sobs F A Baizley,
Crosby, Hillsboro NT,
Knight’liomcr> Hanger for Wakcfield
sld

_

sch B

RIlplUa’

BOSTON—.Ar 26th, sehs Clara Norton, Rogers,
Baltimore; Alpine, P-essey, Elizabctbport; Planet,
Currier, Bath; Amazon, Lambert, Freeport.
Ar 27th, ships Anna
Kimball, Williams, Isle Sal:
Kate Davenport, Otis, Bath.
Ar 28th, barque L T
Stocker, Bibber, Sagua; brigs
Jennie Cushman, Churchill, Galveston ; Marshall
Dutch, Coombs, Philadelphia; sch H J Merriam,
Clark, Belthst.
Cld 23d, barque St Jago,
White, tor Portland; sch

at 2 20.

MixCorn—1 @ 2c lower; sales 190,000 bush.;
ed Western at 63^ 85c alioat; new do. unsound at
79 @ S2$c.
Oats—1 @,2c lower ; sales at 52 @ 54c for Chicago,
and 58c for choice Wisconsin,
v. Beet1—steady; sales 500 bbis.
Pork—heavy; Bales 11,300 bbls.; new mess at 30 75
@ 31 00, closing at 30 67 cash.
Lard—steady; sales 565 bbls. at 19 @ 222c.
Whiskey—quiet; Western at 2 26.
new

Keokuk, Small, Philadelphia.

scli8

Oneco, from Bangor;
20tli, Marmora, and Wui Stevens, do.
SALEM—Cld 26th, barque Loch Lamar, Clifford,
Stockton, Me.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 26th, sehs Lebanah, Wall,
Rondout; White Sea, Lee, New York.
SU 2Ctli, sehs Ellen Perkin*,
Pierce, New York
Lady of llie Ocean, Kane, Bangor; Wave, Falkin*John. Falkingliam; Sea Breeze, Coombs;
Belle. Whitmore, and Eastern Belle, Haley, do.

Blue—dull.
Su**ar—quiet and firm; sales 600 lilids. Muscovado
at 102 @ 112c.

C.nfee—quiet.

Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—firm.
Freights to Liverpool—more active.
Chicago Markets,
UHICAOO, May 28.
Flour quiet. Wheat openc 1 str jngerat 67 ® 1 68,
but closed quiet at 1 66 ® 1 664 for No. 1, and 105 ®
110 for No. 2. Corn steady at 52 @ 53 for No. 1, and
50 w 51c for No. 2* Oats firm; sales at 32 @ 33c lor
NoT 1, and 30)® 31) for No. 2. Provisions dull.—
Freights firm at 14Jc for coyn to Bufialo.
Receipts— 9.000 bbls. ol Hour. 30,000 bushels oJ
wheat, 331,000 bushels of corn, 134,000 bushels of oats.
Shipments—4,000 bbls. of Hour, 25,000 bushels ol
wheat, 204,000 bushels ol corn, 55,000 bushels oats.

Stewart, Denni-

Pendleton, New
York; 3«th, skip J Montgomery, Hamilton, Boston
2d inst, barque Frank, Lewis, New York.
At Arroyo 9tli inst, sob
Bagaduce, Konnard, from
New York, just ar.
At Baraeoa 14tli inst, sell Azelda &
Laura, Me lndoe, wtg cargo.
At ltemedios 13th ult, harquo Eureka, Humtilirev
for New York 7 days.

Milwaukee Market.

Milwaukee, May 28.
Flour quiet. Wheat quiet at 1 81 lor No. 1. Oats
active at 36c for No. 1.
2,000 bbls. flour, 72,000 bushels of
Receipts
wheat, 20,000 bushels of corn. Shipments—1,100 bbls.
of flour, 31,000 bushels ol wheat.

I Additional per steamer America. 1
Ar at Liverpool 12th, St Mark,
Ilowes, New York;
13th. Jessie ColBn, Thompson, Galveston.
Sill 12th, John Spear, Stinson,
Philadelphia; 13tli,
Courser. Dickey, for Uio Janeiro ; Uth, Southern
Bights. Boss, for Charleston.
Ar at Portsmouth lst'u, Grace Sargent, Mitchell,
from Callao for Cowes.
Sid hn Cardiff 12th inst, Kitty
Cobnm, Wilson, for
Matanzas; Nolocka, Nichols, Baltimore : Success.
Chase. New York.
Ar at Grangemouth
12th, Lahoramus, Baymond
J
*
New

—

Cincinnati Markets.
28.

Wheat rather dull. Whiskey
at 2 24 in bond. Provisions quiet. Mess Pork inac31
tive demand at
50, closing with lew sellers below
32 00; sales 1,800 bbls. Lard in active demand; sales
1,100 tierces at 22c; prime kettle at 21) for steam rendered.
Gold 137).
St. Louis Market.
St. Louis, May 28.
Cotton heavy. Flour inactive. Wlioat Inactive
Corn favors buyers; sales at 65® 74c. Pork quiet.
Bacon, shoulders at 14c; clear side.. 194. Whiskey
quiet.
lVilmlnf/ton Markets.

unchanged.

£,r,at

AN

Another Home

74

SO.AJP!

Sid Cm Adelaide Feb 27, Webfoot, Humphrey, tor

Calcutta.

14, Nestor, Cloutman, fm

Sid fm Newcastle March 3, Elizabeth Kimball,Foster, for San Francisco.
Sid iln Hong Kong March 31, Golden Horn, Rice,

C., May28.

Cotton—sales at 30e tor Middling. Crudo Turpentine advanced; Virgin 525; Yellow’ dip 325.

three storied modem

York Stock Market.
New York, May28.
Second Board.—Stocks lower.
American Gold.137a
(Jnitod States coupon
sixes, 1881,.... ..108?
United States 5-20*a, coupons 1802,.102
United States 5-20 coupon, 1864.1024
Treasury 73-10
i(.ni* ra-) io>3
United States 10-40,(registered).
w
Illinois Central.’
*...71
Michigan Southern
7fT
New

n

mA

SOAPS.

—

W. G. CHADBOURN,
Oliice ul Middle St.

May IS—dtf

York.

Ar at Havre 11th

Charleston.

inst, Myronus, Hughes, from

I Per City of Boston, at New York.]
Ar at Liverpool 16th inst, Giles Loring, Soule, from
Savannah.
Sid 13th, Palo Alto, Wiley, Cienfuegos; 15tli, JR
Keeler, Delano, New York.
Knt out at Newcastle 15th, Ceres, Humphrey, for
New York.

*'

.1.1104
ii-)I
Eric...7.7.7.. C2**
New York Central.
.,
.....

Algoa Bay, CGH, March 22, Rebecca Cod
dard, Munson, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at St Helena 14th ult, Bengal, Ingersoll, Manila
Ar at

Stonington.........in«4

033
403

(and sailed 10th for Boston.)
Sid fm Alicante 12th inst, Adelaide, Plummer, lor
New York.
Ar at Havre 13th inst, Old Dominion, Sampson, im
New Orleans; Belle of the Bay, Noyes, Mobile; 11th,
American Union, Moore, do.

Telegraph.($1

Botioa Stock List.
Sales at the Brokers Board, May 28.
American Gold.
137
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,
liigl
Uulted States 7 3-lOtUs Loan, 1st scries.102 j

Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
Street^ at great bargain.
a

For particulars, enquire oi
BENJ. KNIGIIT,
ootl8dtt
Atlantic Wharf*

April 15, lat 25, Ion 58, ship Rival, Doane, from
Liverpsol for New Orleans.
May 20. off Inagua, brig Lypia H Cole, from New
lork for St Jago.
April 2», lat 4!*, Ion 17, ship E W Stetson, from
Cardiff (or

small.102!

New York.
May 23, lat 39 14. Ion 7J, barque Damon, from New
York lor Buenos Ayres.
May 23, lat 39 30, ion G9, barque S W Holbrook,
from Portland for Matanzas.
April 28, lat 43 N ion 20 W, barque Eva H Fisk,
iron, Liveri>ool ior Havana.

Pepperell Manuliicturing Company.U3,‘
Kaatern Railroad. 105J

MARRIED.
by

refrigerators/

,,

MANUFACTURED

/n

they offer these Soaps, to <lic trad© and
WHERE
consumers, at lowest market prices, and ihey
warrant all
their

BY

M.C.

Joseph

51

3

|

MERRILL,

Union Sireel#
Also lor sale at

53, Next Dcor Above.
CT-Oitterent Sizes madc to Order.

May 1—

offered in

CHANDELIERS,

_Capo Elizabeth. The house contains
-“fourteen rooms. The sea view is unsurpassed. Enquire of
W. H. STEPHENSON,
A
.10
Second National Bank.
April2—ti

PENDANTS,
BRACKETS,

Valuable Lot for Sale!
on

JOHN C.

noar

FOR SALE

PROCTER,
Lime Street.

May 18,1806.—dti

MA

and

S3

story House, in good order,
the lot 30 by
Prleo low—terms liberal.

one

a

half

pleasantly located, together with
80

feet.

Inquire of

JOHN C. PROCTER,
May 15th—d3w
Lime St.

UJYIOX

For Sale.

A2J

To .Let.
The 3d and 3d stories of a block of stores, centrally
located, suitable for a manufactory.
Offices for Surgeons, Demists, and responsible parties constantly on hand. Inquire of
PATTERSON & CliADBOURN,
Real Estate Agents, 82 J Exchange Street.
may22eodtt

Horses lor Sale.
the Horse Railroad Stable ten or twelve good
driving and family horses. Also a few good breeding mares to be exchanged for car horses.
April 2—eod2m

AT

For Sale.
and immediate possess/JMy ionHouse in good repair
given. No. 31 DanfortU Street, together
H;|M
-igliLwit.ii a largo lot of land. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
May 11—d3w
Lime Street.

and Heating Apparatus.
Agent or the Lava Tip Gas Burner.

NO. 53 UNIOH STREET, Portland, Me.
tl

apl7

TV

_Nov. 11—dtf

Meeting

on

IN

ADAMS,

GORHAM,

FOR

7

WEDNESDAY,

13th,

Atlantic Wharf,
18G6, at tho office of the
at 3 o’clock P. M., for the following purposes, viz:—
1st—To hear tho Report of the Treasurer.
2nd—To chooae the officers of the Co. for the current
year.
3d—1To see if the Company will accept the Act of
the Legislature passed February S, 18GG, whereby the
Company was authorized to increase its Capital
Stock.
4th—To see if the Company will increase its Capital
Stock and to what extent.
5th—To act on any other business that may legally
come before them.

Company,on

WM. KIMBALL, Clerk.

Portland, May 17,

mayiytjul3

18GG.

House.

Ottawa,

opened for tho reception of visitors on Monday, June 12th« and the Steamer Gazello will
commence her regular trips to the Island on that day.
Will be

may23d3*v

18GG.

BUNIONS!

IN-GROWING NAILS!
EMANUEL, Surgeon Chiropodist of Boston,
has taken rooms at Kingsbury’s Hotel, 203 Congress street, where he will remain for one weok.
Corns extracted without pain or shedding blood,
and all operations performed in a scientific manner.
P. S. Particular attention paid to enlarged joints

DR.

corns

A First Rato Opening tor Business.

invited to examine the property.
Five trains leave Portland daily tor Gorham.
ly attractive

FOR SALE.
of Pine and State streets.
THE
most
in the

pleasant

corner

GOOD chance is offered in- the manufacture of
an established

A Elasticsale.
Goods, ior which there is

and

your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sowing, not any difficulty In putting
them in the shoe.
Respectfully yours,

HERE AS Augustine Dunyon and others have
Wf
V? petitioned the City Council to layout a new
Street or Public Way in said city,—beginning at
the southerly terminus of Henry Street and extending to Congress Street;
And whereas said petition was referred bv the City
Council, March 26,1806, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council, on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear tho
parties and view the proposed way on the first day ol
June, 1866, at lour o’clock in the afternoon, at the
southerly terminus of said Henry street, and will
then ana there
proceed to determine and adjudge

whether the public convenience requires said street
or way to be laid out.
UGiven under our hands on this twenty-third day of
May, A. D., 1866.
AUG. E. STEVENS,
PnTt„
on
Committee
EDMUND PHINNEY,

address,

MANUFACTURER,

luav 25—dtf

aud well

The situation is one
The lot is about 40

ap3—tf

Lime street.

P. 0.

Box 1769

Salt! Salt! Salt!
600 HITDS. TURKS ISLAND SALT.

lOOO MUDS. LIVERPOOL SALT.
500 H1IDS. LIVERPOOL SALT in sacks.
For sale in lots to suit purchasers by
K. G. WILLARD,
Commercial Wharf.
may7d3w

IN O T I O JS
holding Policies in the Piscataoua Fire
and Marine Insurance Co., of South Berwick,
PARTIES

Me., through

to us without

House for Sale.
three-story Brick House No. 70, corner o'
Dantortli and Tate Streets. It lias all the mod'
ern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.

THE

For terms,

apply to
RUFUS

&c.,

K. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Apr. 30,18GG.—tt

An

Will he sold
man

who can

Valuable Heal

Estate

& Cumberland

FOR

Sts,

COMPRISING

to

AUG. P. FULLER,
281 Congress St., opposite the Preble House.
13—dtl
Apr

WHEREAS,

Standing Committee of the City
laying out new Streets, will meet to hear

on

Council
the par-

ties and view the proposed way on the first day of
June, 1866, at three o'clock in the afternoon, at the
westerly terminus of said Cedar street, and will then
and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether
the public convenience requires said street or way to

be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-third
May, A. D. 1866.
AUG. E. STEVENS,
1

EDMUND PHINNRY,

I

T OT,

f

J

W. P. FILES,

may24—dlw

day of

Committee

AMBROSE GIDDINGS, I
ELIAS CHASE,
JOSEPH BRADFORD,

x.
New

_
on

out

apSdtf

They

can

be

seen

Wharf Co. will be held at the

a

at the

SAMPSON & OONANT,
Commercial Wharf.

May 16,18CG.-d3w*

Melodeon for Sale.

Fine Six Octave Melodeon, but little used, at E.
b. bob 1 NSON’S Music Rooms, 347.} Congress,
near Oak Street.
Inquire from 5 to C P. M.

MaylStl

and any other business w hich
Per order.
W. H.
Portland, May 21, 1866.

In the town of Falmouth ahont seven miles from Pori land, one Farm,
containing about 45 acres; one containing about 100 acres. Also one
two-stoiy House, and lot, situated
in Westbrook, sear Tokey’s bridge, with a quantity
of fruit trees in bearing order. One House and Lot
situated on Congress street; also about 300 to 400

May 10—d<&w3w*

may

come

before them.

STEPHENSON,

Good

A

Clerk.

dtd

Opening

!

GOOD chance i« offered In the manufacture ol
Elastic Goods, ior which there is an established
demand and ready sale.
person wishing to engage in a light and pleasant business, and who can
furnish a cash capital of $200 to $300 can address

A

Any

Wm. W. Thomas and

others have
WHEREAS
petitioned the City Counoil to relay out Canal

And whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council, May 7th, 1866, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act upon, therefore,
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on
laying out new streets, will meet to hear the parties
and view the proposed way on the second day of June,
1866, at four o’clock in the afternoon, at the P. S. &
P. Depot, on Commercial street, and will then and
there proceed-to determine and adjudge whether the
public convenience requires said street or way to bo
laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-third day of

D.,

1866.
AUG. E. STEVENS.
EDMUND

)
PHINN1&, .Committceon
AMBROSE GIDDINGS, 1 T Q.„
ELIAS CHASE,
f ^^8 out
JOSEPH BRADFORD, *.
W. P. FILES,
J New Strects*
may24dlw

Winship and others
have petitioned the City Council that West
may be continued northeasterly in a direct line

WHEREAS,

street
to Pine

William

A.

street;

And whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council, May 7th, I860, to the undersigned, for them

to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given, to all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear tho
and view the proposed way on the second
ay of June, I860, at three o’clock in tho afternoon,
at the junction of Pine and Clark streets, and will
to determine and adjudge
then and there
whether the public convenience requires said street
or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-third day
of May A. 1>. 1866.
AUG. E. STEVENS,
rommirte on
Committc
on

Sorties

proceed

EDM UND PHINNEY,
AMBROSE GIDD1NGS,

Box 2110, P. O.

ELIAS

CHASE,

Muscovado

Sugar.

IIIIDS. PRIME GROCERY MUSCOYADO SUGARS, just landed per Barque
Stover,” Irom Havana, lor sale by

May

LaTinl.ollt
out
Laying

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
April 7—d

ti

139 Commercial Street.

HOUSE LOTS.
t*tible lot
AVERY
size, 58 by «2,
Also lota
on

Street.

ap23—dtf

near

the head of State street;

Emery and Lewis Streets, near Pine
W. H. STEPHENSON,

FOR

2d

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
if applied for soon. Size oi Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE,‘Portland, Me.
Febl3-dti

ONE

of

and

Drawers!

rflHE bent goods, and at A FAIR PRICE,
1 MORTON BLOCK, CONGRESS STREET.

Continental.

Norwich,

People’s,

Philadelphia.

LIFE

COMPANIES.

obtained

on

very

lavorable terms of

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’Y
No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

CASH CAPITAL,

$1,000,000

nil

paid

raayl(K13w

in.

Sarp lus, 201,188,10

$1,201,188,10

M^ .A “Pppi*1 Freight train, with passenger carattachod, will leave Biddelord lor Portland daily at 8
FRANCIS CHASE,
A*,M*
Portland, May 12,18GC.—tf

RICHMOND,"

Will make two trips per woek to Maehiaa, leaving
Franklin Wharf every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
EVENINGS,at 11 o'clock, and touching at Rockland,
Ilesboro, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwics, Mount Desert, Mil lb ridge, J ones port, and thence to Macliias-

RETURNING, willleave Machiasportevery MON-

DAY and THURSDAY
MORNINGS, touching
at above named
landings, and arriving in Portland
the same night.
Stages will be in readiness at all the Landings to
carry passengers to the neighboring towns.
Tliis Steamer is 871) tons
measurement, has large
and well ventilated State Rooms, and new Furniture, Beds and Bedding, and is in all rcspecLs elegantly fitted up for passengers,and has large Freight room.
Freight forwarded from Portland by the Boston
and New York Steamers
g#-* Passengers by the three o'clock and Evening Express trains from Boston, on flieir arrival at
Portland, will be taken to the Steamer, with their
free of charge.
Tor freighter passage apply to

baggage,

ROSS k STURDEVANT,
General Agents,
73 Commercial Street, Portland.
18C6.
ap20dtl
_Aprill9th,

PORTLAND AND

NEW

YORK

bupt.

PORTUNDUENNEBEC R.R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Caiuincucittu Monday, April 30lli, 1888.
qpgjrjggj Passenger Trains leave Portland dailv
*l5lC!!38ES at 1.00 P. M., lor Bath, Augusta, Wat*

erviiic, n.cnuafTs Mills,Skowhegan, and intermediate
Stations, (connecting at Brunswick with
Androscog**.
,«’•)» for Lewiston and Farmington, and at
endalrs Mills with Maine Central K. U.
k>r Bangor
an»l intermediate stations. Fares as low
by this route

Sn

any other.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston,
Augusta and
intermediate stations on
Saturday only at H.t* 1*. M
Mixed Train leaves Portland for Bath and
dmte stations daily,
except Saturday, at 3.45 P. M.
freight Train, with passenger car attaclud, will
leave 1 ort.amltor
and inte mediate stations
every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains from Bath and Lewiston are due at Tor (land
at 8.30 A. M., and irom
and
ami all intermediate stations at 2.30 P. M.Fannington
t> connect
with trams tor Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; ard for Belfast
Augusta, and for Solon. Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhcgan
anU lor China, Hast and North Viuwalbor.’ at
aalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mtl’a.
as

iUunm^

Skowhegan

Skowhcgan

^at

Va^

HATCli, Soperiuteadrut.

\V.

April 28,1SCG—dtf

This
zed

on

Co. is the FIRST and ONL.Y Co.
this Continent, with an

ever

am

to issue

prepared

In kb wood, will until further

-<ioe,
follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharl, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pitr
38 East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY'
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. M.
These vessels aro fitted up with lice accommodations tor passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route icr travellors between
Now York anti Maine.
Par-scge, in State Room,
#6.00. C'abia passage $5.00. Meals extra.
Good? or warded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
loave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMKR\ h FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H.B. CROMWELL*, CO.. No. 66 West Street,
New York.
Mav 29, 1865.
dtf

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH And WEST.

policies

Boston

and

Insurance

FREIGHTS,

TAKEN

POLICIES.

Tho

on

to

FIVE DAYS.
From Long VVliar', Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart,
10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington by
Canal or Railroad, frcool commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
Nov 22—dlyr
9 T Whart. Boston.

Philadelphia,.at

Dwelling
COE’S

BRADLEY’S

PATENT

Manufactured by Wm. L.

anil

give us a call.

Fore

felOeodly

SOLD

Agent.

BY

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

AGENCY!

undersigned respectfully
friends and the business communily
THE
that
have

18G2.

1,

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
Agricultural

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
To any

amount, and in the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

&C«* Si Cay
the most Reliable Fire Companies.

HULLS. CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,
Marine Co's of well known responsibility.
And they respectfully solicit the attention of all deIn

siring insurance.

COLBY £ TWOMBLY
22 Exchange St, over Merchants* Exchange.
We take pleasure in referring the public to the
following well known Gentlemen and businesss firms
in this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
Hon. Benj.Kingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
Messrs. Deering, Milliken
C.M. Rice, Esq.
Isaac Emery, Esq.
& Co.
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. Yeaton & Halo.
Messrs. W. & C. R. Milli- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co
ken.
Mar 24—dr.m

HOUSE,

—AUD—

SALOON,

FOB LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

Nos. 152 and 154 Exchange Street,
(Opposite the International House.)
Ladies entrance 154, Gouts, 152. Hours
f*s.
7
10 11
M.
The public
/-fV^SfroniAnd
it to tlieir advantage to call and
V ^
/ vs
try the above Oyster Saloon. He will
also furnish Parties and Pic-Nics with
Ice Creams* Fruit* Current* Pound and

Sponge Cake*
At the vory shortest notice.
HP" Remember the
Place, No. 152 and 151 Exchange St.
may20lf

Five

THE

FOlt

mayl82weodwlw

Hosiery.
0ALE

BY

CHARLES CIJST1S & CO.,
MORTON BLOCK. CONGRESS ST.
May 23—<11 w

Corn!

Seeds,

Corn!
0LD M1XED CORN for

Grapery

BY 11 feet, for sale at low price, at 51 rieasant Street,

GRAND TRUNK

maySltl

Of

RAILWAY,

Canada.

SUMMEK ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter Monday, Aim!
ns will run as follows:—

CtBgSUigl

Morning Train

Auburn at 7 00
Mail Train lor

for South

m,im,

Paris, Lewiston

a. m.

and

Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 1 lo p. m
This traiu connects with Express train for Toronto
Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping Gars attacBted iroiu
Island Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From 80. Paris, Lewiston and Aubnrn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

810 a. k
315 p.m.

The Company aro not responsible for baggage to
exceeding $50 in value (and thatpersonal) unless notice is giveu. and paid lor at the rule of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. HUY/JCA’.S',
Manfujiny Director,
H. BAILEY,
Superintendent.
Portland, April 7.1866.
dtl

MAINE CENTRAL R.

ME.,
AT MANUFACTURER'S PRICES.

R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Traina leave Portland dally fGrand

Depot) Sundays evcept«d,(ur Auy#^*M*yto»Trunk
burn am! Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and lor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains trom Auburn and Lewiston aie due at
8.30

M., and from Bangor and all intermediate
at 21*. M., to connect trains for Bosbui.
Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.
Dec

Five

A.

stations,

EDWIN Noi jsS, ?ud«
dcJtttl

15.1865._
THROUGH

Hundred

TO

TICKKTH

Dollars!

SUPER-PilOSFUATE OF LIME*
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer ingrowing

Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass,

and Tobacco,
not less than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Com with my
Super Phosphate of Lime,
$50
For the second best experiment on Com, do.,
30
third
do.
do.
20
do.,
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
50
second pest experiment on Potatoes,
30
*•
third
do.
do.
20
on Turnips,
For the best
30
41
second nest
do.
20
For the best
on Oats,
30
u
second best
do.
20
on

THE

®0

experiment

or
**

experiment on Grass, either Pasture

Meadow,

experiment on Grass, do.
third
do.
do.
For the best experiment on Tobacco with BradPatent
Tobacco
ley’s
Fertilizer,
“
second best experiment ou Tobacco, do.
second best

50
30
20

CO
40
be sent in on or before the 1st day ol Deto
William
L.
cember, 18GC,
Boston, con
tabling description ot soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of Super-Phosphate ot Lime used, vi whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
ot
in the town whore made: these reports
w hoa in, will be referred to a Committee of three
disinterested gentlemen, whose dutyiit
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day ol
January, 18C7.
To avoid any possible chemical error in the manufocture of my Fertilizers, 1 have made arrangements
chemical talent, to aid me in this
with the
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go tb
market, until it has been sampled and passed inspec-

Reports to

Bradley,

competent,

highest

tion by actual an.vsis.
£#~Tlie above-named Fertilizers can be purchasreliable dealers throughout Now England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using SujKjr-Phospliate oi Lime can be had, free
ol charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley’s Manual tor
growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower o. the weed, by asking tor
it by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Supcr-Pho*phateol Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fine and Extra-Fine Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, &c.
ed from

24 Broad

Jan 31 —dim

Street, Boston.

Railway!

Also ticket* by all principal routes
through Holton
or Now York from Portland to tho
West, North and
South-West. For reliable information or ticket* call
at the Union Ticket Office, opposite thePreblo llous*.

Portland,

Important to Travelers
TO TUB

experiment

Fort the best

WEST!

than any other route, via the

loss

Grand Trunk

in Premiums, ottered to NEW ENGLAND FARM
ERS lor the best experiments with my

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

W.

D.

LITTLE

for aUtlie great Leading Route* to ChicaIS Agent
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
tialcna, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LnCroeeo, Ureen Day,
Quincy, St, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
Ac., anil is prepared to furnish Through Tit-hen
from Portland to ah the principal Cltier and Town*

the leva! States and the Canadas., at the
IsOXT KMT RATES OF FARE,
And all noo4fhl information oheeriUUy furnished.
TSAVtiLLftas will find it greatly tothoir ad ventage
to procure Thraiiuh Tie lie |m at the
Por'Jaad Railway Ticket Office, 31 £>.
cImage Street, tap stairs.)

in

W• I), LITTLE, -Agent.
Pasttags Tickets

for California, by the Old
Line
Mail Steamer* and Panama dallroau reav bv sonnrnj
by early application at this office.
March SO. 186S.
mar30dAwtf

A Chance to Make
BY INVESTING

STATE

DESIRE to call your attention to Dr. Cutter’s improved Chest Expanding Shoulder Brace which is
recognized as the only perfect Brace ever ottered to

I

the

public.

They lit the form perfectly, are worn with comfort,
are sure to result in
expanding the chest, enlarging the lungs and improving the health.
lliey are convenient and desirable for both Ladies
am Gentlemen.
For gentlemen they make an excellent suspender and
about
considering their durabilitv.
J
and

as

cheap.

TO PARENTS.
you have your children grow to make
healthy men and women? Then see to it that they
have a good form to start with. “As the twig is heat
thetroe is inclined.” The schoolroom is wbero many get the habit of stooping forward, thereby contracting the chest and thus iiijuriiig the lungs. These
braces are just the tiling for them.
It you would leave to your children a legacy, see to
Wouid

their physical

as well as

TO

RIGHTS

Howarth Patent Pocket Dinner Pail.
groat desideratum
patent consists
in its being mode of continuous rings
TIIE
bands
or

spnsg.ungonpic-uic

INVENTOR’S
NO. 80

E.\('I» VX(;
E,

PEDERAJj STREET,
PORTLAND,

rcreons

*°ra^W!wP'0V“

for State rights had better call
,h° opll°rtullity of
making money.

White Oak Plank for
4-Q

“s

Me.

wishing

to

tr II you are in want of any kind ot PF INTINO
I call at the Daily Press Office

new

that after the meal has been eaten, they can be s<>
folded, one within the other, as to make It small
enough to bo put Into any common coat pocket. At
tho bottom of tho pail is a cell of a capacity to hold
cottce, tea or chocolate sufficient fora meal which
folds witl in the bauds so as not to add In the least to
the bulk.
In order to be appreciated it must Ik? seen. Terand
pleasure excursions into
the country, or to the Islands, where the comfort* of
a dinner table are not
available, will not foil to purchase ono as soon as
they are put on sole. Every
K|rl wiU want on*, The mechanic
a,m,1
laboior need no longer Iks euouniberuil
by carrying a largo tin nail to ami lrom
their lat*>r
me patentees claim this as
entirely new and or»' i'
nai, aiiil would invito tho public generally to e»' .7.7
'*amt
examine the article at the
so

THE

Would you have a
Improved Chest-Expanding Brace and Skirt
worn with ease and
comfort
Supporter. They are
and to say nothing of health and form, thev are richa Skirt Supporter.
as
the
worth
price And
ly
Ladies, try
them, recommend them to
thcnc
and^ as you
tov’s

Money

New and one of the most WondorAU
Inventions of the Agre,

mental improvement.

LADIES.
graceful form? Then wear Cut-

IN

—OF THE-

of this

Citizens of Portland.

tooo BUSHELS PRIME NEW CORN for
sole by
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.
mayl7TS&T2w

QA
AVJ

p. it.

By order of the President.
Portland, April 28,18c«i—dtl

PORTLAND,

Cents Savings Hank.

Managers of this Bank have voted that an extra dividend (at the rate of one per cent, per annum) be added to the regular dividend, to be payable in Octolier next. All deposits made between this
date and the Fourth ot July next, and remaining till
October 2d, will participate in tfee benefits ol this extra dividend.
It was also voted, that the Bank will receive on
Special deposit, sums of $100 and upwards, (giving
certificates therefor) payable at a time, and at a rate
of interest, as may be agreed upon when Baid deposit
is made.
13ENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
President.

Portland, May 17,1S6G.

and 4

Ware, «te.,

integrity

J. B. GREENHALGH’S

OYSTER

Buxton, Bonny-Fagle.
Boutti Limiugton. Limiugton, Limerick,
Ncwileld,
Parsoustield aud Ussipee
At
for South Windham, Windham Hill,
Saocarappa
aud North Wiudham,daily.
steam Car and Accomodati,in trains will run as follows:— Leave liorh'Hn lor Portland at 800 a m and
200 p. h. Leave Portland for tiorhatnatl2 lj p u.

ity Iiall Building Market Square,

com-

Stocks ofGoods,Buildings,Vessels on Stocks,

Implements,

Wooden

to tlicir

generally,
they
perfected complete arrangements ibr
the transaction of

EATING

ter. rreedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. ±4
At Buxton Center for West

of the best materials, in the most Improved manner, it is commended to tbe nubile as superior to any other iu tbe market. All who have
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praise: and
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

OEISTER-A-L

In

Staudiah, Steep Pails, Baldwin, Denmark, Setia-i,,
firidgton, Lovell, Hiram, .Brownfield, Krrehurg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaek»on Limiugton, OoruUh,Por-

MADE

Street, Portland, Me.

Munger,

APRIL,

200 and

J he 200 p. K. train out and tlio a. a
train in to
1 oriland will bo
freight trains with passenger
card
^
attached.
Stages connect at Uorliam Tor West Oorhatn.

any amount

BOSTON.
Genuine*

PATENTED

John W.

Bradley,

Warranted

will Hull it for their interest

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.

OFFICE, 1GG

P. If.

Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 lj a.

EVEUY

SPECIALLY or upon OPEN

public

340

Girt) P. M

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ABIES
tonn the line, and a steamer leaves each port

HULLS, CARGOES,

on

On and after Monday. April
30, ISM,
IHBeaBitrains will leave u follows:
Leave oaoo River tor Portland at j 3u and ii JO A. u

Philadelphia

MARINE INSURANCE. SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
Marine

SUMMEK ARRANGEMENT.

no.

run as

now

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
I

P0RTLAND&J10CHESTERR R.

sriiendfd and fast Steam-

Steamship Lins.

Dollars !

Million

The

ship* DIRIGO, Capt. II. Sherwood,
ano FRaaiugNIA.
Uapt. W. W,

organ-

Original Capital
One

8EMI-WEEKLY LINE.

Jau’y 1. 1865.

Assets

CO.,

NO. 113 EXCHANGE STREET.

•dea^SSJ'Bobton at 8.40 A. Al., 2.30 anil (i.ou (mpress) F. Ji.
L«jave Boston for Portland at 7.30 A. M., 3.00 and
7.00 (express) P. M.
On Mondays, Wednesdays ard
Fridays the Kxpress
tram to and from Beaten will run via Boston a. Maine
K. K., stopping only at Saco.
BiddeforJ,
Kouiicbunk,
North Berwick, South Berwick
Junction, Hovel, hxcler, Haverhill and JLawrence. And ou Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays will run via the Postern
oidy at Saco, Biddeford, Keimebunk,
r»orth Berwick,
Foruunouth, Newburyport, Salem
and Lynn.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

~

i.)-QO

RAIMENT

OF

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
ComiMmlnji Monday,May Hih, 18(18.
riSEi£U*^3£l I’aaaeDger Train* leave Portland f..r

*•;» popping

INLAND KOUTE.

827,000,000.
prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once. Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
Gtlr* Marine llisks placed in any Boston or New
York Office desired.
Portland. Feb. r» 1SS6—dtf

A LARGE VARIETY of the BEST GOODS

—OF—

be

STEAMBOAT COMEANY.

Portsmouth r. r.

saco &

are

A CHANGE

J\ MORRELL &

days

*•

Pownal
$l/'5 Oxford
2.25
New Gloucester44
1.35 South Paris
2.60
After the above date passenger* will not lie allowed
to travel by
irieght train* on that purt of the line between Portland and South Pari*.
J he summer
arrangement Of trains will come into
effect on the 28th ot J une when the 7.00 A. M. train
will run through to Montreal and
Quebec.
1*It YDGES, Managing Director.
it PATrvvV'
Superintendent.
.»
Vi1 1 VrLocaI,
Portland, May 23d, Ihco.
may 34dlm

/Whart, foot

port.

Of Hartford.
Connecticut Mutual,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

at

CHARLES CUSTIS h CO.
May 23—dlw

can

will leave Railroad
of State street, Portland, every evening, (Sundays except ed) at 11 o'clock,
or ou the arrival or the 7 o'clock
Express train from
Boston.
Returning, will leave Bangor every morning (Sunexcepted) at 5 o’clock, touching at Hampden,
Wmterport, Bucksport. Belfast, Camden ami Rockland, both ways. For freight or passage plea e apply
to
A. SOMERBY,
Portland, May 15,1806.
at Ofllce on Wharf.

40 < ob’o’sRri 1gc & hack,$1.43
CO Danville June.
1.45
66 Hotel Road
1.75
*•
66 Rmpixo ltoad
i.ho
06 Mechanics* Falls 44
2.15

No. Yarmouth

CHARLES DEERING, Master,

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of Norwich.
Of Worcester.

Arctic,
Lorillard,
Fulton,

Falmouth and back,
Cumberland
4<
Yarmouth
Yarmouth June.44

The splendid sea-going Steamers
LADY LANG, Capt. F. A. Prince,
REGULATOR, Capt. J. A.

“CITY

FIRE COMPANIES.
Royal.

In Portland at 6.60 P. M.
With the exception ol such alteration of time
as
n‘»y
desirable in the winter scuson, it is
should snlttcieni encouragement be extendedintended,
to these
train*, to continue tl:em ail the year round.
Return Tickets,, good for the day of i*sue
only,) l>v
will be Hold to and from ail stations at
Uio
any tram, reduced
following
r.itos, viz:

and

St.

New York.
Insurance Co. of North America,

Men's

SUMMER

Under-Shirts

National Bank.

_8ALE1

street8-

24—lw

OAA
“Norton

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

On and after April 24th the new,
substantial and swift going Steani'er

of

./Etna,

LINE

BETWEEN

COMPANIES.

MARINE

™

Portland.

City of

Manufacturer,

ell

Farms lor Sale.

cords of Hard and Soft Wood.
Apply to 15 Silver Street, Portland.

office of

Henry M. Payson, Exchange Streol, on MONDAY,
June 4tli, next, at 3 P. M, for the choice of Directors,

exchange

Washington.

Street..

street;

A.

DAILY7

Agency!

_.

Portland.

City of

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT!

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,
No. 23

L. BILLINGS, Agent.

May 22nd, 1S66—dtf

-OF-

INSURANCE^

Portland.

N°w

__

tons.

Manufacture b,
Boxl709, P.O.

may24dtf

For Sale.

A schooner of 200
store ol

GOOD chance is offered in the manufacture of
Elastic Goods, for which there is an established
demand and ready sole. Any person wishing to engage in a light and pleasant business, and who can
furnish a cash capital ol $300 to $500, can address

SALE,

part of that desirable property
formerly belonging to the Dyer Estate, anil
embracing some of the most eligible building lots on
Munjov 11 ill. This property is now ottered for a
short time at private sale, on terms favorable to

purchasers. Apply

Exchange St.

Business.

THEardson

-on-

Congress, North

29

General Insurance

Lew Streets.

the Joint

Si.

PORTLAND AND MACH IAS

April 26,1SCC—3meod&w.

announce

May,

SON,

Richardson Wharf Co.
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the Rich-

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

ap3ti

May 2*—dlw

them

A

Valuable Mill Property For Sale.
interest in a Saw Mill and Store.
at a great bargain to agood business
take charge of a Store. Apply to

our Agency, will please present
delay for re-insurance.

JOHN E. DOW &

PORT3LAKTD, ME.
J. IF. MUNGFJi iD SON, Agents,
IOC FORE STREET,

._,
out
Laying

Peter Lane and others have petitioned the City Council that Cedar stree
may belaid out and opened to Kennebec street;
And whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council, March 26,1866, to the undersigned, for them
to -onsider and act upon, therefore.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested that

Any one wanting to engage in a light and pleasant
business, and one ihat requires but small capital,
will

Medical Examiner.
Examiner, Portland.

T

May 24—lw

City of

clock. I^eave Boston the same days at 7 1*.
Cabin iare,.$1.50
Deck,. l.ou
GSgT* Package tickets to be had oi the Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken as usual.

Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

Portland.

AMBKOSEGIDDINGS,
ELIAS CHASE,
JOSEPH BRADFORD,
W. P. FILES,

President.
Secretary.

W. W. MORLAND, M. D.
I. T. DANA. M. J). Medical

SEELEMAN PEARL^ROOK,
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mar. 19—d3m.

City of

.¥?UL,"^her.no««>
of-the
Portland steam Paoket Co.
will run ns follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf f,jr
Boston,
every evening, (except Sunday) at

o

of B’ares

Portland and South Paris•

‘Blanchard,

OFFICERS.

BENJ. F. STEVENS,
JOSEPH M. GIBBENS,

S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleasod
to state that I have manufactured shoes containing

ready

city.

arranged and stocked with fruit trees
and shrubbery.
For particulars apply to W. T. KILBORN, A.
LIBBY, or to
JOHN C. PROCTER,

y

Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,
MARY A. FRENCH.
New York, Dec., 1866.
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole, I take great pleasure in stating
that 1 had them put in a pair of fine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
si reets of Albany. 1 have had them half soled since,
and am wearing your Metallic Soles now, with full in-

are

mayl7d3t theneodtf.

oi the
x 103,

ordinary

Island,

Cushing’s

between the toes.
May 23—dlw*

TIIE House is large (13 rooms) beautifully located,
conveniently arranged, and in good repair, with
a clioico variety of fruit and shade trees.
Thirty
acres of land or less will be sold to suit the purchaser with the house.
Parties seeking a homo unusual-

taken from damp
the perfect efficienThe
Sole
is not only a
Metallic
of
their
service.
cy
grand contribution to the cause of general health,
but a FOSTIVE LUXURY, obviating all necessity of
India Rubi»er shoes, except in muddy weather. All
dampness, and even water upon pavements,
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
and
useful invention. No one who has once
simple
used them will ever be without them again, as they
ncrease the cost of boots and shoes by a sum which is
scarcely worth naming, and ins ore,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
We heartily commend the “Metallic
and comfort.
Sole” to all tho sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,

n _

and soit.

SALE.

by

SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Read
street, New York.
TESTIMONIALS.
The undersigned have lor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against

Packet

CORNS!
THE—

universally

are

Portland, May 22,

RESIDENCE
L.

E

C

Stock-holders of the Portland Steam
THE
herebv notified that their Annual
Company
will be held
Juno

THE

Lev. J.

I

THE OTTAWA HOUSE

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For forther particulars enquire of, or address
GKO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

Late

T

O

For Sale.

—OF

Cooking

And also Gas

JOHN KINSMAN,

STORY House, situated in the eastern part
of the city, suitable for two families. Can be
rented for $200 per year. A capital chance lor investment. Price only $1500. Terms easy,

polioy holders.

EMMA OVERTON, Brooklyn, New York.

Old Gas Fixtures regu ikied and bronzed.

_

THE

STREET.

Gas piping done to order.

policy until its value is worked out in insurance; For example, if a person pays four
life premiums in CASH, this will insure him seven OR eight years, or about three
years after his
tour have expired, if be is unable, from any
to
the
cause,
annual premiums. The laws of no
pay
other State make such a provision.
9. The New England Company will make as large
a distribution of surplus to the insured as can be returned by any Company doing a safe business. The
assets of all companies are derived from premiums
and interest; and the mutual company whose
ratio of total expense to receipts is lowest, must have
the largest proportionate amount to divide among its
members. People have been strangely misled in this
matterol dividends. Tbe Company in which insurance costs THE least, the rates of premium being the same, must do best in the way of returns lo

particularly
inadequate

Arrangement!
tho Steamers

7

Reduction

In

BOSTON.

REDUCEDJO

insures

Company being purely mutual,

testimony

AT

For Sale.

dry

tention never to be without them. I have not had
wet or damp foot during the whole time I have won*
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
1 am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention for the preserva1 remain truly yours,
tion of health,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.
Mr. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
to the usefulness and comfort of your patent Metallic Sole. I have used a pair of boots for the
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel
no hesitation in saying that I have never worn shoes
that combined so perfectly the desirable qualities of
dryness and durability.

very eligible Lot
Temple Street,
TIIAT
Middle Street, with the Walls thereon. Thore is

good cellar with connecting drain. Lot about "U by
by 90 feet. Terms reasonable. Apply to

This

the lowest possible rates; audit the premiums paid exceed the actual cost, the surplus is
returned to the parties insuring in cash, not scrip.
3. The low ratio of expenditures to receipts, averaging only 8 per cent., and the slight variation in this
ratio from year to year, as shown
by the Repo its of
the Company, make it clear that their business is
conducted systematically, and with strictest economy.
8. In this Company a person may no r forfeit a

a

a

A

~DIED.

equal to any

to be

market.
£3r*Their WHALE OIL SOAP is offered as a superior article lor Washing Trees. Scrubs and Plants,
to destroy Insects, Bugs, &c., and their FACTORY
SOAP lor cleansing Wool, Felts, and Fulling
Blankets, And other monulacturing purposes.
May 24—T T&Stf

The new FRENCH
COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situated on the Cape Cottage road, in

AND

FOR SALE

Soaps

when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs and fatal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent ol the country has for years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, lor keeping the leet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, have hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among their manv evils, that
while they keep the ieet
irom external moisture,
they sweat them over mucu, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a susceptii ility tocoliis
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe impervious to water, without affecting their
without addelegance or durability, and, if
ing sensibly to the cost ol their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, are most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absolutely attained iu tbe invention herewith presented to
the public.
The invention con si sis in inserting between the iner aua outer sole, when the boot is making, a thin
Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a pertect barrier against the admission of wet or dampness, though
the feet may be exDosed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Soles will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
delicacy of dress, they are
exposed to the
long train ot ills that attend upon an
protection to the feet.
These Soles have already been tried by the best ol
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
the public. The
adopted
speedily and
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes are being introduced into the leading Boot anil Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, and will supplant all
forms of overshoos, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not happen to have them, he can procuie them without difficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and
cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with light to use, which will be
promptly forwarded by express pre-paid, and wliieli
can be uiade up by
any shoemaker in the country.—
Agencies will be established in every city and village,
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, with proper testimonials to the inventor.

dampness, and the colds so often
feet. Most gladly do we testify to

GAS AND COAL OIL

For Sale.

SUIT OF SAILS, nearly new, taken from

Rev S F Wetherbee, Oscar
In this city, May 25,
W Small and Mias Addie F Johnson, both of Portland.
In Brunswick, May—, Leonard V arncy, of Durham. and Miss Lydia A Simpson, of B.
In Backfleld, May 6, Ira Gardiner and Mis Julia
A
Buck field, May 9, Allred Shaw, of B, and Mrs
Isabella D Shaw, or Brunswick.
In Canton, Llewellyn T Wing, ol W ayne, and Annie M Rose, ol Livermore.

Vaughan and Brackett

Streets,

this

For Sale.

SPOKEN.

do
2d series.
do
102§
3d series. 102!
do
1'ni'ed States Five-twenties, 1862. 102
llailroad
1874.
Kastcru
Sixes,
95
U nited States Ten-iortics,. 941

MANUFACTURERS,
At factory, Corner of

A NEW INVENTION.
Wetting the Feet is the most prolific cause ol'
disease and death known to humanity. It is almost
sure to bring on a cold; and colds, neglected, and often

thirty

BBICK

tliirteen rooms, with
abundant closet room, marble fire pieces; cellar under the whole bouse; never
failing supply oi
hard and soil water; gas
throughout the house. Lot
good size with iine shade trees.
The house is in fine order and located on one of tho
principal[streets of the city, in a good neighborhood,
and will be sold at a bargain if
applied for at once.
Can be examined any
day. Possession can bo had at
once. Apply to

Robert Mowc, Wentworth,

Evelyn, Jenkins, from New

and Erasive

TROWBRIDGE & PATCH,

built

HOUSE, containing

Surinam.

Ar at. Senegal 4th ult,
Boston via Goree.
Ar at Malaga 7th inst,

Refined, Family, Chemical

Hiddle street.

_

desirable House and lot on southwest

Ar at Melbourne March

Manufactory!

FACTORY AND WHALE OIL

Extra

Patent Metallic Sole.

possible,

Wanted.
Agent

in every town in the State oi Maine to
sell a now, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentiemen wishing tor a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss
J. HANKEKSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 2o—<ltf
Portland, Maine.

For Sale Cheap.
ol'Spruco and Brackett streets.
W. L. PUTNAM,
For Sale,

14th> Othello, Tinkham, Nevassa.
1“S0W Uth’ Glad Ti0in88> Thompson, for

Otago.

to

comer

ork.

NewYork

ail lorrns.
SIMON TON & KNIGHT,
4S Commercial St.

Olive,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Palermo 4th best, brig Mary
son, Marseilles.
fid 2D Mi ult, barque May Stetson,

Book-keeping

Lime St.

inayHidZw_

Nicholas, Nuevitas; brig S-ika, Brown,Philadelphia
sehs Corvo, Achorn, Bangor; Oniy Sou, Marsou for

position
buoyant,

canvass

PROCTER,

May 22—d3w

at

WANTED.

the State of Maine for Medallions o!
our public men—the best
production of art beforo
the American people. Address (4. E.
MOREY, No. 80
I edoral St.
mav21d2w*

TO

SEELY’S

may2Sdlw*

May 22—dtf

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

was

be accommodat-

that Iras had two
three years experience.
OXE
Address Druggist, 145 Congress St.,Portland,Me.

SAone

fjr $800.

Ship Mongolia, Weston, from Maulmain,
Calcutta, [no date] in a leaky condi.ion.

can

Drug Clerk Wanted.

and half story house, has eleven finished rooms, and well arranged with closets, &c.
Has stable. The buildings are all in good orThe lot contains about 3-4 acre oi good land

C.

1.
at

d?ess

SALE!

JOHN

tuayraitf

Summer

and Female—to sell The Great
JX. Labor and Fuel
Saver, worth $40 a year to any
Jamily. Agents arc making $10 per day at home.—
with two stamps lor full particulars M. E.
PIERCE, Box 2394 Chicago, 111.
may24il2 w*

Miscellaneous.

under cultivation.
Situated near the Capisic Pond, about 24 miles
from City. For particulais enquire of G. THOKN,
on the premises, or of

FARE

order to afford increased accommodation 1o the
ou and after Monday, May 28th, a train will
public,
leave Portland at 6.00 P. M.
daily, conveying |*assciigera lor South l ari* and all intermediate stations;
and a
trai^ will leave South Paris in the afternoon

iii^ilcuid

A GENTS—Male

IN WESTBBOOK,

The new schr Eastern Light, of Portland, 77 tons,
built at Kennebunk this season, was sold
by auction
at Gloucester, on the 25th inst, lor $7825.
Soli Erie, of Pro mice town, 62 tons, has been purchased by Eben Gardiner and others, oi Bucksport,
*

And Issue of Return Tickots to and from all
Stations between

iny and Endowment Policies Issued,

C.—luacr Sole.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

The Steamer CASCO will
leave FREEPORT for PORT[ LAND every day, (Sunday*
| ’excepted) at 7 o’cl.Kik A. M.,
1 ■
returning leave CUSTOM
HOUSE WHARF for FREED* >RT, at 4 o’clock P. M.
r are each
way GO ci.-ute.
Freight taken at low
rates.

This Company makes a DIVIDEND AN*
NUALLY.

HOUSE

der.

ORGANIZED 1843.

Term, Life, Ten Year, Non Forfeit-

B. ~Outer Sole.

Wanted.

House and Land lor Sale.

Macliias lor do.
May 2G—Ar, schs Olive H Robinson, Berry, Gloucester; Cadet, Williams, Bay St Lawrence.

A .—Metallic Solo.

A\OUNG

May 23—dtf.

F O K

BOSTOX.

Railroads.

for Freeport.

Steamer

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Wanted.

Melbourne

No. 12 Quincy street—Lot aboutGO by 4G
feet. House may be examined at any time.
For particulars enquire at 4G Exchange street.
Portland, Hay 23,18GC—dlw».

Steamers.

NEW ENGLAND

PAT’D. Sept. 5, 1865.

LADY WANTED. One having some
acquaintance with the business preferred.
^
and Glove Store,
THOMPSON’S Hosiery
xnayiodlw
Cor. Cross and Middle Sts.

aplodti

corner

Insurance.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR LIFE.

bring the

can
a room with

Apply

:uid Wiliis streets. Tin; Lot is 132x80 well laid out
and xtockod with Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Grape
Vines and Shrubbery. Persons desirous of purchasing a Home, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine this place, as it is one of
the finest on Munjoy Hill and will bo sold at a bargain.
For particulars inquire on the premises of
0. W. SMITH.

Miscellaneous.

Board Wanted.

posted

For Sale.

Irorn

financial.

P Brown, son ot the
In this city, May 28,
late Opt Thos P Brown, aged 19 years 10 months.
Funeral
on
WT
Wednesday afternoon, at 2 o clock,
from No 57 Cumberland street.
at
the
residence of Warren Brown, at OakMay 27,
wood, near Portland, Corrinna Croghan, daughter of
John Greuvill and C Louise Brown, aged 11 years.
In Bath, May 24, Mrs Mary E Whitney, wife of
Liucoln Patten, aged 39 years.

A

BOOTHBAY, May 22—Ar, brig Waltham, Matthews, Boston ; schs Annie Freeman, Reed, and Senator, Orne, Portland.
May 24—Ar, schs Olive Branch, Dix, An Calais for
Be veil v; Convoy, Cook, do for Boston; St Lawrence,

TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS.

Boston Water Power..
Western Union

For Sale.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

accomplices

Chicago and Rock Island.

Shop
Ferry Wharf. Inquire ot
WM. H. CHANNEL.
Cape Elizabeth, April 29, 1S6S.
may24diw*

at Franklin wharf.

The Markets.

Readmg.. .7.7.7
Ifudson.

lot,

minutes.walk of the

Ferry.

Launched—At Cumberland 25th inst, from the
yard of J A Woodside, a double deck barque of Gin)
tons, called the Woodside. She is built ot the best
material, of a good model, strongly fastened, and is
pronounced by good judges to be one ol the best vessels brought into port for a long time. She is owned
by Isaac Emery, the builder and others, ajid is to be
commanded by Capt J B McAlevv. She was toweit
to this port on Saturday
by tug Warrior and is now

to

N.

ATwith improvements,
at head of

Btrque Enrique, (Arg) Orcutt, Havana—Joseph

the act of a wild
but the result of a con-

Wilmington,

House, Lot and Shop for Sale,
Cape Elizabeth Ferry. A good house and
within 3

Accommodation, Warren, Lynn tor Bangor.
George Washington, Myers, Bangor lor Provi-

Hobson.

not

Cincinnati, May

IN

Jackson.

different classes; consequently
many arrests have been made. In St. Petersburg twenty students bave been seized, sixty
Poles, and four high officials; and in Moscow,
thirty students have been lodged in jail.

Flour

To Let.
a private
house, within five minutes walk of the
Rost Office, a large, pleasant iront parlor. Terms
reasonable. References required. Address M. B.,
Press Office.
may25dtt

CLEARED.

—The St. Petersburg journals say that the
investigation into the attempt to take the Caar’s

with

Westorook, May 25,1800.—dtf

Barque Clarita, (Arg) Race. Havana—Phinney &

The Mayor indignantly
Navy of Memphis.’
returned this letter with the following endorsement:
“Whenever you choose to act the coward,
keep all your communications within your office as above.
John Park.”
“May 19, 1866.
And so the matter stands.

lielouging

PORTLAND.

for Boston, got ashore
Ship Cove Point, inside oc Portland Light, on Sunday, and soon broke in two abaft the mainmast. She
a,car8° lumber in the hold and hav on deck.
mu
I he steam-tug Tiger went out on
Monday' and succeeued in getting off the forward
pari 01 the vessel,
with the lumber, and
the stern on the rocks.
leaving
Ihe wreck was towed into
the lumber, and
with
port,
left at Galt’s wharf. The hav washed off.
The L J
registered 105 tons, and was built at Belfast in 1848,
where she was owned.

”

numerous

Portland,
Morrill’s Corner,
Post Office, Railroad Station, Horse Cars, and Westbrook Seminary. Thi> Farm contains one hundred
acres or more of choice land;
cut the past season
about seventy-live tons ot Hay; has
plenty of Wood
estimated at two thousand cords.
For a M1LK
FARM it is second to none in Westbrook.
For Furly Gardening it is
unsurpassed, it being so near a trood market. It will be sold in lots of
twenty-live or liity acres or the whole farm, to suit
purchasers. This is a rare chance for capitalists for
investment, it being so near the city.
H. B. BOODY.
w

Sch.Laura Jane, Doe, hence

Most respectfully,
John Park.
“May 17,1866.”
A reply was at once sent declining the offer,
and directed to “His Honor John Park, ‘Mayor and Commander-in-chief of the Anny and

single enthusiast,

water..... .10.4.3 AM

on

The Mayor of Memphis.—Memphis, the
city ot riots, appears to be under the protection of a very chivalrous mayor. The Argun
at that place recently alluded to his incoherent conduct during the late disturbance, which
elicited the following:
“To the Editor of the Argus:
“For your uncouth and ungentlemanly remarks in regard to myself in this morning’s
issue, I hold you personally responsible. Select your friend to arrange this difficulty.—

and

High

Monday, Rlay 28.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston tor
Eastport ami St John NB.
Sch P Blake, (Br) O’Brien, Hillsboro NB.
Sch t> Williams, Hunt, Philadelphia.
Soli Harriet Fuller, Upton, Boston.
Sch Citizen, Upton, Boston.
ren Cyprus, Norton, Boston.
Sch Napoleon, Roberts, Wiscasset.
Sch Deborah Atwood, Plummer, Boston lor Harrington, with loss ol maintopmast.
Sch Imogene, Brown, Boston for Rockport.
Soli Nile Hall. Boston for Rockland.
Sch Rough & Ready, Acliom, Haverhill fir Bangor

caution.

spiracy which includes

|

MA It INENEWS

banks, unprepared for such a sudden rush,
ran to the Bank of England to draw out their
reserves, and to beg for further assistance.—
Four millions in money were lent by the Bank
of England during tiie day in addition to deposits repaid, and though a considerable part
of the money thus withdrawn found its way
back, tiie eash in hand fell from £5,727,000 to
This reserve
something under £0,000,000.
was amply sufficient to meet ail tiie liabilities
of
Bank
but
it
is
evident that
of the
England,
the assistance it had rendered on Friday to
bankers in distress could not be repeated. Tiie
situation was full of danger, and amply justified the interference of the executive government. Symptoms, indeed, were not wanting
on Friday night that the bitterness of the crisis was past; but it was quite ^possible that
tilings might yet take an unfavorable turn,
and the suspension of the Bank Charter act,
under the circumstances, was a proper act of

was

Valuable Ileal list ate for Sale in
Westbrook.
subscriber, on acc« mnt of poor health, offers
rpHE
X his FARM 101* sale,—sit uated in Westbrook,throe
miles from
half mil® from

Miniature Almanac. May 23.
rises.4.27 Moon rises.

Sun sets .7.27

PERKINS.

L. J.

may26<13t

Mm

limited liability as of the private partnership.
It was notorious that the spare money of town
and country bankers had often been deposited
with Overend, Gurney & Company, or, at all
events, had been employed through tlieir
agency, and all well-informed men dreaded the
effect of such ahouse upon the popular imagination. Friday showed that their apprehensions were well founded. Depositors ran to
the banks to get back their deposits, and tiie

life has shown that it

CONTAINING

Cuba.Boston.Liverpool...
of London-New

lias ever come upon us so
sharply and so suddenly as that iroin which
we are now escaping. The week before last—
nay, as late as Wednesday—nothing had happened to excite unusual alarm. The Bank
rate of discount was not so high as it has been
again and again in the last three years, and
though tiie glories of the finance companies
had begun to pale, and it was known that the
Imperial Mercantile Credit Association was
tottering, there was no reason to apprehend
any panic in consequence of a collapse which
was distinctly ioreseen.
It was the suspension of Overend, Gurney
& Company on Thursday which awoke the
terror of creditors. Tiie name of the fund
was historical, and the magnitude of its liabilities showed that the mas3 of depositors
thought as highly of the pubic company with

■

Ten oment to Let,
sc veil large rooms, over Perkins’
Morton Block. Enquire of
Confectionery St.

.June 6
York. .Liverpool_June 9
York..Hamburg.... Jane 9

City

S'ale and to Let.

For

DATE.

FOR

FROM

NAME

Java.New York. .Liverpool.May 30
Kagle.New York. .Havana.May 30
City oi Dublin.New York.. Liverpool.May 30
Atlantic.New York Bremen.May 31
City oi Boston.New York.. Liverpool.:.. June 2

Sale,

A n it i v e.

MARYLAND WHITE OAK PLANK,
2, 3, 31 and i inch tnickncss.
«*«ianil
8x7J Wales.
J!

.1?. M Oak Timber.
20

McGlLVERY,
may22dtt

RYAN It DAVIS,
161 Commercial Street.

